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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this Ëhesis is to show that any form of dualism

is untenable, and to defend a form of identity theory which ís compatí-

ble wíËh Ëhe quanturn Ëheory of physícs. Briefly, quanta are all thaË

there is in the universe; it follows that a mental state is a quantum

staËe of Ëhe braÍn apt for bringíng about a certain sort of behavíor.

In Chapter I the varíous mínd-body theories are briefly presented

and the failure of each noted. HerberË Feíglrs discussion of the basic

ambíguiËy of the termsttmenËalrrand I'physícaltt (as presented in TherrMen-

taltt and the ttPhvsÍcaltf) ís surmnarízed, with hís criteria for a soluËion

of the mínd-body problem. 
l

Various forms and ínterpretations of the statemenË of identity

are explored in Chapter II. SËatements are classífíed accordíng to whether

their truth results from 1ogíca1 necessity, linguisËic necessíty, causal

necessíty, or wheËher they are adventitíous, or accidenËal. It ís con- i

cluded that the present form of the idenËity theory states that the class 
i..
I ,r,ti'

of entíties modified by the adjecËival use of I'mindtris enËirely included 
,

i :ì:-: :'

ín the class of enËities modifíed by the adjecËival use of the wordrrbrainrt; I:,',:..,1

l

and that this is necessarily so as a resul-t of Ëhe manner ín which brains 
,

in fact operate, gíven the laws of nature as they are (regardless of

wheËher they are knor,¡n).

Chapter III contains a suÍmary of quantum Ëheory as it is currently

held by most physicists, and descriptions of the laser phenomenon and holo-

graphy are presenËed (a) as examples of Ëhe confir:níng evídence for quantum 
I

theory and (b) as relevant to a possible model of Ëhe brain and its functions.
ilì,' :,-ì:ji



An attempt is made to clarífy the Heisenberg uncertainÈy principl-e and :

show íËs relevance to the problem.

The quantum theory of mind is presented and explained ín Chapter

IV, and an attempË is made to analyse various t5pes of sensation state-

ments in the light of menËal eventsr being ínterpreted as quantum effects 
.,,.,.

The findings in parapsychoLogy of L. L. Vasiliev of the Uníversity of

Leningrad, and of Dr. Helmut Schrnídt of the J. B. Rhine Institute are in-

vestigated as possible candidates for conf irming or non-conf irming eví- :.::-::

dence of the truth of Ëhe quantum theory of mínd. The problem of intenÈ- i'l"t':ì

i...
ionalíty ís reviewed and a tentative solution presented. It is shornrn i::,¡.,,,,

that most of the tradiÈional mind-brain puzzLes result from either (a) 
,a faul-ty concept of mind, (b) an ínadequate concept of matter, or (c)

faílure to pose quesËions unambiguously. 
l

In the concl-udíng chapter, a return to Herbert Feiglts postscript

to The "Mentaltt and the "Physical[ investigates in the lighÈ of the pro-
I

posed theory the four t'true but irreconcilablett proposítions which Feigl l

t,

quotes from the doctoral díssertatíon of Mrs. Judíth Economós. IË is con-

cluded that none of the statements is, as stated, entirely true, and that

íf they are corrected or the questionablê elements eliminated, they are no ;,,';.i-.'

' j ..'

Longer írreconcílable. Finally, the theory ís subjected to Feigl rs crít- ¡,','.. ''
¡,1-i,-,,,,

eria for an acceptable solution to the mind-body problem. It is found

thata1thoughthereisinsufficientevídencetostatethatthetheorysat-

ísfies the criteria, there ís no respect in which it clearly fails. i,,;,:
i.';t",i;
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INTRODUCTION

It is probably mísleadíng to refer to the mind-body problem; rather

there is a number of related, but separate problems whích may be classí-

fied as: (a) linguistic, (b) logícal, (c) problems related to dualisË

Ëheories, (d) problems reLated to materíalíst theories. !ühi1e solutíons

to (a) and (b) rnust be sought, it seems that the way will be more clear

when we have a cl-earer idea of the domain r¿iËhin which we are working.

Philosophical wriËing tends to become míred ín díscussions of

trcategory mistakestr and rtconceptual confusionsrr so that the maín issues

of mental- aad physical are lost. The dualíst faíl-s because of the inad-

equacy of some form of action or ínteracËíon theory, or else from Ëhe

prima facíe improbability of some form of para11elism. The materíalist

faíls when faced with intentionality, volition, and the apparent efficacy

of consciousness.

It is usually presupposed that the concept ltphysical" ís unequív-

ocal and clearly understood, and that 'rmentalrr refers to somethíng whích 
:;:,,::¡.ìÌ.:-.

ís necessarily non-physical. IrJhaË has not, so far as I can te11, been 
,,,,1.1

directly suggested, is that ouï concept of matter has been so inadequate -'' -''

as to be clearly erroneous--í.e., that the quantum theory of current

physics is basically correct and adequate to explain all the phenomena
.,.

of the universe íncludíng consciousness. ir...,,,,
:

trühen a physícist writes:

In experiment, in theory, and even in philosophical
implications, the study of particles seems to have
blurred the dívíding lines beËween matËer and

il
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interactions, between actor and actionsr l

then iÈ is time for the phílosopher to reassess some of his basic assump-

tions. Thus Ëhe purpose of this thesís is Ëo shor¿ that any form of dual-

ísm must be untenable and to suggest a form of monísm which one might caLl

attquantum theory of mÍndtf. I would avoid the termrrmateríal-ismrton the

ground that classical concepËs of matter are bound Èo be misleadíng. It

ís an idenËity theory of the type Richard RorËy cal-ls a I'disappearancert

theory. I am not claiming Ëo have solved the mind-brain problem, but to

have shown that there is no longer any good reason to doubt ËhaË a full

and adequate explanation of whaË kind of referents 1ie behind such 1o-

cutions as r?Irr, ttI thinktt, ttl senserteÈc. will be found wíthin Ëhe domain

of quantum theory as it may reasonably be expecLed to be modified by

empiríca1 research.

1-C1íf ford E. Swartz, rrResource l-etter on Subatomíc ParËic1es, t'

American Journal of Phvsics Vol. 34, No. 12,December 1966

1.-.'.



CTTAPTER I

A SIiMMARY OF I]NACCEPTABLE SOIUTIONS

Everyone knows Ëhat 'mindr ís what an ídealÍst
thinks there is nothing e1-se but, and matter is
what the materialist thinks the same about. The
reader also knows, I hope, that idealists are vír-
tuous and maËeriaIísts' are wícked.

-- Bertrand Russel1, Historv of Ï,{estern Phílosophy

. There is, unfortunately, a good deal more to be said on the

subject than thís; much of ít having already been saíd, and most even

less enlightening. However for present purposes I sha11 divide the

' mínd-body theories ínto the classificaËions of monísm and dualísm. Mon-

istic theoríes, which can include boËh materialism and idealism, can be

subdivíded into identitt¡ theoríes, of whích there are numerous staËements,

and double aspect theories--not currently held in very high repute, and

perhaps unjustly so held. The class of dualist theories may be subdivíd-

ed into: ínteractionism, epíphenomenalism, parall-elísm, and the less

1ikely occasionalism and preesËablíshed harmonv. I sha11 not discuss the

1atËer theoríes on Ëhe ground that (a) they are empirically unverifíable, and :,,',,,,

(b) they are intuitívely unsatisfactory.

Before proceeding any further in detail I shoul-d líke to distin-

guÍsh between, and for the purpose of thís díscussion define, the terms

r'brain sËate r, tbraín eventr, rbraín processr wiËh their parallels ín the

mental realm. rBrain eventt I shall treat as primitive, referring to

those electromagnetic phenomena which can be recorded by an electroence-

phal-ograph, at least some of which can be correlated with a$tareness, or

I:'::::-':
i: . .'i .,
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menËa1 evenËs; a brain process, then, will be a sequence of brain events

which may or may noË be conneeted causally but are temporalLy sequential;

a brain tstatet is a unit r¿hích may involve one or more brain events and/

or processes, and which may be correlated wiËh sLates or units of aware-

ness of the kínd that Ëhe contrnon man would describe as tanger', 'paínt,
rsatiety', rseeing a red spotr, or'belíeving that Bowser is at the doorr.

Thus there may be a number of mental events and/or processes making up

the mental- state we call pain.

Of the dualíst positions only inËeractíonism seems to have an

irmnedíate appeal. Parallelism, like interacËíonism, accepts that there

are brain processes and menËal processes, thaË for every mental- process

there ís a correspondíng brain process, and for a cerËain class of brain

process there ís always a coïrespondíng mental process; but unlike inter-

actionism, parallelism deníes Ëhat Ëhere is a causal connectlon between

them. Ilowever the parallelist is denying that constant conjunction is a

necessary and sdffícíent condiËíon for the cause-effect rel-ationshíp since

he accepts the constant conjunction, yet denies Ëhe causaËíon. Parallel--

ísm proposes that physical events can cause physical evenËs ín sufficí.ently

complex trains that the ent.íre stimulus-response behavior of the human

can be explained without reference to or necessity for a theory ínvolving

non-physical effects of physical causes, or physícaL effecËs of non-

physícal causes. This theory can be refuted on empírícal grounds as

pointed out by Michael Scríven.t ,n" human braín can be stimulated by

electric probe or by drugs (these external stimulí wÍ1l cause braín events),

1Mi"hr.1 Scriven, 'rThe Límitatíons of the Identity Theoryrt,
ed., (University of Mínne-Mind, Matter & Method, Feyerabend & Maxwel-1,
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and certain mental events will invariably occur símultaneously. If we

apply a certain alleged cause, A, at random wíthin a deËerminable set of

background condítíons, (c, .1, "rr), we ínevitably get the alleged

result, R. Sínce of the set of condítions, A, C, Cl, ... Crr, which is

jointly sufficient for R, A ís Ëhe non-redundant member and also random,

there can be no other factor, Ar, which is the actual cause of R and

happens to be simultaneous with A.

This consideration, Ëhen, províng paralle1-ism to be false, leaves

open Ëhe possíbíliËy of epiphenomenalism. This posíËion a1lows that

mental phenomena are caused by physícal (brain) phenornena, þut deníes

that the Ëraín is reversible. On the surface thís seems to be implau-

sible símply on the ground that íf the physical can cause what is assumed

to be non-physical, there seems to be no obvíous reason why the reverse

should not be equally possíble. For the epiphenomenalist the posítion of

the mínd with respecË to the body - the positíon of mental evenËs wiËh re-

specË to braín events - is analogous to that of a shadol¡I Ëo the body of which

ít is a shadow. The movement of the body causes the shadoT^7 to move, but the

movement of Ëhe shadow has no causal efficacy with respect to the body.

The diffículty of thís sort of argumenË from analogy is thaË whíle ít is

undoubtedly absurd to suppose that a shadow could move íts object, having

saíd this we have saíd noÈhing at all about the mind-body relationshíp.

Among the considerations which gíve epíphenomenalism some initíal

plausibí1ity are things 1íke sleepwalking and any unconscious behavior

that passes under Ëhis name. For if mind is characterísed by conscíous-

ness or aT^Tareness, then anything that the body does during sleep, and of

which r^7e are not even semi-aware, can be considered as purely non-menËal.

Now practícally every human activity whích is normally carríed out consciously

ì!:r'i
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".,,has also been done by people during theír sleep, including the solving of
complicated mathemaËicaL equations. The epiphenomenalist could say that
such occurrences show the overdetermining nature of consciousness ín
volÍtíon. The argument from hypnotíc states is less clear since one

hesitates to say whether or not an individual is conscíous ín the nor- -.,:,;.,.,::i:-,:

mal1y accepted meaning of the word when he ís in an hypnotic trance.

There are so many kinds of trance and so many ways ín which the operaËor

can determíne whether the subject wiLl "remembertr what he has been through, 
irrri:

that it ís dífficul-t to decide what credence T^7e will give to the replíes i..::.r"'

of the subject to questions about hís trexperiencen. i.:tt
rt seems that the only way ü7e can refute epiphenomenalism per se 

:(as distinct frorn the degree to which it gets flushed away along Ëhe inËer-

actionism, or must be taken to be false if monism ís proven to be true)
is to show that there is at least one physícal event, which was caused by

a non-physical event, and thís is as unlikely of proof as the reverse
iYet iË does seem that it is a mental staÈe (rny pain), and not a set of 
i

electro-chemícal reactíons simplÍciter, that sends me to the dentíst when 
i

I have a toothache.

1.,.'.:r.Interactionism assumes that minds belong Ëo the class of entities ,,::ì..:,.r.:

that are non-physical, Ëhat mínds are causally responsible for certain
physical states of the braín, and that these and subsequent physícal

states are causally responsíble for states of the mind. The problem of

interactíonísm is not so much that of how non-physical events can cause

physical events and vice versa, sínce there is nothíng in the concept of
cause and effect preventing anything from causing anything else, but rather
the problem of providing a plausible explanation of the causal process.

:i'--:t': i
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The whole probLem of what \¡7e mean by "menËalrr as opposed to

"physical", wíth our reluctance to accept into our onËology things whích

cannoË be given neat, spatio-Ëemporal co-ordinates and yet are efficaci-

ous, render the dualistíc approach to Ëhe mínd-body problem repugnant t'o

those wíth a highly developed respect for the empírícal as opposed to the ' .,,

mystical. Unfortunately'the sea of monism is not much smoother.

AË least two theoríes pass under the title of Ídentity theories,

both of whích would assent to Ëhe staËement, "braín states (events/pro- i;,.,1-¡,

cesses) are identical Èo mental states (events/processes)." The differ- 
i,.t""Ì

;,. ,.-,,l
ence between the theories 1íes in whether the statement is to be con- l:.:',:

:

sidered as anaLyËic or synthetic. The fírst interpretation is to be re- 
.

jected because it says nothing about the.world, but about language. lüe I

shall- turn our atËention Ëo the philosophically interesting position whích 
l

regards the sËaËemenË of identiËy as synthetic. That is, it is a contín- j

gent maËter of fact that the statements describing brain states describe 
i

i

the same states of affairs as those describing mental- states, ín the same 
i

T¡ray âs statements describing the Morning Star have the same referenË as 'l 
,, 

,,

Ëhose describing the Eveníng Star. 
ir.,Ìi':

Hospers,l folloring C. D. Broad, objects Ëo any kind of identíty , ,' ,,

thesís on the ground that trhow can your thought about Paris and a certain :l i1

complicated braín state inside your head be literally the same Ëhing,

sínce the one has characteristics that the other has not?tr In actual fact,

of course, both Hospers and Broad are arguing only againsË the uninter- 
iiilî
i; ':i jìrrì:

estíng identíty thesis with this form of attack. The same argument might

lrohn Hospers, An Introduction to Phílosophical Analvsís. (Engle-
wood Clifs, N.J., L953, Prentíce Hal-l Inc.) p. 32L

r.ì:¡i':-_ 1



well have been used by the ancients to prove místaken the first person to

state that the Morning Star and the Evening Star were the same thing.

After all, they might have saíd, the Morning SËar is seen only in the

morníng and in the eastern sky, whereas the Evening Star is seen ín the

evening and Ín the western sky--obviousl-y they have different character-

istics, therefore they cannoË be the same. It will be argued that twhenl

and twheref are not the kind of characterístícs r¡7e are speakíng of when

h7e say ËhaË one has characterísËics ËhaË the other has not; they are

characterístics of the observer or of hís situaËíon, or of the situatíon

in r¿hích Ëhe phenomenon is observed. This aspect can be separated ín

consideration of a phenomenon like the planet Venus; but what of the sit-

úation \^7e are concerned with in whích the phenomenon h7e r¡7ant to observe

is that with which we observe iË?

Let us take another example ín which thís objection cannoË be

made. Consíder the 36th presídent of the Uníted States and the owner of

the LBJ ranch. IÈ is not a characteristíc of the 36th president of the

U.S.A. per se that he be a cattle owner or a tall Texan or many other

things that are characteristic of the oÌrrner of the LBJ ranch. It will be

argued that ínsofar as Lyndon B. Johnson r¡tas as a matter of empirical fact

the 36th presídenË of the U.S.A. and he is a Texan, etc., then these are

ín fact characterístics of the 36th president of the United States. Thís,

however, is known only after the conËíngent fact ís known thaË L,B. John-

son r^7as Èhe 36th presídent of the U.S.A. Simílarly the opponent of Ëhe

ídentity thesis would have to make the same move if it were (or could be)

shor,n that as a matter of empirical fact brain states are identical to

mental states. And ít ís just this that the supporter of ídentity must

hold: Ëhat the idenËíty ís logical-ly contíngent and the statement of

identity a synthetíc statement.

+.\.'rl-r.:'i. jl]i

...'.....-.... :{

?,o
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But it ís more Ëhan merely empirícal identity Ëhat we are concerned

wiËh; íf the ídentity thesis is true, knowledge of it demands certain con-

ceptual shifts not required by the LBJ example. Knowledge of I'pure, em-

pírícal identity adds to or modifies accepËed concepts, but does not re-

quire changes in the concepts themselves. Knowledge of rnínd-body identiËy,

if it is true demands that we form a neü7 concept of what is referred to

by the terms, ttmind" and trbodyrtín the same llay that knowíng that light-

ning is nothíng more than an elecËrical discharge requires a neü7 concepË
1of f.ightning.- Evidence that such conceptual shífts may be required is

seen in the fíndings of experímental work in parËic1e physics such that

such statemenËs as the followíng have been made:

In experiment, in theory, and even in philosophical
ímplicaËions, Ëhe sËudy of particl_es seems to have
bl-urred the dividÍng lines beËween r¡atter and inter-
actions, between acËor and actions.¿

It was Ëhís statement, containing as ít does a concept of the

physíca1 so foreign to the classícal concepË, thathas led to the following

aËtempt to find a sol-ution to the mínd-body probl-em within the confínes of

Quantum Theory. such a solution musË, of course, be monistic, although r

woul-d hesitate to call it materíalistic since ít rejects classícal- mater-

ialísm. It is an ídenËity thesis, but it demands more than mere empiri-

cal idenËity.

Against identity, c.D. Broad argues Ëhat ít ís palpable nonsense

Ëo try to reduce statements of the form t'ihere is someËhing which has the

lcf. Michael Scríven, op. cit.,pp. Lgl'-irgz

2Clifford E. Swartz, "Resource LeËter on Subatomic Partíclesfl
American Journal of Physics, VoI 34, No, 12, Dec. L966.

. ::1
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characteristíc of being my al¡üareness of a red patchtt to statements of the

form ttThere is somethíng which has the characterístic of being a molecular
1

movementr'r- and that such a reduction would be necessary if Ëhe ídentíty

thesis r¡7ere true. He.argues thaË it would make perfectly good sense to

ask of a molecular movement if ít is swíft or slow, straíght or curved

etc., but that such questíons about the awareness of a red patch are non-

sensical. But about thís approach I would ask first: is'tËo know what it

is to be aware of a red paËchtt the same as Ëo know itwhat an aürareness of

red paËchtt'is? r would suggest not, since although r know perfectly well

what it is to be aware of X, I do not know what an aT^rareness of X is,

(in the same r¡7ay that whíle I know what it is to be in love, please dontt

ask me what love is--I dontt know). Yet the critícísm of idenËity whích

ís being advanced depends on the two statements having the same meaning

and on our apprehensíon of the meaning of the first giving sÍgnificance

to the second which, I suggest, ggy be meaningless (at least within our

current conceptual scheme). Secondly, if our current concepts are faulty,

it may be perfectly good sense Ëo ask of 'an arrarenesst (whatever that

may be), ttls it swifË or slow?rt eËc.

There are tT^7o monistíc theoríes whÍch travel under the name of

double aspect theories but which are ín realíty quite different ín theír

basic proposítíons. The fírst we míght call the semantic double aspeet

theory, and the second the third substance theory. I shall discuss the

Ëwo separately.

1. Semantic Double Aspect Theory: Such a thesis suggests that

"braín staterttalk and f'menÈal staterrtalk are simply two different

la. D. Broad,
& Co.) 1925, p. 622

The Mind and íts Place ín Nature, (Littlefield Adams
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1ínguístic conventions for describing the same set of phenomena. rn

essence such a theory presupposes identity of a materialístic sort such

thaË our physío1ogíca1 conven,Ëions are reasonabl-y adequate modes of des-

criptíon, but that psychological convent.ions, while undoubtedly useful,

may be misleading insofar as they take for granted mental states that are

basically dÍfferent from physical states. The posiËíon states Ëhat the

mind-body controversy is simílar to the situation whÍch exists in Ëhe Iín-

guistic conventions used to refer to ordinary physícal objects such that

the physicísË descríbes a table in terms of the subaÈomic particles and

their relations Ëo one another, the atoms and the manner in whích they

are combined to form molecules, and Ëhe motions and characteristics of all

of these so Ëhat considered together they reflect light, exhibít stabílity

and offer resistance in Ëhe ways characteristíc of tables. The contrnon man

has a different set of linguístíc conventíons to describe the same tab1e,

and an artisË, desígner, or cabinet-maker might have yet others--a11 de-

pendenË, of course, upon the conventions of the common man. rt is Lhe

aPparent disparíty between the two conventions that origínal1y made atomic

theory diffícult for the comnon man to contemplaÈe since it required im-

portanË conceptual shifts such as, for example, the shift Ín the concept

of solidíty. That there is no longer any doubt that when Ëhe physicist

speaks of the microstructure of maËter he Ís speaking of the same ilstuffrt

as \¡re are speaking of when we talk about tables is the nub of Ëhe sem-

antic double aspect thesis; the requirement ís that cornmon parlance must

símply come to gríps with the empirical findings. In shorË, thís theory

ís a restatement of the rinterestingr identity thesis with the added pro-

viso that'the 'problemsr of mínd-body are linguístic.

1:::I:'i;::4J
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2. Third Substance Double Aspect Theory: This position, r,rhose

hístorical bases are well known, states that mínd and body, or the mental

and the physical' are the two knowable aspecËs of a thírd basÍc substance

(i) as yet unkno!ùrl or (íi) perhaps unknowable. The standard objection

to (ii) is that ín its attempË to solve the mind-body problem ít creates

a greater problem in thaË al-though ü7e can talk abouË the head of the coin

or the tail of the coin, ít seems Ëhat r.¡e cannot talk of the coin itself ;

the g!!, which is the object of our search in the mind-body debate, is

not only unknown but unknowable. IühaË the proponent of this theory is

wí11ing to accept, the critic hígh1íghts as its r¡Teakness--that nothing

can meaníngfully be saíd about the central issue of the mind-body problem,

the se1f. The crític sees that the only way out of this weakness ís for

the double aspect theorist to admit that we have trnro different linguistic

conventions, physiological and psychological, and that these two conven-

tions describe not only different characterístics but also different

types of characteristics. Then, charges the critíc, there is no justi-

fícaËion for the belíef that the two conventions describe the same thing.

The force of this criticism would be reduced if and when a one-one corres-

pondence is found between mental states and brain states, between psychol-

ogical conventions and physíò1ogical conventíons; whíle such a corïespon-

dence seems more and more likely with increases inthe knowledge gÍven to

us by the empírical sciences, such findings only reduce, not nullify the

force of the criticísm.

tr{hat remains is that if this version of the doubl-e aspeet Ëheory

maintains thaË the ttthírd substancetr is unknowable anð./or íneffable, then

the theory does not attempÈ a genuíne soluËion to the mind-body problem.

It does suggest a theory of línguistic or conceptual- convenÈíons, but we
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are no closer to knowing what the tselft i", or what the relation is

between one aspect and the other. It is just this relatíonship which

any adequate theory must elucídate.

A third substance theory is not fruitless, however, if it can

make some significant staËements about the thírd substance. The cortrnon

man has a seË of linguistic conventíons whereby he speaks of trees, lamp-

standards and puddles in the road; classical physícs has a set of lingui-

stic conventions concerning índívisible atoms and molecules in rapíd mo-

tíon whích, it ís claimed, descríbe Èhe same entíties T¡re normal-ly refer

to as trees, lamp standards and puddles ín the road; since L920 the quan-

tum physicíst has told us that the real world can be adequately described

only with a whole ner¡7 set of conventions having to do with quanta--entities

Ëhat do not behave as do trees, lamp standards and puddles ín the road,

buË whose behavior accounts for that of the famil.iar objects of our en-

vironmenË. Quantum Ëheory, then, is a thírd subsËance theory (not, ost-

ensibly, in the rnínd-body domaín), which reconciles the conventions of the

conmon man and of classícal physics wíthout ínËroducíng any entíties which

are in principle unknowable or ineffable. IË is, therefore, the chief

purpose of this thesís to suggest that an adequate mind-body Ëheory, which

satisfactoríly accounts for the relationshíp betr,reen the various conven-

tíons (psychologícal, physiological, etc., ) will be found within the do-

main of quanËum physics.

In The ttMenËaltf and the "Physícaltt, Herbert feigll sets out what

he conceives to be thettrequirements and desiderata foï an ad.equate

1Herbert
MínnesoËa Press,

Feig1, The t'Mentaltt and Ëhe 'rPhvsíca1tr, (Universíty of
Minneapolis, L95B/67)
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soluËíon to the mind-body problemrr which I shall- attempt to sunrnaríze here

as a guide not on1-y to the systemaËíc criËicism of solutíons already sug-

gesËed, buË also to the embryoníc solutíon I wish to propose. These are:

1. Línguistíc analvsis: an adequate analysis of the Ëerms ttmentalrr

and t'physicalrr musË be atËempted such that T¡7e can be clear abouÈ what is

meant as well as what is not meant by each.

Z. Empirical UníËv: an adequate solution mubt account for the unity

indícated by current trends and experímental data of empirical research,

includíng those of parapsychology.

3. Efficacy: I^7e must aË the same time be able to account for the

efficacy (apparent or otherwise) of mental states which, although rve may

very well be deceived, gives eveïy evidence of being more than just appar-

ent. Thís r¿í11 have Ëo include an account of free will in whatever sense

this can be made to conform to what ís scíentifícally defensible.

4. Logic: The logical requírement concerns the necessity to recog-

nize as synthetic or empírícal the statements correlating brain states

wíth mental staËes

5. Epistemologv: the epistemological requirements are threefold, and

I quote from Professor Feigl:

(a) the need for a críËeríon of scientifíc meaníng-
fulness based on íntersubiectíve confírmability,
æhã recognítio" thtt 

"pí"t"*ology, 
in order to

provide an adequate reconsËruction of the confírma-
tíon of knowledge claims must employ Ëhe notion of
irmnediate experience as a confirmation basís;...
tAcquaintancet and tKnowledge by acquaintancer, how-
ever, require careful scrutínY;
(c) the indispensabílity of a realistic, as con-
trasted to operationalisÈíc or phenomenalistic, in-
terpretatíon of empirical knowledge ín general,
and of scienËific theories in particular.

6. Reconcíliation: the reconcíliation of scíenËifíc and philosophi-

ca1 analysis--i.e. how shal-l- we disËinguísh between:

I :::

.:..

i-. ':::':
¡-":rtl..'s-J¡i;t:l'
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MENTAL and ?HYSICAL
Subjectivê ebjective
nonsPaËial spatíal
qualitative quantitative
purposive mechanical
mnemic non-mnemíc
holistíc atomistic
emergent compositíonal
íntenËional rrblíndrr; nonintentÍonal

Two thíngs will be evident at thís stage; fírsË that the soluËion

toward which I am aímíng 1-ies wíthin the framework of monism, and second,

that a complete and exhaustive study of the problem within the framework

suggesËed by Feigl woul-d be beyond the scope of this essay, and that there-

fore I shall have Ëo be content to sketch the lines along whích I suspect

the solution will be found, and Ëo indícate the manner in whích it might

satisfy Ëhe críteria set out above.

A. IË is generally conceded that what is rmentalt ís subjective, and

that the 'physícalr is objecËíve; but sayíng this really solves nothíng

since by tsubjectivet we generaLLy mean ËhaË which ís mediaËed by psycho-

logicaL or rinternalt factors, whereag robjectiver refers to what is dír-

ectly perceíved, or dírectly known--r¿hat ís ttout thererr, independent. But

surely this very sËatement conËaíns a contradictíon! We are dírectl-y

aÏ¡7are of, we know (ín the hard-boil-ed sense) only our oÌ¡nr mental states.

I do not seem to be able to be místaken about my thoughËs and emotions;

I may be mistakenly angry, buË I cannot be mistaken about the fact that

I am angr}i I may be místakenly aware of a pool- of riTater ín the ïoad a-

head, (i.e. it may be a mirage), but r cannot be misËaken about being

aT^rare of the pool-like sensatíon. If there is anythingrrout there'ex-

istíng independently of my mind, r cannot apprehend it as directly as r

can my own mental states. Psychological literature is fu11 of t'objectivett

observations whích one very sËrongly suspects have been medíated by the

.':
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mental states of Èhe observer. In fact recent experiments ín neuro-

physiology (whích r'¡il-L be reported later) índicate Ëhat all observations

are medíated by the totalíty of previous experíence.

In shorË, the whole project of sorting out what is mental and

what is physical on the basis of subjectíve and objecËíve is fraught with I ,' ,

confusíon so long as the latter terms are understood ín rel-ation to what
1

is dírecËly accessible as opposed to what is indirectly accessible.t How

'...
else shall we distinguísh between subjective and objectíve2 Tt the pur- 

,..;,,,.:,,',,j:,

pose of Ëhe enterprise ís to íllumínate tmentalr, consíderatíon of mind- 
l:'i'"":: :'::.

. r.: :., ,r, ,-.-. -

dependenË or mind-independent wí11- lead to circularity in assumíng príor i'l':..ì.','

Ëo the investigatíon Ëhat we know what rmíndt is.

tr{e are inclined to falL back on some conceptíon of subjective as

private,andofobjectiveaspub1ic.Inthísralay,a1thoughtheremaybe

pub1icmanifestationsofprivateevents,forexamp1ethescreamsand

wríËhíngs of someone experíencing a pain which ís ítself private, the j

paín itself musË remain private in Ëhe sense that no one else can experi-

ence thaË parËicular sensation. Nor can anoËher personrs sensation, given

the numericall-y identical sËimulus (1oud noise, falling timber), under 
Ì,.....ìi,,:'.,:i

the same círcumstances (the timber strikes both A and B with the quant- ,',,',.r',".',.,

: :1 : ::'

ítatively same force on t.he same area of the body at the same Ëime,), be the r.,¡,..¡tr1..,,.
._. .'::...

numerically same pain. Furtherrnore there is no way of anyone's knor¿íng

whether Ats pain is even qual-itatively identical to Brs pain, even when all

Ëhe publícly knowable factors are known to be similar, and there ís every ;,.,i,ì,. 
..,

Jrì r.: :r....:j:... ;-l

l"olfrrrr* Kóhler, ttA Task for Philosophersfr, Mind, Matter and
Method, Feyerabend & Maxwel1, êd., (Minneapolis, Uníversity of Minnesota
Press),1966.
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reason to suppose thaË Ëhey are not, sínce people are notoríous in their

disagreement over how such a paín should be described.

Yet iË seems only a very weak sense in which anything can be

called public. The lamp standard. or someone's cry of pain are called

public. Public in the sense that anyone lookÍng (or lístening) wiI-l see

(hear¡ the same thing; yet all thaË ís genuínely constant is that anyone

with the appropriate ttsetrt wí1l be affected in some way, for the lamp

standard of which I am irmnediately aï7are is both quantítatively and qual-

iËatively different from anyone elsers. Thus to whatever degree the lamp

standard ís pubLíc it is also noË avaílable to direct apprehension, and

to the extent Ëhat iË ís avaílable to direct apprehension it ís private.

Are we, then, to define rpublíc I as that which is not available to direct

apprehensíon? surely not, sínce (a) this ís clearly not the way Ëhe word

is commonly understood, and (b) such a defínition lets in too much.

Since the present approach seems to be leadíng nowhere, let us

ask what ís the sígnificance of the dístinction to the problem at hand.

This seems to be considerabl-e ín thaË if there is ín fact no clear-cut

distinction between mental and physical, between public and privaËe, such

a state of affaírs wouLd mitigate agaínst a dual-ist posítion. For dualísm

must maintain that minds and bodies, mental events and physical events, are

c1-early and certainly different and dístinct. Yet there ís, of course, a

sense in which mental events and mental states are clearly and certaínly

disËinct, and that is with respect to what we call al^Tareness. Unfortun-

ately the distinctíon ís only one-síded, since while we might agree that

all mental events fall within Ëhe class of thaË of which T^re are a\¡rare--
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there can be no mental event such that no one is aware of itl--it ís less

interesting to say that mental events are the only things of vrhich T¡7e are

aÍilare, and quite unhelpful to say that everything else is the class of
physical events. Perhaps the dual-ist wíl1 say that the class of those

thíngs of which r^7e are not dírectly aware includes physical events. But

are there no physícal evenËs of which ï^7e are dírectly aware? A headache

may be caused by a certain cortical dísturbance, and ít will be argued

that the cortical disturbance is one thing and the headache is another;

but if there are no headaches without cortical d.isturbances of a certain
kind, and no disturbances of this kínd without headaches, are we not

ar¡7are of the cortícal disurbance? If Èhe ansü7er must be no, then r,re have

reached the unhelpful conclusion that the terms rmental- statet and rstate

of awareness I refer to the same phenomena each of whích can be defined

only ín terms of the other. I conclude that if this kind of analysis ís

accepted, and the rpublíct (objective?) ís,unknowable, Ëhen the dualisË

is forced ínto the positíon of exËreme idealism which víolates contrnon

sense and is contrary to the manner in which we do in fact view the world

and on the basis of which we have succeeded in operatíng in our environ-

menË.

B. Mental events are taken Ëo be non-spatial, whíle physícal events

are spatial. undoubtedly we are as unwilling to say that pain caused by

my ingrortrn toenail is tint my toe as r^7e are to say that it is tint my

head. The well-known examples of phantom limbs--the pains felt by people

i.::;,

t -:t.::lt.:-r--

lcf. n. B. Brandt, "'F ís a particular mental factr is to mean the
same as tF i-s temporal, and somethíng is direcËly a!üare of FttttrDoubts aboutthe rdentity Theorytt, DiBgnsíons of Mind, sidney Hook, ed., (New york,
Collier Books) 1961, p.T
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who have undergone amputation, which appear to be in Ëhe nonexistent

limb--clearly point to the faLLacy of locating pains where they appear Ëo

be; yet if I have a paín in my toe I will resíst anyoners suggestíon that

whí1e it may be the toe that is ínjured, the paín is ín my head. This

area åf di"o,r"sion is too well knor,¡n to bear repetition, yet tT¡7o points

seem worth menËí.oning.

(1) trüe are unwíllíng Ëo deny any location at all to mental events; we

seem bound to restrict Ëhem at least to the spatíal co-ordinates of our

bodíes. That is, when I am ín Manitoba mymental ímages seem to me to
I,

be there rather than in BriËish Columbia, and when I return to British

Columbía my ccrnscious states seem, at each moment of the journey, Ëo be

generally locatable ín that part of the Ëerrain through which I am passing.

(2) Tf, as has been suggesËed, such questions (where is your pain?) are

siIly, then, (a) in what sense are they síl1y? and (b) why are they si1Ly?

If they are si1-1-y, why is it Ëhat I seem perfectly abl-e to ansrirer my

physician when he asks where my pain is? (I can only think it fortunate

Èhat my psychíaËríst does not ask where my dreams are! )

One reason for the sílliness of these questions lies in theír

making a fundamenËal category mistake (which will- be díscussed in detail-

ín chapter IV): pains sírnply aTe not the type of thing that can be 1o-

cated in this riTay any more than can motherhood, patriotism, or the number

1. This is not to say thaË paíns, etc., be1-ong to the same class of en-

tities as mothertrood, patriotism or the number 1, but that the same S

of error is made íf you ask theír l-ocation.

In any case, ít seems true that we do not locate our mental events

very specifícally, and perhaps vle cannot do so, buË we do set specific

1at. G. E. Moore,
Collier Books, 1953), p.

Some Main Problems of Phílosophy (New York,
1-
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f.imiËs i¿ithin whích we do locaËe them. The one exceptíon to this involves

the claíms of parapsychology. If people can and do cormnunícate over great

dístances, if people have ín fact corununicated with those whose bodies

have ceased to exíst (as líving, human bodíes), and íf people can in

fact 'see'what is not withín Èheír physical field of vÍsion, then the

statement is false; but iË does noË fol-lornr from this that Ëhere is no

physical explanation of Ëhese phenomena, nor thaË dualism is necessarily

true. Recent empiríca1 investigaÈíon in parapsychol-ogy indicaËes that,

while informaËion may be transmitted from one mínd Ëo another, mental events

themselves are very much atÈached to corporeal bodies. (re- the work of

L. L. Vasiliev referred to ín detail 1aËer.)

C. The aËËempt to distínguísh between Ëhe rmentalr and the tphysicaf 
i

on the basis Ëhat mental staÈes are_gg!!!3!_igb different from each

other and from physícal staËes, while physíca1- states are Sl1g.lilglively
dífferenË, is also doomed to failure. Stated simply, the objection is

thís: there are qualiËative differences and quantitaËíve díffergnces on

both sides of the 1ine. Pains may be strong or \^7eak, they may be graded

on an n-point scale such that even though they remain private, one paín

may be recognized as so many degrees greater Ëhan another by the sufferer,

and understood as such by anoËher; the same may be said of the inmrediately

experienced color sensatíons, sound sensations (both vol-ume and pitch),

and emotional experiences. It is, after all, on the basis of Ëhis dir-

ectly perceíved quantítaËive difference Ëhat we have buíLt up our system

of quantítaËive measurement ín the physical- scíences. For example: (1)

the Ëhermometer would have been neíther conceived of nor calibraËed with-

out the quanËitative dífferences in the raw feels that this is hotËer than
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that--the pain is greater when the r,Tater is boilj-ng than jusË after the

kettle was plugged in; (2) the ruler would not have been calibrated.

without the supposedly tprivate'mental image of A such thaË B is farther

to the ríght of it than c. Símí1ar1y, what ít is thaË is measured by a

galvanometer, voltmeter, aûEneËer, oscílloscope eËc. must be qualítatively ,'¡,i.,¡

different, for how else would we judge that different instrumenËs are

appropriate to make the measurements?1

trüith regard to this poinË, Feigl .noËes that these scíentif ic var- i.ir,,.

iables are not directly experienced qualíties, and asks if there is any 
ti:

i:'r.:::.;;
good reason for restricting the term rqualityt to the phenomenally gíven. i'-'',r,,

The illustraËíon suggested by the oscilloscope is a good indication of a 
,

:

negatíve ansr¡7er Ëo hís question. This is an instrument which measures i

1

both the frequency and amplitude of vibrations which correspond Èo the i

dírectly experienced pitch and loudness of sounds. Pitch and loudness are 
i

iqualitites of sounds which we distinguish; buË the oscilloscope can record 
f

two dístínct parameters wíth respect to the vibrations whích are alleged to '

be the cause of our direct perceptíons. How else are ü7e to distinguish be- j

trnteen the two measurements which the instrument records if noË on the basís
' ;!ìr:,Ìì::''of qualíty? Thus ít seems to make as good sense to speak of directly ob- i::.:.,::

served and physical quantities as ít does to speak of menÈa1 and physícal l...,ti

qualities; both locutíons are meaningful.

D. The temptatíon, when díscussing mechanical versus puïposíve dÍst-

ínctíons, is to become enmeshed in the controversy over whether the lower

i'¡¡:;'=

Ilerbert Feigl, oÞ . c it ., p . 4l
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animals on the one hand, and computers on the other., have mínds. (tn the

latter case ít would be a question of whether or not computers could have

mínds since there do not yet appear to be any that tempt us to credit

them wíth mental processes.) I would like to suggest, hoïdever, thaË even

though the question is relevant iL is quite unhelpful in the díspute be-

t\^zeen dualism and monísm. Given the truth of the propositíontrThere ís

at least one non-human animal and there is at least one electromechanícal

computer such that each has a mindtt, two points can be made: (1) the

relation between their 'mínds'and their rbodiesf need not necessarÍly bó

Ëhe same as Ëhat which exísts between the human mind and the human body;

(2) aLL the problems which beset Èhe mind-body problem with respect to

human entities wí1l arise wíth respect to these non-human entitÍes, and

theír physical differences from humans will be of no greater help or rele-

vance to the problem than the physícal differences beÈween me and my wife.

The evidence Ëhat other people have minds ís of thís general type;

I have a mind, the behavior of others is similar Ëo that behavíor of mine

whích I conceive to be mind-generated, therefore there is a high degree of

probabílity that they have minds also. rt Ís the lack of Ëwo items in

this regard that preventsus from granting minds to computers and the other

animals: (a) a synËactícal1y and semanticall-y flexíble means of cournuni-

cation, and (b) the capability of refl-ective thought. Our evídence for

the existence of the latter depends, of course, on the former, and currenË

investigatíon of kí1ler whales and some other large species of marine 1ífe

is aímed at díscoveríng whether these creatures are íntelligent to any-

thing like the degree that humans are, and to which some ínvesËígators

have suspected. But, as r suggest, regardless of the outcome of these

ÍnvesËigations r cannot see that we wíll be much helped by them. rn any

case, purPosive behavíor in some sense or other--certainly in the sense of
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beÍng teleologíca1ly oriented--is exhibíted not on1-y by numerous animal

specíes (many quite 1ow in the scale of evolution), but also by plants,andby

homíng rockets and such inanimate mechanisms. The dístincËion between

corlscious versus non-conscíous teleological orienËatíon bríngs us fu11

círcle to evidence for the existence of consciousness.

E. Let us accept,as a starting poínt, C. D. Broadrs definition of

mnemic versus non-mnemíc events such that rrA non-mnemic event would be

one whose rmomentary' conditíons aL1 ínrnediately precede it, and whose

'non-momentaryr conditions are all continuous wíth it. A mnemic event

would be one whích has at least one independenËl-y necessary condiËion whích

ís separated from ít by a finÍte gap of time."l r see no.particular reason

why this definition cannoË be accepted, and if it is r cannoË see how a

consideration of the mnemíc as opposed to non-mnemic constítutes a criter-

ion for dífferentiating between the mental and the physícal. tr{nemíc cau-

sation, in some sense compatible with the above defínítion, has been

accepted as conmon Ëo all living organísms for over half a century, and

the advent of the electronic computer shows it to be noË onLy part of, but

essentiaL to Ëhe operatíon of these mechanícal- tbrainst; thus another

alleged divísíon necessary to the acceptance of a dualístíc position must

be rejected.

,.-.:.-:.*:.ir..

r.. ì1-.:...

F. A consideration of the history of evolutíon on the one hand, and

Lhe complexification of matter on the other, leads us to doubt that there

any clear distinction to be made from the ídea that conscíousness ís

la. o. Broad, op. cit. , p. 449

of

ís

,'i:,1..:i:.: i
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remergentr while matter is purel-y compositíonal. There is in the mícro-

structure of matter and ín the macro-strucËures an interesËing continuum

both from the point of view of complexity and also from Èhe poínt of view

of size. trrle are concerned here wíth the continuum of complexity whereby

the subatomic particles are arranged in numerous ways from Ëhe numerical-

as well as ttgeometrictt point of view to form the atoms of the traditÍonal

elements; these in turn combine in countless T^7ays to form compounds

whÍch ín turn exhíbiË a continuum of complexity such Ëhat there are

molecules which exhbit both the characteristícs of 1ivíng cells and of

non-living matËer. The composition of the atoms of all the elemenËs

can be changed so that any elemenË may become radioactive, indicating

that radioactívity is a function not of certaiÍt rare elements, but of

structure. As more and more research is carried out more and more blanks

ín the continuum are filled blurring the lines between telementaryt part-

icles and those which may noÈ be elementary; between living and non-líving; l

between plant and animal; between conscious and unconscious. There seems

to be no place in the scheme of thíngs for purely remergentr properties

ín the sense of trsuddenl-y itrs herett. The potentialiËy seems Ëo have been

exhibited at previous stages in the continuum of complexity of matter.

Consciousness malr after all, be a functíon of one structural dimension

just as radíoactivity ís a function of another.

Thus the hol- íst ic- emergent /atomís t ic-compos it ional dist inct ion

between the 'mentalr and the tphysícalt does not seem to hold any more

promíse than the previous considerations.

G. One of the chíef objectíons to any monistic theory gathers around

what ís called íntentionalitv; it usualLy takes the form of a question
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such as:" r^re say that a person has a thought about castles in Spain, or a

menËal picture of a beautíful young girl, but what does ít mean to say

that he has a braín state about castles ín Spaín? or of a beautiful young

girl? It seems to me that this oddity says a great deal more about our

1ínguístic conventíons than about Ëhe mind-body problem. A language ís

quite conceivable in whích al-l such proposítions as the above could be

expressed without this partícu1ar difficulty arisíng. If, on the other

hand, hre are concerned wíth intentíonally directed behavior, then the

human organísm is noË al-one in exhibiting such syrnptoms. A computer can

be progranrned to exhibit teleologically oriented choice behavior ín the

same sort of way as thaË whích is seen to be shown by humans in similar

siËuations.l ,h,r" it appears that the problem of intentíonaliËy can be

dívided into (a) part of thertpsycho-logical problem, i.e., part of the

relatíon of psychologícal to the logical forms of discoursettr2 and (b)

a behavioral aspecÈ cormnon to many non-human and even non-living entities.

I conclude that these oppositions (as lísted in (6) page 13) do

not allow us to make a satisfactory distinction betvreen what we shall call
tphysical-r and what rmentalr, thatItX has a mindtt must be analysed along

the lines of rrX ís âï7are or is capable of being aürarett, and Ëhat, any

anal-ysis of mental evenËs, states or processes will not necessarily pre-

clude the possibílity of their beíng identical wíth certain specífic types

of physical states ín the same sort of way in which radioactive hydrogen

r' :.-.:

1*obura

Vol. VI, No. 1,

2Herbert

Ackermann, trExplanations of Human Actionsrr, Dialogue,
June 1967 r pp. 22-27

FeÍg1, op. cit., page 51.
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is stíll hydrogen. That is, a specific strucËure of matËer may exhibít

ahTareness just as a specific structure of maËter exhibits radíoactivity.

That this conception does not preclude the efficacy of staËes of awareness

to change the behavior of the matter which exhibíts it will be seen in a

1aËer chapÈer, just as iË does not preclude the possibility of parapsycho-

logical phenomena havíng explanatíons withín the framework of empirícal

sc ience.

.To the extent that any form of dualism requires that tmindr and l¡¡,
,-r',, 

::..

mental states be specífiably dífferent from physical states and matËer, 
i,.,,,,,.
:,: i.ì rËhat no such specific differences have been demonsËrated, and that if they l. ,:.'.

T¡7ere I,'7e would be at a loss to see how Ëhese fundamentally díff,erent en-

tities could interact in any signifícant way, it seems that any form of
ì

dualísm must be rejected as untenable. 
l
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CHAPTER II

THE STAT'I]S OF IDENTITY STATEMENTS

Since v7e are seeking a solution to the mind-brain dispute both

within the confínes of Quantum theory and monism, and as there are num-

erous formulations of an idenÈity theory, it ís necessary both to clar-
j..'.

ífy precísely what ís enËaíled by the sorË of identity r am proposing, i,,,,
i.

and to state specífical-ly what ít is not. Thus r shall reject the two ,r...

extreme posiËíons: (1) that the identity resulËs from strícË logical

necessíty,anð'(2)thattheidenËityísaccidenta1.Thereareanumber
l

of intermediate formulations which will have to be explored in some de-

taíl, and as a prelíminary exercíse iË may be helpful Ëo classify 
"trt" - :

ments in general wiËh respect Èo their 1_ogical status

A. LOGICAL NECESSITY: Under this head ü7e may classify all- statements of
.

the form p r p and -(p ¡ p), whose Ëruth or falsity ís logíca1Ly neces- ),

'i
sitated by the rules of logic, as opposed to

i -..., : . )--B. LINGUISTIC NECESSITY: those statements Líke. I'411 bachelors are male'r i,:;r,.;1.'
i' : l'l: -:-.

and rrJones is a married bachelortt whose truth or falsiËy ís 1ogíca1ly

guaranËeed by the linguistíc conventions rather Ëhan by any soLe1y logi-

cal criteria. That ís, it is the logícal rules plus the línguistic rules

,....ì:.. ,.1

Ëhat entail the Ëruth or falsíty of these statements.
i '': r'::,': ;i:.::I:l:

C. CAUSAL NECESSITY: Statements of boËh fundamental and derivativ" 1rr"1 il'l.i':. l.

may be classified here on the ground that theír fa1-síty is necessitated by

1-Cf . Carl G. Hempel and Paul OppenheÍm, ttThe T,ogic of Explanationrt
in Feigl and Brodbeck, Readíngs ín the Philosophy of Science, (New york, , , i::., :

App1eton-Century-CroftsInc.1953I.i.:....':...j.
@

6 ó'
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some empírical fact, the laws of causality, and some logical ru1e. That

ís, if we postulate Èhe truth of empirical laws and logical laws, then

the truth of particular statemenËs ís assured. Conversely, if a partÍcu-

'lar statement follows from an empirical 1aw, and is false, then the fa1-

sity of the 1aw ís established. For example: the Newtonían laws of motion

entail-ed a particular orbít for the planet Mercury. Experímental evidence

showed that this was noÈ the actual orbit. It followed that Newtonian

laws were inadequaËe, í.e., false.

The next two classes are vulnerable to numerous objectíons, part-

ícular1y from hard-core determinísts, who would claím that Ëhere are no

such statements; however, sínce they are not crucíal Ëo the main argument

I shal1 not Ërouble to defend them, as they are Íncluded for the sake of

completeness and to demonstrate thaË the identiËy statement ís not among

them. I,rIe may refer to these classes as:

D. ADVENTITIOUS: statements of the type whích sociol-ogísts might take

for the laws of their rsciencer, such as ilpo\¿er corruptsrr, r¿hich seem to

have some very loose necessíty, but whose truth or falsity being largely

adventitious must be separated from the invaríable staËements of the

prevíous class íf ícation.

E. ACCIDENTAL: At bottom of our

for whose truth or falsity there

be exemplified by the subjective

verificatíon does not rest on any

spectrum we shall place those statementis

'ís no logical basís whatever. They may

statements about onets mental states whose

of the criteria of logíc, línguistics or

causality.

Now the truth of the statement of the identity of mental states

and brain staËes must noË follow solely from logical necessity. There is

no contradictíon in the two statemenÈs, r'S has a míndrf and rrS does not have
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a brainrt although wíth our ever increasing knowledge of psychology and

physiology such a conjunction becomes increasíngly ímplausíble. Such

statements would be contradicËory only if an analysis of t'has a mindrr

were impossible wíthout reference Ëo the physical strucËures referred to

ín the description (not definítíon) of braíns. But in fact we analyse

"has a mindtr more ör less satísfactoríly wiËh reference only to conscious-

ness or a\^Tareness ; for just as ín dreams T^7e are aü7are of sounds though røe

hear none v¡ith our ears, of sights though T^7e see none with our eyes, of

Ëactual sensatíons though the appropriate ïeceptors are not stimulated;

so Tde can cortceive what ít v¡.ould be to experíence consciousness índepend-

ent of the usual physical structures. Briefly, the conjunctíon of I'S has

a míndrr and rtS does noË have a brainrr does not amount Ëo sayíng rtS is con-

scíous and S is not consciousrr, and is therefore not logically impossible

even though it may be (in fact it ís my ccintention that it ís) empíri-

ca1ly impossíble to have a mind without having a brain.

But if the truth of the ídentity statement is not guaranteed by

the laws of 1ogíc, r^7e must also reject that íts truth or falsíty ís nec-

essítated by linguístic rules. Fírst, if we def ine 'mind' or rself I in

terms of braíns or neurophysícal structures and processes, then we will

have avoided the whole mind-body problem rather Ëhan solved ít since the

questíon can stil1 be asked, but ís this really what r¡re mean by the

term rmíndr? Second, the mind-brain ídentiËy statement would become

analytíc, and therefore te11 us something about the language but not

about the world; but the moníst must be te11íng us something about the

world, since otherwÍse Ëhe ídentity statement is paËently false in virtue

of the lÍnguistic conventions to which rrTe have become accustomed.

On the other hand we cannot go to the other extreme to say that

the identíty ís accidental in the same r¡ray that rtAl1 the coins in Smíthrs
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pockeË are nickelsrt is, if true, accidentally so (and simÍlar1y accident-

ally false, if false). The problem here is that an identíty of the kínd

exemplífíed might just as easíly have been otherwíse, whereas the monist

wishes to sËate that mental states are brain states and could not possíbly

be otherwise given the world as iË is and the laws of naÈure. This ís not

to say that there may not be beings on some other planet whose bodies may

be made of, say, platinum and whose central conËrol mechanism operates by

means of some exotÍc þroperty of the metal; of whom we shalI want to say

that mental processes are metallurgical processes

Rather, a tenable identíty theory must propose thaË Ëhe truth of

the identity statemenË follows frcm or is rendered probabl-e by the laws

of nature as they are; the staËement that such and such a brain state is

a conscious state (if true) is necessarily true in virËue of the strucÈure

of brain tissue, the empirical laws governing such matËer, and some 1ogí-

cal principle, Ín the same \¡7ay as radioactiviËy ís the natural necessary

result of certain atomíc sLructures. Just as any materíal becomes radio-

active when its atomíc structure ís suitable altered, so aÌ^Tareness results

from the appropriaËe complexity of neurological sËructures by the operat-

íon of specifíc, discoverable 1aws.

If Ëhis is so then Ëhe concept of mind must be made to accord with

the accepted data, and it will not be considered strange or devíant to

make the same kínd of staËements about menËa1 states as \^7e do about brain

staËes. One of the chief objectíons along this líne has been that of

intentionality: how can one say that a brain staËe is about something?

For example, one may be able to correlate my seeing the Playurate of the

Month wíth a certain set of neurological impulses, yet while ít is per-

fectly good sense to say that I am thínkíng tof'or rabout'Ëhe Playmate

of the Month, it would be strange to say thât the set of neurologícal

r,-i .:':t
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ímpulses was of or about her. However I do not see this as an insurmount-

able obstacle.

First let ít be saíd

of a trconvention...whereby ít

terms appropriate to physical

the type each one of us makes

is sittíng is a seethíng mass

in furious motíon.

1J. J. C.

Bryig, Vol. 68,

that I am not here calling for the adoptíon

would make sense to talk of an experience in
1

processestr, * but for a concepËual shift of

when he learns that the chair on which he

of almost inconoeívably sma1l molecules all

Smart, rtsensations and Braín processest', The philosophical
1959, page 152

Secondly, if Èhe identity theory ís true and the appropríate con-

ceptual shifËs have been made, then it obviously would make sense to say

that such-and-such brain state was about the PlayrnaËe-of-the-monËh, nor

would thís be the sorË of intentionality by convention which ís involved

when we say that thís book is about Ëhe ciËy of Ottawa, ü7here the inten-

ËÍonalíty depends upon oners prior acceptance of the conventions of the

symbols ínvolved in wríting. That is, there ís no causal or nomic nec-

essity about the relatíonship between the synrbol tta' and the sound we

utter when we pronounce the vowel, nor ís there between the symbol trappl.et

and the thing rePresented by the symbol. The sort of intentionality I am

referring to is that most aptly illustrated by an example from current

technology. An electronic device has recently been developed for the use

of the blínd such that the blind man holds a flashlighr-like objecË in

his hand and poínts ít at his surroundings. By means of a radar-líke

process a tone sounds in the earphone of the blind man, its tone rising

and falling depending upon hís distance from the object. A very sl_ight

modification of this instrument (actua1ly made since the first draft of

j:'::

l,:.-.:
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this chapter whereín the modificatíon was predicted) allows the blind 
""

man to deËect not only hís distance from objects, but also to recogníze

their shapes and subtleËies of form by means of the qualíty as well as

the pitch and volume of the sound. He can nol^7 say of a sound ín his ear,

ttÏhis is the sound of a Gothic cathedralfr or ttThis sound is about the ,,,1.,,.1

statue of Venus de Milo.tr

AnoËher example of non-conventional íntentionality might be Ëhe

graphic ímage on an oscílloscope resluting from the input of sound T¡raves! :,,,,..,
lL 

--^J ^- - 
i':'

ít can be said of a cerËain pattern, this ís a picture of C" played on a 
1,..,..,,.,.;violin. Here the observer must -learn that such-and-such a graphic image t:',.::,r:,,,

intends a given sound ín a manner simílar Ëo that ín r¡hich we learn Ëhat

certain visual sensations intend danger or a fine day, not in the way ,

that we learn that a specific ímage on a page refers to an apple.

ThepositionIamproposingissími1arinsomereSpecËstothat
1of U.T. Place- for whom identity is a ttgeneral or uníversal proposítiontr 

l

as opposed to the particular sort of identíty exemplified by the state- 
,,

ment, t'His table is an old packing case.tt I would add to Placers argumenË

the stipulatíon that the statementrrMental evenËs are brain evenËsrtís an

ì :.,.'.:,empirícal lar¿like Ëruth resuLËing from the naturaL l-aws governing complex ,,, ,'

neurological structuïes of a certaín order. '
,::41::: :

J. J. C. Smart, following Place, points o.rt2 thrt an acceptable

identity theory must admiË identity ín the strict sense, and I take this

to mean that all the properties of mental sËates are properties of brain 
,,:.,:,i'.''..
|j:.: rì,..,;:':.

I-U. T. Place, ttls Conscíousness a Braín Process?tt, The Philosophv
ofMind,V.C.Chappe11,ed.,(Eng1ewoodC1iffs,N.J.,PrenETõãffi.,
L962)

l:: ':!.': ì:'i'

2J. J. C. Smart, gp.:_r3!.
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states. Jerome Shaffer objects to Ëhis statement of identity on the ground

that ttC-states (conscious states) cannot be identíca1 wíth B-processes be-

cause they do not occur in the same place."l However, Shder seems to be

unaÍrare of the basic ambiguity of "where is?rrquestions: (a) what class

of ínformatíon is required by a ,where ís?rr question, and (b) is the

requírement informational or experiential? For example, if someone

asksttÍIhere do you live?rt a set of spatial co-ordinates will constitute

a complete and satísfactory answer. If someone asks tt1ühere can I see a

neuËron?tt the ans\¡7er wÍll have to include spaËio-temporal co-ordÍnates of

the type: when x and y occur you may see the path left by a neutron at

a poinË such that.... A very different sítuatíon is exemplifíed by the

questíon asked by the oÌrner of a new or unfamíliar auto, rrÌlhere is the

right front corner of the car?,J rn this instance, as in that of the baby

trying to find ouË where his hand is, the object ín question is clearly

visible; spatío-temporal co-ordinates are not required. Vühat is wanted

here is some kind of knowledge by experience; one learns, one is not told

the ttwhere istr in this latter instance. There may be other types of
trwhere is?trquestíons; however, these three serve to poínt out that iden-

tity of place is not a simple concept. I may knor¿ where my kidneys are in

a spatial sense, although I do not know where they are in the sense Ëhat

I know where my hand is or where the right front corner of my car is as I

swíng in to a parking lot; situaticns simply do not frequently aríse such

that one needs to know where onets kidneys are in this latter sense, hre

are rarely interested ín this fact; mental states are, r suspecË, always

1-Jerome Shaffer, rrCould MenËa1
Journal of Philosophv, Vol. LVIII, No.

States be Brain Processes?tt
26, Dec. 2L, L96I, p. 813

The
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locaËed in the experiential sense, and thus we are taken unaü7are by Ëhe

request for a spatio-temporal locaËion.

It seems to me that Shaffer makes the dual mistake of failing to

dístinguísh between what will be considered acceptable criteria for rrwhere

is?t' questions, and éhen of sËatíng categorícally that it trmakes no sense

at all to talk about C-states as being located somewhere in the body ,,1,

then moving from thís statement to the staËement that C-states are not 1o-

cated ín the same place as B-states. (1) If it makes no sense to speak of

C-staËes as being locatable in the body, then ÍË is equally meaningl-ess to

state that they are not, and thus his objecËion Èo the identity theory on

the ground Ëhat the spatial requiremenË is not met fails ínsofar as, if he

has shown anythíng, he has shourn only that we cannot know whether or not

it has been meË. (2) trühaË evídence does he adduce to suppoït the sense-

lessness of locating C-states? Perhaps it makes perfectly good sense, since

obviously if the identity thesís should turn out Èo be true, then iË must

make sense (this is part of the conceptual shift referred to above). Un-

doubtedly it does make no sense Ëo Shaffer himself, and I cannot argue with

hís private experiences; however I am sure there are many who, like myself,

have always visualized thoughts and sensaËions as havíng some vague sort of

location above and behind the eyes. rs Ëhís Ëo say that the pain in my

foot ís located there? Ìüe11, why not; íË certaínl-y isnrt Ín my foot as

evidenced by the pain-ín-the-foot tlpe sensatíons reported by those r¿ho

have no feet. At Ëhe risk of being charged wíËh facetíousness, I will noËe

that people wiËh no heads do not report sensations of any s.ort!

1 op.. cit. page 815
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Ïüe might ultímaËely hTant to say that sensatíons are not locaËab1e

--cannot be located; but whaË sort oftcant is thís? logícal? empirical?

or ËechnicaL2. or would it be more accurate to say that they have not been

locaËed rather Èhan be committed to any sort of'cant? shaffer goes on

to atËack identity theorisËs on the ground that Ëhey have argued that
ttgt"ty argument for or against identíficaËion would apply equally ín Ëhe

mínd-body case and ín Ëhe electromagnetism case".1 This, he claims, Ís

not so since there are T^7ays of locating elecËromagnetic radíatíons, but

(by implication) there are no ways of locaËing mental events. Undoubt-

edly there r¡7as a great períod of world hístory during which Ëhere were

no knor,vn ways to locate elect,romagnetíc radíaËions, and while this may for

ever be the case with mental processes, r can see no necessíty such as

Shaffer implies. tr{e assume that what the electroencephalograph records

are brain processes; may it noË be recording mental processes? tr'Ie could

grant that Ëhere are not now vJays to locate mental events, that \^7e cannoË

even conceive how one would go about locating them, without grantíng that

they cannot (logícaIly) be located. Yet sureLy shaffer must have a log-

ícal ttcantt in hís propositíon implied byttthis cannot be said ín the mínd-
,

body case. t'-

Thus it is not so much the adoption of a neür convention that is

required as it is the recognítion that the 1ínguistíc conventions govern-

ing mental sËates are noË synonJ¡mous with those used to refer to brain

states, ín the same \^7ay that the linguistic conventions used in descríbing

streaks of lighÈ (líghtning) are not the same as those used to descríbe

1Hilary

i:1:tl1:r'.:1
Ji : 'r :i

Putnam, ttMínds and Machinestr ín Sídney
(New York, Collier Books , L96O), page L7Lsíons of Mind

?-Shaffer, loc. cit.

Ilook (ed.) Dimen-
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elecË::ica1 discha::ges, although we do accept the strict identity of

líghtning and electrical discharges. That is, there is a one-to-one

(or one-many) correspondence betrTeen what ís seen when lightning occurs

and the elements of the scientific description of electrical discharges.

So jusË as Ëhe ancíents could perfectly well describe lightning without ',.',r

knowing that it T¡¡as an elecËrical discharge yeË the statement of identíty

is not logically inconsístent, símí1-ar1y the facË that they could descríbe

their sensations withouË knowing anythíng about braín processes need noË ,i,.,..
",_", ,t-.'

damageatheoryoftheidenËítyofsensaËíonsandbraínproceSSes
i::'-i::_:-,:

That there is such a correspondence between mental states and :i:'::r':

braín states seems evídent from a number of empirical considerations

1. If I hear a contínuous high pítched tone, I may be in genuine doubt

as to whether the sensation has íts origin outside myself, and I can tesË
:

by asking another person íf he also hears the tone; þ.erhaps I can plug my 
'

ears to see if the tone ceases; if it does not, then I conclude thaË the

l

serrsation ís íust líke thaË r,rrhích I experíence when there ís a sound-

producíng source withín my audible range, yet, since Ëhere isnrt, my ex-

perience must be entírely wíthín my body. 
t; ::._.

2. StimuLaËion of the cerebral tissues with an electríc probe results in ii'ltì.:

i.. ,r. ,', ..,

the subject reportíng certain specíf ic experiences or sensations, and ,1..',,¡.,;¡.

' ::

simílar excitations result in similar sensations, as reported by Dr. lfilder '

Penfield of Montreal.

3. Idhen the electrodes of an elecËroencephalograph are posiËioned so that ,;,;,

they record the electrícaI ímpulses of the brain, there are certaín patterns 
i1"1¡'''i¡

whích are always associated wíth sleep, with dreaming, wíth wakíng sËaËes,

andstatesofintenSemeÍrta1activity.TheexperímentsofKar1Pribram,

which are discussed at some length in ChapËer IV, leave little doubt that 
_.:.,r,,.

l:i;'.'l':' :r':

further research in this area will allow the researcher to say with certainty j:::ii:



w?raiq the subject is thinkíng or sensíng.

None of these examples gives greater support to Èhe identity Ëhesis

Èhan to epiphenomenalísm, parallelísm, or occasionalism; however, they ry

indicate that the problem ís one posed by two sets of linguistic conven-

tions rather than by the existence of two separate enËities.

I wÍsh to reject the idea (cf. the Smart - Stevenson disputel)

thaË there are M - propertíes (ttall and only those propertíes r¿hich Ëhe

materíalist wishes to allow ín hÍs physicalist .schemert) and P - properties

(rtthose def:ining properties for tsensationsr whích prevent us from def ín-

: .1:1 ;.a:::,:
:'.1 '.. i':
1. .::: 
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ing rsensaËiont in terms of M - propertiesrt), and suggest that if the íden- ',',,,,-,,,

tity theory i-s true the properties of braín events /states/processes can be

described eíther ín the linguistic conventions of the physícal scíences

(M - conventions) or of Ëhe counnon man when he describes his sensations

wíth reference to the mínd-independent entities (!r", Berkeley) such as

co1or, sound, shape, distance, etc., whích he sensesor appears to sense (P-

conventíons). Thus Ëhere should be (and indeed there does seem to be)

for every locution in the P - convention, a correspondíng locution in the

M - conventíon--buË, of course, not the converse. Thís ís not to say that

the one convention is reducíble to the other ín any sense stronger than

Ëhat in which ordinary physical object language ís reducible to the con-

ventions of partícle physÍcs, alËhough both sets of linguistic conven-

tions are being used to describe trees, lamp standards and puddles in

the road.

Thus my sensation statements are not statements about brain states ll

any'more than brain state statements are statemenËs about sensations.

1r. J. C. Smart, J. T. Stevenson, , VoIs.
TJ(IX and IJOC
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Rather, brain state statemenËs and sensaËion statemenËs are phrased ín

the appropríate 1ínguístíc convenËions and describe the state of affaírs

of which I am aware when I sense. The críteria of appropriateness wíll

be similar to those employed when we decide whether Ëo speak of trees or
" a ,.,:,.-

conglomeratíons of atoms. And jusË as I cannoË conrnunícate my arÁTareness .l',..,..

other than wiËh reference to so-called publíc objects or by means of

words like rpain, rítcht, etc. which have a conventionaL symbolism ín the
-, :... .

same way that 'appler has; so Ëhe physico-psychologist must use a different 
i:i,'li,
r, :.:::: :

set of conventions to describe hís observatíon of my aT^rareness--which is

noÈ to say that he is al^Iare of my al^Tareness (which r¿ouLd be silly), buË i"':::':

that he can describe hís ar¡Tareness of my avTareness only ín a physical
ì

object language which will differ from mine only ínsofar as what I am 
i
I

a!üare of ís the lamp post or Èhe paín or the anger, whíl-e he is aware of 
i

l

some physical state of my body. 
i

I have said that íf the identíËy thesis ís true íts acceptance re- 
i

ì

quíres certain conceptual shífts; ít may be profítable to investigate i ,

I

Ëhese shifËs first from the point of víew of díscovering just what is in- 
i

voLved, and secondly to see íf the necessary shifts aïe acceptable. The 
ì.
l::t:. :::;l:

conceptual rearrangement musË be simílar Ëo that required by Ëhe díscovery i:.','

that líghtníng and electrical discharges are related in the way the moníst ! 
t'

: ..:

claíms for the mental and Ëhe physical-. There do appear Ëo be two differ-

ences (1) of degree and (2) of kínd. Of degree in Ëhat rhe díscovery of

Ëhe ídenËity of líghtning and electrícal discharges díd not affecÈ day-to- i.,.j: :,:

i1::¡l:';,::

day parlance to any great degree. Few contrnon expressions ceased Lo have

meaning; sorne mythological formuLae became quaint which otherwise may have

rreachedt the cofirmon man with gïeat force: trZeus hurled his thunderboLttt, '

and such phrases, which may very wel-1 have been treated metaphoricall-y even
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by Ëhose who received them. ![e do not, after a1-1-, mention either lightning

or elecËrical díscharges every day (unless r^7e are research scientisËs en-

gaged ín a projecË) whereas expressions referríng to mental states are

integral to our conversation, so that íË is rare to find anyone talking

for five minutes without his usíng expressíons líke, ttl have an ideart'

trl thinkrtt trYou knowrtttrl belíeverttetc. And as things currently stand,

he would sËrongly resist the suggesËion that Ëhese words referred only to

neurophysical processes. (It is amusing, íf not isunediately relevant, to

noËe Ëhat thís resistance is weaker the less the índividual has had to do

with phílosophy--Ëhe phiLosophicaL and religious ignoramus is an Íntuítive

monist. )

The difference ín kind of conceptual rearrangement is a resul-t of

the lack of competiÈion in the lightning example in comparison with the

number of theoríes currently held concerning the mínd-braín problem.

There is noË, so far as I know, an historically venerabl-e dispute, the

1-ightning-discharge problem, as hotly debaËed as this whích T¡re are pre-

sently engaged in. ThaË ís, the establishment of the identíty ín the

lightning exampLe requíred only the esËablishmenË of a satisfactory seË

of concepts whích replaced either nothing at all or a vague set of

mythico-religious concepts quite unsatisfactory as to Èheir explanatory

vaLue--and all this on one síde of the identity, lightníng. trùhereas the

mind-braín identity I am proposing requíre a genuine and full-scale re-

arrangement of Ëhe concept of rmindr/tmentalr as r¿el1 as a modification

in the concepË of tphysicaLt when there are competíng views being put

forward by repuËable scholars adducíng formidable evidence and arguments.

It might be supposed that these differences are too great to be

passed over líghtly--Ëhe fact that previous to the estabLíshment of the

: : .' t'i,: r:
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lightning identíty we did not have adequate concepts of the entíties in-

volved whereas we do seem to have perfectLy accepËable concepts of both

mínd and matter. But are our currenct concepts cLear? The dualist tends

to stamp hís foot ímpatiently at thís point, 1íke G. E. Moore or Samuel

Johnson, and say that he knor¿s very well what terms like tphy"icaLr,

rmaËeriaLt etc. mean, and that he ís quite as cl-ear about the difference

between physíca1 and mentaL or material and spiriÈual as he is between

pLant and animal, or organicand inorganic, líving and nòn-living.

But of course the mention of these last three brings the adequacy

of these distínctions sharply into question, sínce the findings of empíri-

cal investigaËions have shovrn them to be inapplicable at the extreme points

of Ëhe scales supposedly identified by just these distinctions. Many ex-

tremeLy primítíve 1ífe forms cannot clearly be cLassified as either animal

or plant by the accepted criteria. Microbiologists no longer find a clear

l-ine between the organic and the inorganic. Recent controversy stennning

from medícal Èransplants has shown thaÈ even the dístinctíon between living

and dead ín humans ís díffícult to define satisfactorily. The l-atter case

ís interesting ínsofar as, unLÍke Ëhe other dístinctíons which separaËe

contraries, Ëhe life-death disËinctÍon separates a pair of contradíctoríes.

The inadequacy of the Èerms rphysicalI and rmentaLt themsel-ves has been

discussed at sorne length in Chapter I; and from these consÍderations one

might be led Ëo concl-ude that these classifications aïe appropríate only

away fro,n Ëhe extremes of a continuum, yet ít is Ëhe extremes that are

interestíng and useful- in making ínferences as to the nature of thíngs.

In his ttDefence of Dualismtr Curt Ducasse purports to distinguish

clearly between physícal/material and psychical-/mentaL by means of Ëhe

supposed ínherent publicity of the former and the necessary prívacy of the

t-

rl.
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latËer; ttPsychical events themselves are never publ-ic and never can be

1

made so.tt' In italicísíng ttthemselveslt Ducasse intends to emphasise Ëhe

distínctíon between tpublícr and rbeing published', a dísËínction which,

in thís context, hardly seems necessary since I cannot imagine anyone

objecting to the supposed privacy of mental events on Èhe ground that

they can be reported. The privacy, as I understand it, lies in that they

are not directly experienced by anyone other than the índivídual who 'has t

them. Now I suspect that Ëhís concept is noË nearly so clear as it is

generally supposed to be, for as C. D. Broad has poínted out2 there ís no

1ogícaL contradictíon involved in saying ËhaË one person may be dírectly

aÌ^7are of experíences that are not his or'sn. In fact the hardware of cur-

rent technology can be used to substantíate the conceívabilíty of havíng

non-veridical experiences of thís kind even if one is dísinclined to ac-

cept the reports of mediums. It is generally weLl known that electrícal

stimulation of certain aïeas of the cortex ís accompanied by the subject

reporting experiences which are indistínguishable from verídÍcal experi-

ences--e.g. a subject, on having a certain area of his cortex touched by

an electric probe, may say, "I smelL freshly cut onions" or t'I see a

castLe in the moonlight". The electroencephalograph, on the other hand,

records the electrical impulses of the brain in action, (or so ít is

supposed). Let us ímagine a combínation of the Ëwo devices such that A

has the pick-up electrodes of an el-ecËroencephalograph attached to certaín

1a. J. Ducasse, "In Defense of Dualismrt,
Sidney Hook (ed), (New York, Collier Books ' L960)

in DÍmensions of Mind,
page 85

(London, Routledge
to the present argu-

he makes this point.
.'.,"f-

2c. ,. Broad, l,ectures in Psychícal Research,
& Kegan Pau1, L962) p. 402. Note that it is relevant
ment that Broad is supporting a kínd of dualísm when
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areas of his cortex, and B has the outpuË electrodes attached to the

correspondíng areas of his corËex. Now let A experíence a paín, oï see

a Goya, or hear a Bach fugue; ít is not inconceivable Ëhat B will feel a

paín, see a Goya, or hear a Bach fugue. It is further conceivable thaË

he would be unable Ëo distínguish Ëhe experiences from veridical experí-

ences. In the sense thaË B was not ín a posítion to see Ëhe actual Goya,

thaË hís hand, sayris unínjured, Ëhat his eardrums r^7ere not stímulated by

the appropriate vibrations which normalLy accompany the hearing of the

Bach fugue, the experience is not this t. Yet ín the sense that neither A

nor anyone else reported the experience to him, the experience is direct.

And ín the sense that the events did occur at the time B experienced them,

the sensatíons are veridicaL. In some sense or other the sensaËíons B is

experiencíng are qualitaËively símilar to Ars; r¡/e can at least say that

they are qualitativel-y differerit from those he has when he is in Ëhe pre-

sence of the harpsichord on r'¡hich the fugue is being played--i.e. they

have been mediated by Ats aural strucÈures and assocíated neural structures.

However, r thínk one must hesitate to say that they are qualítatively

identical- sínce recent elecÈroencephalic evídence suggests that sensatíons

are affected at every point on the neurologícal pathway. Thus, in our

hypothetícal case, whíle rwhat B is experiencingt wil-1 be the sum of Ëhe

vibrations reaching Ars ears plus his emoËiona1 set (determined by what-

ever memories he attaches to this fugue, his mood at the time etc.), hís

ability to make fíne distinctions of tímbre, and so forth; his experience

must necessarily aLso be affected by his oÌdn emotional set (wíth ïespect

to the music)--a factor which is absent from Ars sensatíons. Perhaps we

have aLlowed too compl-ex an example to cLoud the íssue. The clear símp-

lÍcíty of a pin prick might better il-lustrate Èhe poínt. tr{e inight be able

ì:-l
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,,, , ,,,

Ëo grant in the above exampl-e, that B may experience what ís a qualítativeLy

Ídentícal- sensation of a pín prick to Ars, and that therefore the privacy

of sensations was in question.

From a technically conceívable point of view, íË is perhaps not 
i,:,:, :..:r.

Ëoo outlandish Ëo imagine a feedback hookup between A and B such thaË there ..,,,i.,',,

is seríous question whether the sensations are numericalLy dífferenÈ or

not! The whoLe point of thís rather b?zarre example is to poinË out that

the supposed prívacy of sensatíons may very well be (and be shown to be) :..:,:,: .,

..:.:.: ,.-':l .:.

adventitious, contrary to what Ducasse needs Ëo maintaín. 
i::',::.:..,r:,.Briefly, if the identity theory is true, it will requíre a modí- '':):"';:r'j

fied concept of the physical and of the mental such Ëhat, just as the

feaLures of lightning are causally explaíned by the nature of electrical

discharges, so sensatíons would be causally explaíned by Ëhe nature of
l

neurological discharges. 
,

The assumption of a one-one correlation beÈween menËal states and 
,

brainsËateSsti1.1.1eavesopenthepossibi1ityofepíphenomena]-ísmashaving

equaL credíbility to monÍsm. The prime objection to epiphenomenalÍsm Líes

ín íts denial of the causal efficacy of sensations or rraw feelsr (to use 
lt.r,.t:,,ìi,

Feiglfs term). And thís, it seems to me, runs counteï to everyday ex- , ,.',''
.: r : - :t-:: : . :'

perience. lühíle it is true that there are stímul-i which, when encountered i'¡,'r,,::,,,i

in the absence of consciousness (í.e. when I am asl-eep), produce behavioral

resPonses símí1ar to those produced when I am aï¡rare of a sensation (am

sensing) such that ar^Tareness might be said to be an overdeterming corre- 
1,,,r,,,..,,,:

1-ate; there are others which resulË in behavíoral responses on1-y when 
il¡rti''1;'1¡:;'1:;

there is a conscious sensation.
l

For purposes of cLariËy ï shalL digress at Ëhis stage to make iË 
|

explicít Ëhat I shal-l refer to an event (sËaÈe/process) as a menËaL event
i''.,,.' ir¡
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only when some itltr is conscious of it. The terms |tsubconscíous mind[ and

rrunconscious mindtt are of very dubíous import. They have entered collo-

quial parlance from the psychologistrs use of ttthe unconscíoustt and

ttthe subconscioust' as if Ëhese were elliptical expressions. That there

are brain processes of which T¡re are not alvare will be accepted by anyone,

and I would like to suggest that those processes or phenomena to whích

the psychologíst refers by means of the above terms are braín processes/

states /events s implíciteI.

I¡ühat is required as a refutation of epíphenomenalism ís a clear-

cut instance of a puËatíve mental event giving rise to a physícaI event

for which no other event can be proposed as a sufficíent cause; or to puË

ít another \^ray, if there is a brain event (or any physícal event) such

Èhat íÈ cannoË be accounted for in some other way Ëhan by reference to

some menÈaL event, then it would seem that we have a successful counter-

example against epiphenomenaLism.

For example, if I am pricked by a pin whíle I am asleep I will

withdraw my hand jusË as if I had fel-t a paín, (í.e. I did not wake, Ëhere-

fore I was not conscious, therefore I did not feel- pain--this relaËionship

between al^rareness, sleep and dreams will be ampLíf íed later). In Èhis in-

stance iÈ míghË be said by the epíphenomenalist Ëhat the pain (whích I

would have experíenced had I been awake) ís an ínteresËing but quite ín-

efficacious correlate of a non-psychologicaL stimuLus-response pattern.

Ifhen the epiphenomenalist claíms that the paín (mentaL event) is ineffíca-

cious, he must, to be consistenË, admit no effects at all. How, then,

does he account for reports of these mental events? Apparently Ëhey are

not accounted for by the events of Ëhe type 'being prícked by a pint,

since the latter can occur whíle the report denies the exisËence of a

!¿4Éi:1-1.:':,it¡:-:r¡
fr r.r..r--l
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sensation. NoËe the strange posíËion in which the epíphenomenalist now

finds himself. He must:

(1) accept that there are mental events,

(2) deny that mental- events cause anyËhing,

(3) account for reports of mental events without reference to the mental- ,,,'.rra.r,.,

events of which they are a report

If the epiphenomenalisË account of Èhe mind-brain reLaËionship is

true, then Ëhere is nothing deviant, sËrange or ín any r¡ray remarkabl-e ,,' 
.:, ;,,.,,,:'1

about an índivíduar claimíng conscious states which have not in fact ':r;'"¡''1:t';¡

l,':: .rrr:..-'i,
occurred. Since my reports of conscious states are caused by factors other l':::..',,:.':r:i;i'rrr:

than the states themseLves, then even though the mental states may be re- 
.

lated to brain states ín a one-to-one correspondence, may even be caused . ,

by the corresponding brain sËates, there is no reason in epiphenomenalísm
,,

to suppose that the reports of conscious states are caused by the same 
l

brain states as caused the mentaL staËes, and therefore no reason to sup- 
i
:

pose that reports of menËal states do in fact correspond to mentaL states !

,

It seems unl-ikely that the epiphenomenalíst would want to accept 
l

the idea of reports of rnental staËes beíng bandied about with such promis_ 
i;,-:,r,ri,,.r,

cuous dísregard for the events they purport to report; such an account ,',:j.,." ,,'l':"
i.'1; ',:,t,1',...

makes nonsense of the whole domain of díscourse. Iühat ís the alternatíve? i:,,:,'.::',',:,,

It would seem thaË Ëhe onLy alternative is to adopË the defense of paral-

l-elism at a different level-; reports of mental events are related to mental

events by a one-to-one eorrespondence--i.e. we can assume that when you t';n.:..ri:,,:.:

iìil*Ì;¡:'
reporË having a pain and are not consciously lying, that you are in fact

experiencing a pah, (and not smugly enjoyíng your mental image of the

P1aymateofthemonthwhi1.eeveryonefee1sSorryforyou).However,the

ínstant that the epiphenomenal-ist Ëakes refuge ín this he has conrnitted 
irri:".,.;:,:;¡riir
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Èhe same error as the parallelist in accepting a faulty concepË of causaliËy.

He has accepted the constant conjunction and contíguity while denying that

the relationship is a causal one. Tf. he admits (as he ought) that the re-

lationshíp is causal, then it is not the case that mentaL events do not

cause anything, and if they can be a cause of the reports of themselves,

Ëhen they can cause anything el-se that is in the realm of empirical pos-

s ibíLity.

Thus epíphenonenaLism must be rejected on eíther one of two grounds:

either (1) it misconstrues causality--reports of mental events are ínvar-

iably preceded by the events of whích they are reports but are not caused

by those events; or (2) it denies the universally accepted relationship

between reports of mentaL events and mentaL events themselves, al-1-owing me

to claim that r feel a pain when in fact r am not feeling a pain but am

neíther 1yíng nor místaken! Or íf I am mistaken, the situation is very

strange because of the furËher consequence of thís alternative: eveïy acË

of hearing myself speak ís an act of verífication, the result of whích I

may be unabl-e to cormnunicate. l,ühil-e ít is true thaË people do someËímes

say, ttr didnrt mean to say thatrttr belíeve that iË is generaLl_y and

correctLy held that the anaLysís of this locuËion ís of the form:

(a) f i¿as thínking p, and

(b) it was imprudent to express p

or alternatively:

(a) f thought and said, p, not realLzíng that ít ímpl_ies q

(b) The correct expressíon of the proposition r was trying Ëo staËe

wouLd be p' r¿hich does noÈ imply q.

Genuine mistakes do occur. The famous Freudian slip ís a prime example

for the epiphenomenal-íst who has accepted my second alternative. In such

a case the individual ís genuínely surprísed aË the sound that proceeds

i ri:;l::1, ,
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from his mouth; he reaIly had opened his *o,rtt to say something quiËe dif-

ferent. Here the words apparentLy reflect a brain process for which there

ís no corresponding mental process. However, Ëhe frequency of these cases

is relaËively rare ín proportion to the ËotaL quantíty of locutions. They

form an ínteresËing exception to the ru1e. Iühereas if epiphenornenalism

\årere Ërue such failures of communícation shoul-d occur at least 50% of the

time if not more (there beíng a greater number of locutions which do not

reflect a given mental- staËe Èhan those which do).

StíL1 with respect to the ímplausíb.ílity of epiphenomenalism, l-et

us consider an example. Assumíng that there are clearly distínguishable

classes of events--mental and physícal, and that we can agree on which

are which, undoubtedly íLLusíons or hal-lucinations would be classed as

mental/psychical events. Now let us consíder the case (and there aïe

many on record) of a man drivíng his car along Ëhe highway who halLucínates

a dog runníng into the path of his car; he swerves to avoíd it (thereby

havíng an accÍdent, which is relevant only ín that accídents have served

Ëo bring such cases to our attenËíon). It may be argued that the whole

series of events can be accounËed for without reference Ëo the putatíve men-

tal- event, rseeing a dogr. But thís ís surely nonsense on a number of

grounds. If we accept the materialíst account of the sítuation, fatigue

mechanisms have resulted ín the excitation of certain neurons such that he

tthinks he sees a dogt, and makes the responses which would be appropriate

if there had been a veridÍcal percepËion of a dog. The account, however,

depends upon the eLement 'thinking he sees a dogt, for wíthout this ele-

ment this case, and perhaps alL human behavior, becomes totally ínex-

plicable. tThínkíng he sees a dogr is essential- to any explanatíon of Ëhe

mants subsequent behavior, and of course this element is a paradigm case

a'>:17-+4fr:-i

.I'

' 1: : -.1:
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of a mental event. certainly it is logicaLly possible that he míghË

simply have swerved, and that the dog hallucination is an interesting

but noncausal (overdetermining) factor in the case, but this Ís híghly

unlikely in the light of what we know about ouï oï^iît actions--which is 
:,.,:,,,

not to say that T¡7e may not be mistaken ín Ëhe assessment of our actíons ,,,,,, 1

and their motives. Even if we grant that tthinking he saw a dogr ,ü7as

caused by some malfunctioning of the circuítry of his brain (a brain state),

the sensatíon (mental state) seems a necessary 1-ínk in the causal chain ex- l.,,ì'
;.. ::.pLaíning the subsequenË brain staËes gíving ríse Èo the appropriate muscle ',,1,,

l..rt::::.-

reflexes such that he swerves the car, not símplíciter, but out of the ii."rl'i.t'

path of the phantom dog.

At thís stage ít would seem that I am making a good case for ínter- 
I ,
:

actionism; however ít ís my íntention by this exampl-e only to demolish some :

of the ínitial credibility of epiphenomenalísm r¿hich otherwise seems to 
i

have equal claim to monism for our acceptance. Insofar as (granting the l

faLlibility of introspection) the subject would say, "rf r had not 'seen
.:-

Ëhe dog, I would not have srrlervedrtLthe mental event or sensaËion is not I

simp1yaconcurrentoroverdeterminíngfactor,butanecesSaryone.
i:.lt'Í:.ijl'i

The monÍstic position is símpl-er on at least two grounds. First, ,ttt'l
iË is símpler Ëo postuLate a causal chain of events, Ey,82,..., Er i^¡hích i,rti:

míght be subdívided into those afferent brain events A1 = A2 + a,, + a

group of conscious brain events CI - C2 - a,l, - a group of ef ferenË braín 
,events, êr t e., + ê^r leadíng by this chaÍn to the acËion, than to posÈu- ,.',f,¡:,:ì' L 2 P' -,'.,,

late parallel- to, or tangential to such a chain of braín events, a conscíous

event of a different order caused by one of these brain evenÈs yet itself

causíng nothíng. There ís, so far as r know, no pïecedent for this type ,:

of chaín ín the universe; every event to which science or the common man
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turns íts attentíon appears both to be caused by some prior event and to

be the cause in turn of scrne further event. Agaín, that we have noË ob-

served such blind tangents in nature is no guarantee Ëhat there are none,

nor that consciousness ís noË, perhaps, the sole exempLar of. the phenom-

enon, but the probability is low. Secondly, for those who see a problem

in causality ín interacËionísmi how can a mental event cause a physicaL

event ?--an evenË of a different kind--there is the probl-em of Ëhís chain

of physicaL events causing a non-physical event, as the epiphenomenalíst

wishes to cLassify mental evenËs. In effect, ho\^rever, this objection is

not sound sínce ít presuppqses (as I have prevíously mentioned) an erroïì.eous

accounË of causality; there is nothing in the concept of causaLíty to ín-

dicate that Èhe events, entities, processes, ete. must be of the same or-

der; on the contrary, empiricaL science and day-to-day experience are ful-l

of just such non-uniform causal chains, e.9., gravítational events cause

electromagnetic events (non-gravitational events). trühy, thenr, should not

physical- events cause non-physical evenËs if, indeed, there are such thíngs?

lüe have suggested as confírming evídence for monism the líkelihood

of an empírically verifiable, one-to-one correLation between sensatíons and

braín states, -and D,r"t"".l would argue thaË such a correlatÍon presupposes

Ëhe non-identíty of brain states and mental states rather than the reverse.

llowever, this presripposítion, if it does indeed exist, seems irrelevant to

the question, sínce there must be more instances of perfect correlations

1'C. J. Ducasse, ttln Defense of Dualísmtr in Dímensíons of Mind, p. 86.
Itissometímesa11eged,ofcourse'thattheÍrpriv@"''ti.
tious. But this allegation rests on1-y on faílure to dístinguish between be-
ing public and being published. ?sychical events can be more or less ade-
quatel-y publíshed. That is, percepËually public f,orms of behavior corre-
lated with occurrence of Èhem can function as sigtrs that they are occur-
ring--but only as signs, for correlation is not identíËy. Indeed, corre-
lation presupposes non-ídentíty.

i':,:l:

l.aiì.::':

i r-: .': ..
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between varíant observations of identitíes than of non-identitíes. For

example, there ís such a one-to-one correlation between physicistsr des-

criptions of certain conglomerations of atoms and the cotrtrnon mants des-

cription of tables, and no one would r¡ranË to suggesË that the correlation

either presupposed or indícated á non-ídentity. If there ís such a

linguístic presuppositíon, it is shornrn by the empírical evidence to be in

error.

I's there a rìon-linguistic difference between a sensation and my

aT^Tareness of.a sensatíon? If there is, it follows that I can have sen-

sations of which I am noË a!üare, and this seems Ëo lack prima facie

credibility sínce any meaningful use of rhaving a sensationr or tsensing'

seems to enËail being aT¡7are of the sensatíon at tkat or some subsequent

Èime. That ís, while there are many instances of being in a painful sit-

uaËion without feelíng any pain--preoccupatíon wiËh something e1se, even

iwillíngt to block the pain successfully--but r.¡hen at tl I am noË aürare

of the pain, it seems reasonable to say that there is no pain even Ëhough

I r,¡as ar¡7are of it tt tl-r, and again at tl+n. The possible objec'tion to

thís líes in that, contra lrüittgensËeín, one can be unsure whether or not

.one ís. in pain. If'one has suffered an injury such aå a broken bone or

severe cut, which is paínful over an exËended time, such as a matter of

days or r¡reeks, during whích the pain Ís díminishing in intensity, there is

a tíme when one may be asked, ttDoes it stíll hurt?tt and there may be some

doubt as to whether it does in fact still give the experience of päin. One

has become so used to the sítuation that there may be doubt whether Ëhe in-

jured member does stí1l hurt or whether one has símply got into the habitual

attitude of being in paín. Stíl1, while one may be unwilling to name the

sensation rpaint, there is no doubt that one either ís. or is not experi-

encing a sensation, and if one is not al¡7are of ít, there is no sensation.
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From a neurological point of víew, this has relevance only to the

extent that there may be a correlation between reports of having a sensaËion

and certain higher nerve cenËres exhibiting a certaín level of activity. I

am not saying that T am ar¡7are of brain states, but that my aüTareness is it-

self a brain state. If rr\7e r¡rere to find a one-Ëo-one correspondence beËween

specifíc braín states as empirically observable (EEGs), and reports of a\¡7are-

ness, Ëhere would be no need to suppose the exístence of two entíties (brain

sËates and sensations); indeed, an appeal Ëo Occamts príncíple would indí-

cate acceptance of the ídea that there ís only one set of entiËies. Tühether

we then adopt the 1ínguistic convenËions of neurophysiology or psychology

will depend upon the exigencies of the total situat ion.

To sum up the logical nature of the sÈatemenËs of the ídentity¡ tsen-

sations are brain statest, rmenLal events are brain eventsr etc.; the copula

is not that of slmonymy, since this would ínvolve the suggestion that the

words rmenËa1r and þhysicalt were ínterchangeable--an obvious howler. For

even though there may be a very unclear distínction between the uses of these

terms, and although there may be a very wide ttwilight zonet ín which iË ís

problematic whether a given state of affairs should be labelled rmenËalr or

tphysicalr, there can be no possibility Ëhat Ëhe Ëwo words which are gener-

aIly considered anton5rms aretrin facttt sJmonyms. Nor is the copula quíte like

that of tthís table is an old packing casert in whích the implication remains

that there are packíng cases whích are not tables, as well as tables which

are not packíng cases; for we do not r¿ish to imply that there are mental evenËs

which are not braín events, or that there are (necessarily) brain events which

are not mental events--although thís is perfectly consistent with monísm. In-

deed, I should wísh to assert that there are many brain events whích are not

mental events, ê.8., all- those brain events whose electrostaËíc correlative
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is indícaËed by an eLectroencephalograph and which are not correlated with

conscious states, I wish to claim, then, that the class of entities modí-

fied by the adjectíve rmentalt is entirely included in the class of en-

Ëítíes modified by the adjectival use of rbrain'; and further that this ís

necessarily so as a resulÈ of the manner in which brains do in fact oper-

ate given the laws of nature as they are (regardless of whether Ëhey are

known), together wiËh the nature of matter, and that the explanation of

Èhis necessíty will become more c1-earLy evídent as ü7e learn more of the

laws of nature particularly as they apply to those neural- structures we

cal-L brains. Further, when the appropriate conceptual shífts have been

made, Ëhe statement of identíty would be a s5mthetic necessary statement--

logico-emprically necessary rather Ëhan strictly 1ogically necessary.
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CHAPTER III

ON THE STUFF OF THE UNIVERSE

',¡,,.,,r:t-l,...doíng philosophy ín our day and age wíthout
regard to the problems and results of the sciences
is--to put íË mildly--intellecËually unprofítable,

''":lnå;;::i"i:i:l].,n"lMenta1|.@.]''],.''
Postscrípt t,',.,',:.'

:,,.':':, 
r',

TobecoherentanymonistíctheorymuStacceptSomeconcePt

concerning the naËure of Ëhe tsËuff ' of the uníverse, and I propose to Ë'':

accept, as far as there ís any agreement, the currently held concepts
'

of the micro-structure of maËter . t,

ï'Ie are all familíar wíth the term rmolecul-er--Ëhe smallest particle
I

of any gíven compound or element which dísplays the physical and chemícal 
I

properties withouË whÍch ít would lose its chemícal idenËity; and the

term'atomr--the smallesË partícle of an el-ement r¿hich can enter into a ,

,.
chemical reaction with another element; and with the thesis that aLoms are

themseLves composed of electrons in rapíd motion around Ëhe nucleus con-
:r,.,.i'i'i:

sísting of protons and neutrons. Recent high energy physícs has demon- i:::¡:::

'.., l,'t,.

[trated the existence of over 100 sub-atomic rrpartíclesrr: the family of ,','.,1:,,.l

proton-like entítíes called baryons because their mass is simílar to that
-,LLof the proton and neutron, (1.7 x L0 --gm); a famíl-y of nuclear force

agents, the E9gS, whose mass lies between Ëhat of the proton and the i"i':.';.:¡'

iir.'.''

electron; the leptons, Ëhe eLectron-Like ttparticlesrt whose similarity Ëo

each other líes not in mass but in theír weak ínËeractions; and the massless

bosons, including the photon (agenË of electromagnetíc force) and the gra- 
:

viton (agent of gravitaËíonal force). IË is ínteresting Ëo note that in 
.ii*
i ;.. .i :i:
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the first draft of this chapËer íË r¿as admiËted Lhat the exístence of the

graviton was proposed although it had not yet been deËected. However, ín

the 27 June, Lg6g, issue of Physical Review l,etters, Joseph lfeber of the

University of Maryland reporLed detectíng gravíËational radÍatíon--the

fírst major step torizard the deËecËíon of the graviton--a step as import-

ant as Heinrich Hertzts first crude detectíon of radio waves 80 years

ago.

It wílI be objected aË Ëhis poínt that these entiËies are Ëheor-

etical- only, and not observable ín the same sense that tables, 1-amp sËan-

dards and people are observable. The implicatíon of thís objection is

that Ëhey are less reaL, and therefore they, and the ínferences made on

the premiss of their exisËence, do not have the same c1aím to our atten-

Ëion. Behind this crítícism lies the (sometimes) unexpressed proposítion

that only Ëhose objecËs sensible to feelíng and to sighË are tea!, i.ê.,

have an undíspuËed pl-ace in our materíal onËoIogy. Of the two senses in-

volved, feeling seems to rate prioríty; Macbeth denies the reality of the

dagger because he cannoË feel it; we do not dispute the existence of aír

because I^te g feel ít (ín wind) even though we cannoË see it. But note

that there is a dífferenË order of inference involved in the move from

ttl feeL a sharp, cold sensation on my facetr to the postulatíon of air as

Ëhe cause of ËhaË sensation, than there is in the move from rrl feel a

Ëypically hard, smooth sensation on my fingers, and I see the light re-

flected ín a typical mannerrt to the postulation of a table. Grade school

science Ëexts are fu1l of demonstraËions of the exístence of aír (inverted

botËle plunged ínto water, weight of an inflated football versus weight of

collapsed ball, etc.), aIL of which depend upon the same type of inference,

i.e., from Ëhe observaËion of a visible phenomenon to the exístence of an

i:,:r:rìi:
l:.:.,.:.,.
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invisíbIe enËity. Yet phiLosophers do noË retort that air is only a

theoretical entity. But the type of inference is the same as that which

operates ín Lhe inference of sub-atomic I'particlesff on the evídence of

bubbles forming ín a cloud chamber. Furthermore, accepting that Ëhere is

an entíËy, air, allows certain predictions to be made which are invari-

ably fu1fiL1ed. Similarly, the acceptance of Ëhe exístence of the sub-

atomic I'partícles" has alLowed a símílar seË of satísfied predíctions such

that it seems reasonabLe to conclude that the ontological staËus of the

sub-atomíc partícles ís on a par with that of air.

In what precedes I have used the \n7ord rtparticlerrhesitantl-y since

its use by physicísts is misleading to the uninitíated who associate the

word wíth very smal-l enËítíes analogous to billíard ball-s. It ís true

that the physícist frequently uses the bí1Iíard ball as an analogy; how-

ever, to enËertaín the analogy as a satisfactory concept of the micro-

structure of matËer serÍously hinders (if iË does not render impossible)

the appreciatíon of quantum theory.

I/üHAT IS A QUANTIIM?

Quantum theory míght be thought of as beíng born of the investiga-

Ëíon of the phenomenon of light. To the investigator, 1-íghË exhíbited

anomalous properties. The existence of interference patterns suggested

a r¡rave motion; ín \irater, for example, an obiect (droppíng pebble, canoe

paddle) or an event (gust of wÍnd) causes a dísturbance in the medíum

which is Ëransmitted through the medium by one component particle jost-

líng íts neíghbor, and so forth as the r¡7ave spreads out. Two problems

arose. (1) Unlike the waves in waËer and air, light travels through a

vacuum (where there are no particles to jostle each other). (2) ![hat

kind of event caused the wave? Related to this latter problem is that
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there are other experimental- observatíons that indicate that 1íght is the

partícle causíng the wave; the energy of the lighË is not transmitted ín

a random fashion, but in rrbundlestr. However Ëhese particles do not seem

to have the familíar properties of. síze, shape, weÍght etc. of classícal

bí11iard-ba11 particles .

I,ühat, then, was 1íght? llhat could exhíbit some of the characËer-

istics of both particLes and waves, and yet be neíther?

tr{hat Heísenberg said...ï¡ras that a theory need not contain
eLements if they are not observable. It gg¡ contain them
but it need not. Such elements, for example, as the po-
sítion and vel-ocity of a particle whích would be required
in a classícal theory wíth Cartesian particl-es need not be
retained íf the world is a quantum r¿oild. The ffiesían
eLectron that the classical man sees hidden in the shadow
of its associated Schrðdinger Ì^rave, he senses only ín hís
ímagination--trained from childhood like a truffLe hound
to sniff it out. But if he separates himsel'f from the
images ín hís mínd and looks at the world, he wíll fínd,
aË least as far as T¡7e know, that there ís no Cartesían
electron obscrred ín the misË of íts assocíated T^rave. The
associaËed wave is aLL there ís.1

The photon, líke the electron, ís neiËher the partiele causing the wave,

nor Ëhe wave motion in a medium; it ís Ëhe wave. It has properties, buË

Ehey are not the propertíes famíl-íar in Ëhe macrocosm, yet íËs properËíes

are responsible for the observed properties of matter. This ís the quan- iill.

:-.:..:. .
! , t:. -,1'

tum. There are different quanta identífíed and dífferentiated by Ëhe

properties of mass-energy, given in terms of the energy it would take to

create them; eLectric charge, in terms of the charge of an electron;

angular momèntum, the property which separates the bosons (different ones

of whích can occupy the same space at the same tÍme) from Ëhe fermions

(whose angular momentum is expressed by l-integral numbers, and which obey

1
Leon N. Cooper, An Introduction to the Meaning and Structure of

Physics, (New York, Harper & Row, 1968), page 510
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the Pauli exclusion principle); isotopic spin, the property which differ-

entiates between quanta whích have dífferent eLectro-magnetic interactíons

buË are otherwíse similar; strangeness, which accounts for the extraord-

ínaríly long life span of some quanta produced ín hígh energy co1-1ísions;

and fína1Ly hal-f-l-ife, a property of the unstable quanta produced ín

hígh-energy collísions such that at the end of the period called the half-

lífe, one half of the particles of the given type remaín (i.e., have not

decayed into another quantum state).

Two points need to be noted here. (1) QuanËa have properties as

do the entities in the macrocosm with whích we are familiar and on the

basís of which so-cal1ed rtconunon senset' concepts are based, but their

properËies are sufficíentLy dífferenË from those of the enËítíes in the

macrocosm that it is important noË to be misled by the term itparticlett

whích the nuclear physicist uses with such gay abandon . (2) It is these

very propertíes, such as angular momentum, that account for the structure

of the períodic Ëable, and the macroscopí.c properties of matter.

The signíficance of this last poinË cannot be oversËressed since

Ëhís is the link between the quantum world and the world in whích some

2OËh-century Dr. Johnson kicks vicíously at the bríck at his feet sayíng,

as he rubs his smartíng toe, ttDonrt te1l me therers nothing there but

fassociated wave forms f.tt The point ís that the properties of the quanta

determine the properties of the atoms which determine the properties of

Ëhe brick and the foot such Ëhat when Ëhe last two make contact electrical-

díscharges occur in the ceLl- structure of the latter. Here we must leave

the íncident sínce this is not the tíme to trace those díscharges or to

expLaín why the good docËor gives vent to hís pain. (Nor may we aË this

juncËure lnazard a guess regarding the locatíng of Ëhe paín! )
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But the quanta are more than the determíners of the macroscopic

propertíes ín the foregoíng símplístíc sensel they are also the agents

not only of the forces wíth which we are familiar ín everyday 1ífe, buË

also of the nuclear forces with which the contrnon man ís not famílíar

(although in thisrratomíc agerrhe has become famíliar r,rith some of theír

products), and perhaps some forces whích have not yet been observed or

ídent ifíed.

As far as r^re know, all observabLe phenomena come about as a resul-t

of some force, and as far as we know there are only four types of force:

electro-magnetic force, gravítatíona1 force, strong nuclear force, and

weak interactíon. The first two are famíliar and relatively r¿elL under-

stood.

(1) Electro-magnetism: Thís is the force responsibl-e for practicall-y all

of Ëhe observed phenomena of everyday 1-ífe (1-ight, radio, heat, chemical

binding, spríngs, ínfrared and other commonly known radiatíons, etc,). In

quantum theory the photon is Ëhe agent of electro-magnetism, that ís, the

quantum trpartíclett transmits el-ectro-magnetic force from one entity to

another. For the fíndings of recent high energy physícs tend to support

the CarËesían notion that all interactions betr¿een elementary objects Ëake

pLace as a result of contact--there ís no ttaction at a dísËancerr.

(2) Gravíty: Thís force is at once Ëhe one Ì^7e know most about and at

the same tÍme the one ü7e knor¡ least abouË. Newton descríbed íËs action

wíth sufficienË """rrr"ry 
thaË only mínor corrections are requíred by Re-

lativíty and Quantum theory Ëo account for observed anomaLíes. On the

other hand, gravitational radíaËion was detected for the fÍrst time in the

early months of 7969 and the agent of gravitational force, the graviton,

has yet Ëo be detected. Like el-ectro-magnetic force, gravity ís a Long

range force, but it is unlike electro-magnetism in that, at microscopic
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dístances, its effecËs are negligíble.

(3) Strong NucLear Force: Ifhen it was discovered at the early parË of

this century that the nucleus of the atom T¡ras composed of protons (pos-

iËively charged), and neuËrons (no charge), the questíon inrnedíately

arosei \^thy díd nqt the eLectrostatic repulsion beËween Ëhe protons cause

the whoLe system to fly apart? IË was recognízed that another force,

greater than thaË of electrosËatic repulsion, must exist to hold these

enËíties together. Just as man knew about and could use gravity and

electromagnetism long before he could describe their action wíth the pre-

cision of mathematics, so \¡re have learned to use the strong nuclear force

although our quanËitatíve understanding of iË is seriously 1ímíËed. Thís

is a short-range force, affecting quanta wiËh a separation of 10-12 
"*.

OuËside thÍs range the force rapidly falls to zero.

(4) tr{eak Interactíon: This is the force responsibLe for the naturaL

radioacËive decay of nucleí, as well as the decay of many of Ëhe quanÈa

discovered duríng the past 15 years. It ís, as yeÈ, relatively ímper-

fectLy undersËood, and cannot be described by mathematicaL equations such

as descríbe the effects of gravity and elecËrsmagnetísm.

Referring to this force as tweakt interactíon makes ít necessary

to corrnent on the relatíve sËrengths of the four forces supposed to accounË
_L2

for aL1 observable phenomena. If two protons are wíthín 10 -- cm. the

Strong Nuclear Force

can be 100 times greater than the electromagnetíc
repulsion. The trrleak Interaction is smaLLer qhan
the Strong Nucl-ear Force by a factor of...1013.
And Ëhe gravitational aËtraction; the r¡reakest of
of all, is smal-Ler than the Strong Nuclear Force
by a factor of 1039. 1-

1'C1ífford E. Swartz, Microstructure of Matter, (Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
USAEC Division of Technical Information ExËension), 1965, page 28

:t l
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That graviËy, the weakest of the forces, seems so strong to us. ís, of

course, the result of its being a force Ëhat acts through a great dis-

Èance so that lre are not speaking of the inËeraction of two particles,

but of 1-arge numbers of particles, and the ttweight?r we experíence is

the sum of aLL the gravítatíonal attractions between all the partíc1es

makíng up the human body and all those makíng up the earth!

l,ühen it is saÍd that these four--Gravity, Electromagnetísm, SËrong

Nuclear Force, and l,üeak rnteractíon--are all the forces thaË exísË, ít

will be objected that we are making an unr¡Tarranted assumption that the

forces responsibLe for the observabLe and measurable phenomena are the

on1-y forces that exíst. Hoards of psychoLogists, priests, mystics wí1-1

ask¡ what abouË social force, wíl1- power, emotional force, spírítua1

force? These all appear to affect matter in observable ways. you cantt

(say the vociferous objectors) rule these forces out simply because they

cannot be investígated with the hardware of the nuclear physics laboratory. l

There are three obvious línes of approach to thís objection: (a) These

so-called forces do not exist; (b) There is a fifth force--call it spirít-

ual force; (c) To the extent that these ínterpersonal forces or inter-

actions do exist and are cl-early identifiabLe, they are derívatíve from

the four above mentioned forces and can, in principle, be shornrn to be so.

(a) The denial can take a number of forms: (i) The so-call-ed forces

mentíoned above are the purported causes of events and processes rnrhich can

be explained without reference to enËities like socía1 pressure, 1ove,

haËe, visions, etc. In effect, this form of material-ism is akín to epíphen-

omenalísm and i-s subject to the same refutation outlined in Chapter II.

In denyíng that there are forces of this type, this alternative deníes the

effícacy of conscious states, and thus runs counter to experience. (íi)

t.

i!

t;-. i:r-:.:,;
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In attributíng events to these causes q7e are generaLizing in the same way

we do with a locutíon likerrmotherhood gave her a specíal charmrr, then

makíng the misËake of gívíng moËherhood the same ontologíca1 status as

the subject of the granrnaËically similar sentence, rtJohn gave her a dia-

mond necklacett. Ilhat this position ié sayíng is, in effecË, that ,1-ove,,

rwíll poÌnrert, tvoicesr etc. are names given to specifiable complex sets

of physical events. However, it is an arbitrary claim; even if we were

to grant that they were complex, there is no obvious ïeason for theír com-

ponents being of a different order. There may be other formulatíons of

this al-ternaËíve (a); however, it wil-l.be clear from the above that the

position is, in effect, one of the exLreme forms of materialism and open

to all the standard objections

(b) One may accept, as do the relígious dualist, the mystic, and

the spiritualist, 'a fifth type of force--a very mysterious form of inter-

acËion someËímes exhibiting itself in the form of mental Ëelepathy, tcon-

versationst with the deceased, tknowledget of the future, telekínesisr. the

por^7er of prayer, and so forËh. There are tr,rTo major díff ícul-ties ín accept-

íng this approach: (í) ff all- the phenomena can be satísfactoril.y and 1-og-

ica1ly explained wÍth reference Ëo the better knor^rn and more universalLy

accepted forces, ít ís not necessary to accept a fifth and in príncíple

unknowable force to rexplainl tþem. It is not consonant with the simplic-

íty principle. (íi) The history of man's knowledge of the universe is full

of examples of varíous phenomena being thought to be separate, isolated

and discrete entities whích, on further ínvestigation, pïove to be differ-

ent manifestatíons of a single phenomenon. For example, to the unínitíated,

f.ight, electricity and magnetism seem quite unrelaËed. LittLe is required

to accept the connecËion between electrícity and magnetísm (although every

school child exhibits surpríse when it is first íntroduced--a conceptual-
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modifícation is required which T¡ras unexpected); it comes as more of a sur-

prise to the high school or uníversity student when he recognízes the

connecËion between these phenomena and light. The recogniËion that it

is the same facts about the nature of matter that are responsible for

chemical composítíon, changes, reactions, dífferences in temperature, etc.,

requires a further concepËuaL modíficaËion which, in human history, was

very slow ín coming. In short, the principle of símplicity (Occamrs

Razor) suggests thaË one should search for a unífying principle at leasÈ

unËil it has been shown to be non-exístent.

(c) A more fruitful approach, and the one which a monist must

accepÈ, is that all phenomena are explainable by a satísfactory theory of

the nature of the universe, and that íf Ëhe Quantum Theory is satísfact-

ory, it is capable of explaíning Èhese as welL as the laboraËory obser-

vations which it was constructed Ëo explain. It may be argued that this

approach wíl1 be unsatisfactory, both because the princíples of a theory

wí11 be Ëwísted to fit a dornain ouÉside Ëhat Ín which the Ëheory was de-

ve1-oped, and that the nomological probl-ems involved may weLl prove ínsur-

mounËable when one trÍes to draw together the termi:rology of physics,

physiology, psychology and philosophy. To this I would reply, first, that

it is not Ëhe.case that Ëhe nature of the mind-brain lies outsíde the

province of physics (Ëhís is the necessary claim of the monist), that the

concept of mind as other than brain is untenabl-e (Ch.I.I), and that nomolog-

íca1 and línguistíc probl-ems wiLl- be solved if and only if the required

conceptual framework is (1) clarifíed, and (2) in adequate agreement wíth

the existíng states of affaírs.

It will be furËher argued that thís approach couunits the error of

l-eËting the term ttphysicalrt include so broad a domain that iË covers every

':,-:,i
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phenomenorl, no matter what it is líke, and thereby wíns an easy but empty

victory. It ís the purpose, ho\^7ever, of Chapter I, and Ëhe current ínves-

tígatíon of the Quantum Theory of the microstrucËure of matter, Ëo show that

(1) there may be an intell-igíbLe difference between physical and non-

physical, buË (2) thís does not imply a dífference beËrreen physical and men-

tal; (3) that Ëhe putaËíve dífference between mental and physical is far

from cI-ear, and (4) the concept of the physícal. which QuanËum Theory forces

I "s 
to accept can acconrnodate without contradictíon phenomena of Ëhe type

, 
re general-ly classify as mental

Empirical ínvestigatíon of natural phenomena tends to follow a

fairly consistent pattern;after qualitatíve ínvestígation (e.g., Galileors

studies of fa1líng objects) comes the quantítative investígatíon resulting

ín the mathematical sËatement of the laws governing the sítuatíon (e.g.,

Newton). Next comes the deÈectíon of the radiation of Ëhe force responsible 
I

for the phenomenon (Hertzrs discovery of electro-magnetíc radíation/trüeberts 
i

díscovery of gravitatíonaL radiation), and finally the detection and obser-

vatíon of the quantum agent of the force (e.g., the photon--agenË of the

eLectromagnetic force--and the mesons--agents of Strong Nuclear Force).

trfhat is known in the domaín of the microstructure of Ëhe universe

might be put this way: (1) AË least some of the quanta are agents of force. ,',,'.,,,',,,.

(2) There are quanta whose function has not yeË been identífied. (3) There

may be forces not yeË cLearly ídentífied (Í.e., those involved ín the dom-

ain of parapsychoLogy). If these latter phenomena are authentíc (part-

icularly telepathy--see beLoi¿), then they musË be explainable by any com-

plete theory. Such forces, if they exíst, are either (A) manífestations

of a known force, in whích case (í) they are mediated by one of Ëhe known

quanta in a manner not yeË expLaíned, or (ii) they are medíated by a
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quantum object not yet dÍscovered; or (B) manifestatíons of a fifth

rmysteríousr force, in which case (i) and (íi) still apply with the províso

(a) the quanta must be in principle díscoverable, (b) in the light of

what is known about Ëhe quantum realm, they will probably be massless

and have integral spin, i.e., not be bound by Paulí exclusion.

The actual business of drawing together Quantum Physícs and Phí1-

osophy of Mind must be left to the next chapter, in preparatíon for which

we must spend some more time with the empirical sciences.

TITE RELEVANCE OF THE HETSENBERG UNCERTATNTY ?RINCT?IE

Expressed simply, Heisenbergrs indeËerminacy príncíple states thaË

the product of the ímprecísíon in the momenËum of a quantum object and

Ëhe ímprecision in the position is of the same order as ?lankrs consËant,
_27

6.6 x LO erg-sec. Unlíke a classical particle, one cannot both local-

íze a quantum objecË and assígn Ëo it a precise momentum; ít does not

follow a paËh or orbít as does a classícal particle.

The uncertainiËy is not meant in the psychological sense.
It is'ínËended to describe the naËure of an object which
does not possess both of Ëhe propertíes--position and

. momenËum togeËher, an object very loosely comparable to
an atmospheric storm: spread over large distances, the
winds are gentl-e zephyrs; colrfinéd in a small region íË
is a hurricane or a tornado.r

l{hat is significant in the above is that the quantum does not pos-

sess the classical properties of positíon and momentum (which is the pro-

duct of mass and velocity), not that they cannot be calculated. If mental

eveñts are quantum effecËs, vre sha1l not expect them to have the properties

1*Leon N. Cooper, An Introduction Ëo the Meaníng and SËrucËure of
Phvsics, (New York, Harper & Row, 1968), page 500. (Ital-ics mine.)



possessed by billÍard bal-ls; we sha1l not expect menËal images to have

Ëhe same propertíes as images paínËed in oíls on canvas.

IIOLOGRAPHY

I'Ie have mentioned the argument ËhaË quanËum objects are theoretí-

cal entities and as such cannot be gíven the same place in our ontology

as the more famil-iar objects of our environment. However, Ëhis objection

loses considerable force ín the face of Ëhe predictive capabilíty of the

theoryand'theundisputable resulËs of Èhe appl-ication of the Ëheory.

For exampl-e, the RuËherford concept of the aton consisted of elec-

trons ín orbit about a nucleus, obeyíng Ëhe cl-assícal laws concerníng

orbiting objects. Thís did not account for electromagnetic radiaÈion,

however, and Niels Bohr proposed that, unlíke planeËs which can occupy

any one of an infinite number of orbíts, electrons r¡7ere restrícted to only

those orbíts for which Lhe angular momentum rTas an integral multíple of

?Lankrs consËant divided by 2ff', further, that electromagnetíc radiaËion

was emítted (photons) cinLy when an electron moved from one orbít (energy

level) to another; the energy of the líght radiated was equal to the dif-

ference ín energy of the two levels between which the transition r^7as made.

Now this is as arbitrary and trtheoreËícalrr (ín the pejoratíve sense) a

postulaËe as one coul-d ask for; íts only ínrnedíate claim to acceptance

was Lhat in the absence of anythíng better íË expLained most of Ëhe ob-

served phenomena at the time (1913). In addition, ít allowed the predic-

Ëion of a number of lines not previously observed ín the spectrum of hyd-

rogen; they were subsequenËly observed. In more recent times the theory

63
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predicted a practical application which we shall trace because of its

significance for the present topic.

The ordínary light by whích r wríte this page, and under which you

read it, is made up of random frequencíes and intensitÍes; it is thus in-

coherent. rn L960, makíng use of the Bohr concept of the structure of

atoms, and reasoning that if the atoms of a substance were subjected to

radíatíon by photons (either ín the form of an elecËrícal fíe1d, or light),

the electrons would be put ínto higheï energy level-s by Ëhe ínflux of

energy' but that Ëhey would rapidly jump back to the ground state, releas-

ing the energy in the form of lighË which, because ít was produced in this

wayrwould be of Ëhe same intensíty and frequency--i.e.reoherent, T. H.

Maiman built the fírst workíng laser which did, as predicted, emit coherenË

1 ight .

This has, in turr¡ been used ín the deve19q1e"!."g..!*ffi"I,.r!,rç, known as

Ëhe hologram.
irnt PþrcH
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Coherent 1íght from a laser is split by a semitransparent mirror, hal-f of

the beam being called the reference beam which is reflected by means of

mírrors onto a photographic plate (Ëransparency); the other half of the
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beam is refLected onto any three dimensional object. Since the light
of the reference beam will be completely in phase (Ëhe waves, so to speak,

all in step), and the líghË reflected from the 3-D surface out of phase

with respect to the reference beam (dependíng on whether íË was reflected
from the near surface, the far surface, or some poínt ín between), the

two beams in coming together will form an interference pattern on the photo-

graphic plate. (Such patterns have become quite popul-ar ín contempoïary

fashion. ) fne pattern bears no visible resemblance to the 3-D object, but

when the Ëransparency ís viewed under illumination by coherent Líght or

adequately fíltered white 1ight, an image of the oríginal object will ap-

pear ttbehíndtt the transparency in Ëhree dimensíons; that ís, by warking

back and forth in front of the transparency, the viewer wiLl- be abl-e to

see either side, or around the configurations of the ímage. (one ís re-

minded of the carËoon of the middle-aged lecher, perched aËop his TV set,
peerÍng dor^¡n the dress-front of Ëhe sweet young actress--no joke with
holography. )

I,[hat is signif icant in alL thÍs ís: (1) fhe postulatíon of a theory

is foll-owed first by fuLfi1Led predictions and then by pracríca1 applic-
aËions; the theory must now take a more respectable place ín'our ontoLogy

than might, otherwise be accorded it. rt is true that there may be an-

other theory that equal-ly explaíns the observed phenomena, and that eíther
of the two states of affairs may be Èhe one which obtaíns in our universe,

but Ëhis objection is, in extenso, fruitless. trf there were such u .o*-'
petíng theory, a crucíal experíment or consíderatíons of, sirnplícÍty would

decide the issue between them, as in the case in the choice of monism over

íËs competitors. (2) Unlike photographs with which úre are familiar, the

hologram is not a picture of anything; one sees on the film an apparently

meaningless swírling of Lines, Ínterference patterns similar to those seen
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when sunlighË falls on the oil-slíck on the puddle beside your car; but

under the appropriate sËimulus, a three-dimensíona1 recreation of the

original object ís seen. Some very famílíar questíons could be (fruit-

lessly) asked about this image. trühere is it? Tt clearly ísnrt Ín or on

the photographíc film. Ifhere ís the image when the appropriate stÍmulus

ís wíthdrawn? í.e., where does it go? Even the question rrwhaË part of

the film ís responsible for Ëhe image?tt has no ansr¡ler, sínce if you cut

the film in two,. tü7o simílar irnages wíl1 result--all the ínformation is

stored in every part of the film so that the number of símilar holograms

that can be cut from one orígÍnal ís limited only by the texture of the

film and the vísibilíty of the resulring piece. símíIarly, if you cut a

píece out of the fi1m, Ëhere wíll not be rta píecertmissing from the ímage;

ê.g., if the image ís that of a face, and you cut a hole in the centre of

the fílm, the nose will not be missÍng from the ímage; only some defínition

r,ril-l be losË from the whole ir.g..l

It is these famíliar questíons that lead us to our next step on thÍs

empírical digression from the mínd-brain problem in philosophy.

NEUROPHYSIOLOGY

The next línk ín the chain was forged by Professor Karl Pribram of

Stanford University, whose experiments and insights may throw some light

on the problem of how the brain works, and thereby point the way to the

clarification of the mÍsËs surrounding mind-braín identification. As I

have suggesËed earlier, one of the chÍef prerequÍsites for successful

ídentification ís the rnakíng of conceptual shífts, and these may be

1E. N.
American, June,

::.:,:a

l,eith and
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J. Upatnieks, ttPhotography by Lasertr Scíentif ic
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necessitated by errors and/or ínadequacíes of our current concepts rather

than simply by expediency. For example, we have, generally, a very con-

fused ídea of how we see, and an even less adequate idea of how we remem-

ber, even from the physiological point of víew, much less from the phil-

osophical víew of the sËatus of sensory and memory claims.

The simplistíc view that images are formed on Ëhe retina of the

êYê, that they are transmitted by nerve fíbres to some poÍnt in the occip-

ital cortex where they are somehow rrvíewedrt and interpreted, and Ëhen re-

routed Ëo storage in some other brain cells, was given considerable cred-

ence by the success encountered in rrtracingrr Ëhe impulses by means of el-

ectrical probes. The problem remaíned that when the pathways so traced

T^7ere cut, the organism continued to see and to remember. The processes

were impaired, it is true, but neíther as much as they should have been

íf thetrpaËhwaytrtheory r^iere correct, nor as much as v;as expecËed or could

be explained within the confines of theory current at the Ëime.

A1Ëhough Ithe investígators] remaíned baffled by the
ttmemory tracett, they sËí11 felt they could describe
the nerve paËhways from a stimulus input...to a mus-
cular response. The success of these studies often
blinded the investigators Èo the fact that many of

. the presumed pathways coul-d hardly be reconcíled
with Lashleyrs experiments dating back to the L92Ot s
which showed that rats could remember and could per-
form complex activíties even after major nerve path-
ways in the brain had been cut and after as much as
9û% of thç primary vísua1 cortex had been surgically
removed. 1

Príbram, as an amateur photographer, had just become interested ín the

phenomenon of hol-ography, and reasoned that Ëhe hologram might provide

the model for Ëhe way in whích neural events produce complex paËterns in

Karl Pribram, rrThe Neurophysíology of Rememberingrl, Scíentifíc

i-.:,.ra.'.

American, January, 1969, Vol. 220, Number 1_
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the braín. One of hís experiments on the road to the investigation of

this theory took seven years to complete, and ís worth recording at thís

poínt:

Monkeys r¡rere placed in front of translucent panel on
which we could project eiËher a circle or four vertical
stripes. If, when the monkey saw the circle, he pressed
the right half of the panel, he would be rewarded wíth
a peanut. He would be simíLar1-y rewarded if he pressed
the 1efË half of Ëhe panel when the strípes appeared.
Before the traíning begins we paínLessly ímplant a number
of tíny electrodes ín the monkeyts v.ísual corËex. We

then compare the el-ectrícal wave forms produced by the
cortex duríng training wíËh the wave forms produced afËer
a high level of skill has been attained. trfe had expected
Ëhat the r¡ave forms would be different, and they rrere.

I¡'Ihat we díd not expect was that we r¿ould be abl-e to
Ëell frcrn the wave form records whether Ëhe monkey sar¡7 a
circl-e or vertical stripes, whether he responded correctly
or made a misËake and, most surprising of all-, whether he
intended to press Èhe right half or the left half of the
pat"f o"ce hã was presented wíth fhe problem and before
he ínitiated any overt response. r

We must note first that all these differing responses took place in Ëhe

visual- cortex, and that therefore the signals represenÈing the experience

both modify and are modified by other trsystemsrr withín the brain (cf. we

see what T¡te r^7ant to see). Secondly, it is ímportant to note that the in-

vestigators found that wíthín the visual cortex dífferent electrodes re-

corded different events. trEvidently,rr concludes Pribram, rrwhat reaches

the visual cortex is evoked by the external world but is hardly a direct

or símp1e replíca of it.rr The fact that information conËained in the ín-

comíng signals is disËributed over a wíde regíon of the visual cortex

Led Príbram Ëo the analogy r.rith hoLography.

In simple terms, Pribramts Ëheory is that the ínformation receíved

by the sense organs, having been transmitted to the braín by the familiar

lrrr-¿.
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electro-chemícal process, has a ttmore or less lasting effecttr on the

protein molecules at the slmaptíc junctíons which serve as a neural holo-

gram from which an image can be reconstructed given the appropríate stímu-

lus.

The dualist r.ril-l clap his hands ín gl-ee at Ëhís, and say, "411 very

well, but in the hoLogram made by laser 1-íght on photographic film as in

your ilneural hologramtr, there must be an entity- to see the picture--you

admitted that the photographíc plate was nothing but a jumbl-e of interfer-

ence paËËerns, and that your neural hologram ís Èhe electro-chemical state

of the proteín molecules ín the braín; you have not suggested that there

is a part of the braín that views these holograms, so you have no reason

to reject my non-physical mind that views Ëhem.rt

A formÍdable probl-em índeed.

BuÈ (1) The dualist is using Ëhe words ltseett and t'observet'etc. ín two

distinctl-y díffereirt senses. He :i-s accepting as a matter of fact what ís

reaLly only an analogy. Because the human eye is necess.ary to receive the

data contained on the holographíc plate, he posíts a mental tt.y.tt to int-

erpret and receive the neural hologram. But surely if there is a problem

here, the dualist has simply backed ít up one stage, and ís in danger of a

reductio ad absurdum. He can, of course, claim that since the mind ís not

physical, it is not bound by the restrictions and processes of physical

objects. But ín so c1-aiming he must admít to using rtseert ín a different

sense when he talks of seeing mental images, or admít to the reducËio.

Tf what he treaLLyr means by his use of observatíon words ís the non-phys-

ical sense, then no one ever sees the externaL world; he sees only neural

holograms. But this ís contrary to experience; there is clearly a differ-

ence between seeing with the eyes open and contemplating mental ímages,

which should not be so if this interpreËatíon of the dualist case rePresent.s

l'-i'
l

t:l
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the world as it is. Further, hallucinations, errors, intentions, etc.,

are generally taken as examples of non-physícal- events, yet by the pre-

viously reported ínvestigaËions of Príbram, these can be identífied speci-

fically by means of EEGt"--?t least ín the ínstance of monkeys.; ln man,

being the more complex organism, one would expect on1-y greater specífi-

city. (2) rs it necessary to postulate a mínd or brain process with

respect to neural holograms analogous. to the process of inspecting a

phoËographic plate (wheËher a hologram or noË)? The whole raíson d'êËre

of Pribramts analogy had nothíng to do wíth the formation, physíca1

structure or interpreËation of holograms, but with the observed fact thaË

just as every partícle of Ëhe hologram contaíns aL1 the ínformatíon about

the 3-D object of which ít is a representation, so all (or at least many)

of the s)mapses in the brain contain alL the information receíved through

Ëhe sense organs; and that just as you dontt seê a picture when you look

at an unsËimulated hoLogram although it contains the picture, so you musË

not expect Ëo see Míss January when you look at the s)mapses ín my brain.

It becomes íncreasingly plausible that by connectíng el-ecËrodes from these

synapses to a suítably modífied cathode ray tube, you may very 1ikely see

my mental- pícture of Míss January; míne in the sense that it would not be

as píctured on the cal-endar, but as r see the picture. (T,et us, hoTnrever,

tasteful-ly turn dorr¡n the volume.)

trlhat seems evident at thís stage is that the process of perception

and cognition can be explained wíËhín the confines of quantum theory and

r¿ithout reference to entitíes outside the quantum world; that the pro-

duction of menËa1 images, memorÍes and cognitions is as natural a process,

and in prínciple just as guantifiable and predictable (given the nature of

matter), as. is Ëhe emission of radioactivity from certaín complex atoms.

l:':l

rtl:.
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In the sense that a hologram ís locatable on a photographic plate, mental

píctures, paíns, errors, memories, etc., are locatable ín the brain; in

the sense that the pícture you see when looking at a hologram is remote

from the photographíc plate, so mental píctures, pains, eËc.rappear re-

mote from any part of the brain.

'To sunrnarize bríefly: what is known of the uníverse indicates

that Ëhe basic ttsËufftt of which matter is composed are quanta; these

quanta are neither matter ín the símplistic sense, noï energy simpLicíter;

they may exhibít characËeristics of both. Heisenberg's prínciple states

Ëhat ít is the nature of Ëhe quanËum uníverse that the momentum (product

of mass and veLocíty) and posítion of a síngle particle cannot be deter-

mined simultaneously; Ëhe ïeason that we appear Ëo be abl-e to do so with

relativel-y large masses is that the errors inherent ín NewËonts equations

become negligibLe when r^Ie are consíderíng the inconceívably large number

of quanÈa makíng up, sây, a biLlíard ba1L. The success of the Quantum

Theory can be appreciated by its abílity to predíct phenomena and. to make

possible the undersËanding and consËructíon of the hardware of contempor'

ary physics. The clearer undersËanding of what matter is aLLows us better

to understand not only how the brain works, but also Ëhat it is capabLe of

much more than símplistic, biLLiard-ba11--matter would be capable of. The

mind-brain quesËion must be an attempt to discover horrr Ëhe r,¡orld is. IË

is not a questíon to be settled g príori; nature may be any Tray; the Ëask

for the philosopher is Ëo describe the críËeria, and to some extent pLan

the experímentsrwhich i^¡Í11 a1Low the empiricaL scientist to díscover which

way it is, then to state the conceptual shifÈs (símiLar to those neces-

sitåted by Relativity Theory and Quantum Theory) which become necessary as

a resuLt of our increased knowledge.
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CHA?TER IV

I,'¡HAT IS MIND?

You cannot locate [rnental events] in the physical
wor.l.d, in fr-ont of your eyes or behind your eyes or
anvwhere else. Mental evenËs are non-spatial; physí-
ca1 events are spatial.

(John Hospers, Introduction to Phil-
osophical Anälvsís, pp. 296-7)

(1) our brief encounter with Quantum Theory has shown that it is

not the case that all physical events can be located spatially in the

same sense that trees and lamp standards can be located. There are some

physícal events whose spatial locatíon is vague in the extreme.

(2) It does not follow from the fact ËhaË there may be extreme

difficulty in locating mental events, or everì understandíng what it would

mean to locate them, that they cannot be located.

(3) If the non-spatíality of mental events (ín the quotatíon) ís

íntended as a sËipulative definítion, Ít is worËhless from the point of

view of phíLôsophícal ínvestígation. If it is intended as the logieal

result of observed phenomena, iË may be false.

(4) It is a palpable truth about mental evmts thaË at leaSt some

of them can be locaËed wíth great precision in the temporal dÍmension;

ê.8., at 9:54:L5 4.M., 14 April, L970, r feLt a sharp pain which l-asted

until 9:54:25. Símilarly, T¡7e may be able to give an accurate measuïement

of the velocity of a quantum object while beíng quite unable to locate

íts position.

Thus the difficulty with the size of your mental picture of the

Empire State Building is not essentially different from the problem with
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the veLocity and location of an electron, muon, or aïLy other quantum

object. In short, Ëhe cl-assical distinction between rrmentalrr and ttphysi-

calttis íncoherent; we have no críteria with r,rhích to differentiate Ëhem.

If we cannot ídentify any characterístic of a mental state whereby it is

essentially or logícally different from a physicaL state, then there is

no meaningful- purpose in proposing the exísËence of a mínd as something

dífferent from a brain.

Modifying D. M. Armstrongrs Ëhesi"l w" míght say that a mental- state

1.Sa tum state of the brain apt for br about, but not necessaril

resuLt'íng in, a certain sort of behavior. In the light of thís, how are r^7e

to analyse statements like the following, whose referents are generalLy

considered to be mental states or events:

(a) I see a pine tree covered in snow

(b) I feel a pain in my right ankl-e

(c) I remember the look on Srs face when the water hit him

(d) I am tryíng to recall- the name of my Grade I Ëeacher

(e) I was so engrossed in solving that problem that I was rlost to the

world I

(f) I dreamed I was chasing Brigitte Bardot Ëhrough fields of daisies

(g) I intend to go skiing next weekend

or even

(h) r íntuit that A (who ísínalead-lined chamber) is Ëelling me ro

press swítch No. 4

A caution: when I say that a mental state is nothíng,more than a

quantum state of the brain..., I mean it in the same sense as r might say

. ..:

i: iì'j l=:::1'

1-D. M. Armstrong, A Materialist Theory of the Mind, p. g2
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that a hologram ís nothíng more than a set of interference patterns on a

photographic film such that.... The point being that the latter is quite
clearly more than the set of interference patterns in terms of the image

which appears when the hologram is gíven the appropriate stimulus, but
questions like ilwhere ís the image?rt rrhow big is the image?r are díffi- ';,=:,-,',',',,,

cult if not impossible to ansr^rer.

hle must add one further condition to our concept of a mental state/
process/event--that it be conscious; as r^7e have seen earlier there is little :,,,:,.,,1,

.,;,;, 
:,;,.: 

;,,sense to be made of paíns, perceptions, desires, etc. of whÍch we are not
i.r''.,;.:i rever aTiTare' There are undoubtedly neurologÍcal events analogous to and i,::::,;:,:,::.::

closery approxímatíng these states, but it seems clear that there is already 
,

a Large body of empirícal evidence to indicate that there are observable
i'

differences between conscious states and brain states of which T^re are not 
l

conscious' Tühat this monístíc posítion must hold is that (1) mental states 
i

are observable insofar as any physícar state ís observable, and (2) that l

they are states of awareness (e.g., r am aT¡7are of the hum of the aÍr con-
lditíoning fan, but I am not giving it my whole attenËion). Awareness I

itself must be a property of neurological matÈer resurtíng from its
quantum structure and the operation of laws of physícs known but noË fu1ly 

i!'l::'i'

understood, or laws not yeË díscovered. 1;i:,,:t,,;¡;,,¡
: ..t,: .: 

.:) aa .

Gíven the nature of consciousness (as far as T^re can comprehend it un-
der circumstances where t7e are forced to use as the medium of inspection the
very thing ü7e are inspecting), it seems to have a greaË deal ín coflrmon ::::;,;.ir,¡

'r::''.'t'tt'' 'with the various forms of radiation: (1) numerous conscious processes can

occur simultaneously in the same individual (cf. elementary partícles 
:whích do not obey the ?au1i exclusion principle) , (2) the evídence indi- 

:

cating that conscÍq¡s states can be transmítted from one indivídual to 
,::.r:...i:j:
,..r't.L:i:::::
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another no longer admits reasonable doubt--see the experiments of V. M.

Bechterev, L. L. Vasiliev, J. B. Rhine, Helmut Schmidt and others.l (3)

Pascual Jordan, the German physicisË and Nobel Prize wínner, and Dr. B.

Hoffmann, a former collaborator of Eínstein, believe that a graviËatíona1

fieLd ís símílar to the force which transmits telepathíc information, in

that both act aË a dístance and penetrate al-1 obstacles. The investiga-

tions of L. L. Vasíliev and his colleagues at the Universíty of Leníngrad

yielded the conclusion that

íf the transmíssion of thought at a distance is effected
by radiatíon of elecËromagnetic energy emanaËing from the
central nervous system, then such electromagnetic energy
must eÍther be sought ín the region of kilometer electro-
magnetic waves, or else beyon¿ itre sof t X-rays....2

There are, however, good reasons for rejecting the latter two regíons.

But (1) this does riot by any means exhaust the known radiatíons; (2) the

braín does appear to be an elecËro-chemical mechanism;3 (3) interactíon

does take place betr¿een electromagnetíc radiatíon and other forms of rad-

iaËon--cf. light bent by the gravitaËíonal field of the sun.

Let us now return to our l-íst of typical mental states (p. 73 ),

and observe that there is l-íttle difficulty reconciling those l-ike (a),

(b), ("), (f), and perhaps (h) wíth thís víew of a mental sraÈe, as they

are clearly stímulated by the external worLd, and can be causally reLated

to subsequent bodily behavíor (vocalízing, typíng sentences, etc.).

i: i:r-
i ^-i; :!.

:.-. . -

l

1r.. L.
(Institute for
EngLand, L963)

Vasílíev, Experiments in Mental Suggestíon, English tïâns.,
the Study of Mental Images, Church Crookham, Hampshire,

)
þ. c it., p. 742

3l+. penfíeld (1956), rrMental phenomena effected by means of cortícal
stimulationrr, Journal V.N.D. Vol-. 6, 4
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The sítuation is not quíte so clear wíth regard to menËal states

which appear to be initíated ¡twíthÍn the mindrt or as the end product of

a mental process. Examples (d), (g), (e), and again possibly (h) would

be of this type. These, iË seemsrmust be ttrought of as processes an-

alogous both to the processes which go on wíËhÍn an electroníc computer,

and to those whích operate a homíng rocket. If rüe accept Ëhat purposive

thought as well as purposíve actíon does not occur except as a result of

some stimulus whích is a part of a causal chaín havíng its orígin exter-

nal to the brain, then T^7e can see mental staËes such as wílling, íntend-

íng, and inËrospecËion as events within a process rather than as íso-

lated states. rt is not the case thaË we suddenly, without any príor

conditions,rrr,lant to go for a drinktr or ttdecide to solve a quadratic equa-

tíonrr. In fact the sort of random behavior or random thought patËerns

íllustrated by the above are typícal, íf not paradígm cases of the abnor-

mal or deranged mind; in fact it is noË.uncortrnon to say of someone whose

thoughÈ procèsses are not in sorne sense logícal consequences of external

events that he has t'l-ost his mindt?

Ttrus it seems thaË for any normal mental sËate \¡7e can follow a

chaín of events, related causal-ly, from an external stímu1us, through

the famiLiar neural pathways ðístríbuted over large areas of the braín,

and altering the microstructure of the matter of the brain. That mental

actívity is accompanied by electromagnetíc radiaËion--i.e. Ëhe resulË of

atorms in an excited state (energy level greater than the ground state for

Ëhat atom), ís well established.l rt is the present thesís that thís

alteration of Ëhe microstructure is a conscÍous state whích is identifiably

1r. L. Vasilíev, op cit.r pp. L4-25; also pp.13B-139
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1

and observably different- from any unconscious braín sËate and wtrich may

in turn serve as Ëhe stimulus, or a necessary part, of further bodíly

changes. Here, of course, Itnecessaryrr is used in the sense that, given

the universe as it ís, the further bodí1y changes would not have occurred

without the conscious state. It may be that no further changes occur ex-

ternal to the brain; alternaËívely, the energy levels may return to the

ground state giving up photons to the atoms of the protein molecul-es

at the synaptic juncËÍons--thus the memory Ërace whích, if the molecuLe

is stimulated agaín, will reverse the process, re-creating the conscíous

sËate which produced itz (in varying degrees of exactítude, dependíng upon

how much of the neural- hologram is stimulated and what other changes have

occurred ín the interim. )

As soon as T¡7e introduce this rchoíce pointr (whether the brain

state apt for bríngíng about certain behavior does bring iÈ about, or

brings about only a memory trace), the objectíon may be raísed: but who

makes the choice? Surely, iË may be objected, the dualistrs mínd steps

in from Ëhe rouËsider and determínes which of the two possible ouÈcomes

occurs. trrle âre not conrnítted to Èhis any more than we are couunitted to

saying that homing rockets have mínds and souls. The sensors of a homing

rocket are constanËly receiving ínformation about the positíon and headíng

of the rocket. This ínformation ís fed ínto a simply binary mechanísm

preset to react in one of two Ì^7ays: either the stimulus ís of the type

to bring about the triggeríng of the Ëhrust mechanism, or it isntË. The

wedge point here for the dualist is Ëhe word rrpresetrt, which the moníst

1s". 
"borr., p. 68

\.^tt Pribram, op. cít .
ì.:.r::.li?:l
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must exPlain as meaníng, set by previous brain staËes eíther conscíous or

unconscíous.

It may be objected that we are treating the human brain like a

digital electronic computer wíth, at any gíven moment, only two choíces;

that thís s1oË/ho1e approach leaves no room for the imagínation, the

great leaps of intuitíon, the visíonary fl-ashes of illumination so char-

acterístic of the human mind and so notably absent from the products of

the electronic computer. Is thís concl-usion justifíed? A very element-

ary understandíng of both computer technology and brain structure índi-

cates that íÈ is not. The number of choices ínherent ín a binary system

form a geometric progression whose limit is deterrnined by Ëhe number of

pieces of ínformation that can be retaíned by the mechanism. At a $iven

stage of any progress exactLy N on the total choices of thaË stage are

open, and Ëhere Ís no reason why these may not also incl-ude choices which

have prevíousIy been abandoned. In an electroníc computer of consider-

able complexiËy the possibilíríes yielded by rhís simply process rapidly

become inconceivably great; the complexity of the human brain exceeds

that of current computers by a factor of 108 or greaËer; thus the binary

concept need not been seen as a 1imíËíng factor at all. (The superioríty

of the electroníc computer to the human brain lies in the speed with whích

it can'rinspect" the choices at any leve1 of the process.)

MENTAL/BRAIN STATES AS CAUSAL FACTORS IN PURPOSIVE BEHAVIOR

rt may be useful to suÍEnarize D.M. Armstrongts argument contra

lüittgenstein, Ryle, et al., regarding the logícal possibí1íty of mental

states as a cause of purposive physical behavior. The thesÍs agaínst

which Armstrong ís arguingl r.rn. as follows: rf event x is presented as

1o.

Routledge
M, Armstrong, , (London,
& Kegan Pau1, 1968), pp. 131 ff.
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the cause of event B, then X and B must be two dístínguishable events

like the rising of a piston in a cylinder, and the comPressing of air

within the cylinder. Eíther evenË can be fu11y described wíthout refer-

ence to the other. The connection between the two ís contíngent, dis-

coverable by observation; as Hume showed about the cause-effect relaËion-

ship, there is no logical connection. Intentions, it ís argued, are not

líke thís; there seems to be a logical- bond between an intention and the

occurrence of Ëhe síËuatÍon íntended. Armstrong points out that the

same arguments could be used Ëo show thaË britËleness is not a cause of

glass breaking. Brittl-eness, like intentíons, cannoË be characterised or

ful1y described without reference to its effect--a sËate apt for permitting

breakage in certaín circumstances. BríËtleness does not logically nec-

essitaËe the breaking of glass, but on the other hand it is more than

merel-y a contingent fact that brítt1e things break under certaín circum-

stances.

But there ís nothíng in Ëhese points to prevent us from
arguing...that brittleness is an actual state of the
glass, and so a causal factor ín íts subsequent breakíng.1

If I íntend to strike somebody (to use Armstrongts example), my mind

is in a certain state which can be described by introspecËion only in

terms of the effect which ít is apt for bringing about. trlhether or not

one accepts a monist or dualist account, thÍs state has an individual

identity, and it is a contígent fact that things of this type regularly

precede my strikíng somebody. The apparenË necessíty of Ëhe connectíon

between it and the effect is that I have no r^ray of describíng thís entíty

other than in terms of the effect which it is apË for bringíng about. A

i;: ..
i;.:: r

to. t. Armstrong, loc. cit, p. 134
r!:.'l:r-11
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not díssimilar viev¡ is taken by Donald Davídson1 in referríng to Ëhe

rrquasí-intensionalrt character of this descripËíon. For Davídson,

R is a primary reason why an agent performed the action
A under the description d only if R consists of a pro
aËtitude of the agent tornrards actíons with a certain
property, and a belief of the agent that A, under the
description d, has that property.

If the present monístic theory is Lrue, there will be another way of

describing these mental states--Ëhe pro attitude and the belief--without

reference to the effect, but with respect only to the quantum descriptíon

of the associated brain state. A roughly analogous siËuation may be seen

in consíd.eration of the identíty of the gene and the DNA molecule; príor

to the advances in biochemistry of the last decade, there Ì,ras no way to

characterise the gene oËher Ëhan by reference to the effect whích it rias

apË for bringing about; ín fact there míght appear to have been a certain

analyticity about Ëhe connection between the entiÈy trgenerr and the in-

herited characteristícs which are its putative effects. Only recently,

with the discovery and subsequent synthesís of the DNA molecule, has the

identification been made such that ít no\^r makes perfecËly good sense to

say, rtthe gene Ís the DNA moleculert, a locution whích míght be considered

deviant prior to the above empirical discoveries. And note that (a) there ;,.':1.,..,.

ís no change in the meaníng of any of the words used ín the locution in

order to render a previously deviant expression non-devíant, and (b) none

of the words has been rgívenr a meaning; raËher Ëheir use has been

acquíred through empírical t"""tr.h.2

lDonald Davidson, ttActions, Reasons & Causest', in Free trüil1 and
Determinísm, ed. Bernard Berofslcy, (New York, Harper & Row, 1966)' p. 227

2ct'. o. M. Arrnstrong, op. cit.r chapter 6, and Hilary Putnam in
rrMinds and Machinestt, Minds and Machines, ed. Alan Ross Anderson, (Engle-
wood Cliffs, Prentice ltati, inc. L964) p. 72
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The typq of research involved in the idenËificatíon of the gene

and the DNA molecule ís similar Ëo the type of research which must be in-

volved in the ídentification of conscíousness and its quantum agent. A

more typical analogy would be C.E. Powe11's identífication of the tl'meson

with Yukawarsrrheavy particletr, the agent of strong nuclear force. (IË ís

interesting, with respect Ëo the Russian experímenËs ín para-psychology,

to note that the decay product of the ?fmeson, tlrre /tmeson' is capable of

traversíng large quantíties of matter wíthout makíng any co11ísions--being

found deep in mine shafts, subway tunnels, etc.,--typically radiatíon-

proof with respect to the better known quanËa like the phoËon. Further,

thaË should the quantum agent of consciousness turn out to be similar to

the neutrino and anÈi-neutrino, products of the lrmeson decay, they will

be quite difficult to observe sínce, being uncharged quanta, they leave

no tracks in cloud chambers, and their existence must be verifíed on the

bas Ís of conservat ion l-aws . )

It may reasonably be asked, what has aLl this to do with the

tradítj-onal problems besettíng mind--brain identíf ication? Briefly, it

is an attempt to fill in the blanks between the neurological account of

behavior--even an electrochemícal account--and the conscious states and

processes which indívíduaLs experience and consider to be contíngently

necessary links in the causal chain which results ín observable behavíor:

arm-raising, vocalisations, and the solution of aLgebraic equaÊions. By

pointing out thaË the philosopherts concept of matter has Ëended to be

inhibited by classícal Cartesían concepts, ít ís hoped that mental pic-

tures, paíns, and conscious processes l-ike reasoning need not be thought

of as incompatibl-e wíth a totally physical- universe. If it is argued that

in order to make Ëhis Ëransitíon I am giving a 'nelnlt or deviant meaning

:::l:i¡

l:l:::::ilj
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to words líke 'physicalt, rmatterr, etc., Ëhe reply must be that if the

words are to have any meaníng at all which is both coherent and corres-

ponds to respectable empiríca1 evidence, the meaníngs must be along these

lines and not along the classical lines which, by the way, hTere questioned

by Leibniz in his monadology. For whaËever Leibnízrs view of the uníverse i:,"'.,,ì't:

may have lacked ín aír condítioning, he díd predict the inadequacy of the

níce, clean division of matter into animal-, vegetable and míneral, a

classífícation which subsequent empirical ínvestígation has shornrn to be l, 
,, 

.,

:::...i:

ínadequate (there beíng macro-molecules ¡nrhich cannot be so classif íed). '"

i',.ti.r'This matter of the use of words has been discussed quíte fully, ::::,i

and, ít would seem, satisfactoríly, by Hí1ary Putnam, and may be surmnar

ízed:

;;' T::: #?i;" "'l:: ä?i,L;ïi' ;::*'i;;å"ffi ".'ïi I'Tll.
troñl4lãã$ of meaning" properry sá "ãri.Ð i-s that the
t'nehr usett is an auËomatic pro jectíon from existíng uses
and does not involve arbitrary stipulatj-on (except inso-
far as some element of ttstipulationtt may be present in
the acceptance of any scientific hypothesís, includíng
trThe earth is f oundtt) . r

So far, the concepËual shifts have all been on the síde of rnodifyíng the

concept of the 'physical'; is it necessary to make any concomitanË shíft ín ¡,.+

the concept of thermental'? To some, but perhaps a lesser degree, yês.

Extreme forms of dualism conceive of minds and spiríts as only very mar-

gínally assocÍated with bodies, and if a monistic theory ís to be main-

tained, \i7e musË be more stringent than this; Ì,ve can accept the logical pos-

sibility of dísembodied minds while maintaining that it is an empirically

verifiable and contingent fact that the minds we know--i.e., human minds--

1-Hílary Putnam, t'Minds and Machinesrr in A. R. Anderson (ed.),
Minds and Machínes, (Englewood Cliffs, N.J., PrenÈice-Ha11, Inc. L964),
page 93

1:;1 ¡ rl,.:.t

j.:; _t:ì..,1
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are very closely associated wíth particular bodíes.

One must ask of such statements as trMenËa1 events, are non-spatialtr,

what is the basís? Is it part of, or does ít fo11ow from the defínitíon

of mind? rt cannot be part of the definitíon or the whole project be-

comes uninterestíng--at least as much so as discussíons about unicorns.

It must result (be assumed to come) from the logical problems surrounding

consideratíon of certain mental states such as where a paín or a mental

image or a cognition míght be. But there are two very distinct ways in

which these questíons must be approached. rn one sense they are jusË

silly. They are silly because the questioner keeps shífting his ground

in a paËtern familiar from the childhood verbal game whích might proceed:

A. üIhatrs that?

B. Thatrs my car.

A. oh, but iË canrt be a car. r see quite plainly itts a cardboard box.

B. I,lel1, I rm pretending ít t s my car.

A. In Ëhat .case, where are the heaillíghts?

B. Right here, and here; cantt you see them?

A. Those aren'Ë headl-ights; theyrre tin cans!

B. Theyrre my preÈend headlights!

A. lüeli, how do you turn them on?

B. I,üith this swítch here; see?

A. They didn't cone on.

B. Certainly they díd!

A. They can't have. rf they had come on there r¿ould be líght shiníng

on the wall over there; Ëhere isnrt, so they didntt come on.

lüe shall típtoe from the room before the fisticuffs start and point

out that Ars questíons and objectíons are si1ly because he alternately
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accepts and rejects Bts basic supposition; thus A, not B, is being

illogica1, although Ëhe applicaËion of formal logic wí11 always support

his objections, taken one aË a time and without reference to the context.

Let us next look at Ëhe way in which questions like trwhere is your

image of the Empíre State Building?rr are not sílly, and in which there

may be very good, unambiguous and empirically verifiable answers. Given

a convex lens of known focal length, an object of knor,vn slze, we can set

them up as ín the diagram below and predict wíth mathematical certainty

both the posiËion and magniËude of an image according to the formula:

it;ffi

\- " -,+:)"-J
----tr'""---I

I

,i.
+

:

ì;;iì;.;lsÈssfÉì;rl ..".195"a:¡r1:.'".,:..1 ! ^':'
you try to grasp tä'äiä"p tr'"

ímage, there is nothing there; A, who.is standing on the left hand side of

the lens, cannot see the image; it cannot be characËerísed without reference

to the object of which it is the image; and so on. The fact is that these

objections are not raised, first, because Ëhe parameters required for their

prediction are quite simple; second, because it is readíly seen that they

are subject Ëo símple mathematícal formulae; and third, because the síl1i-

ness of the objections is readily obvious. I suggest that mental images,

paíns and so on can be subjected to the same sort of scrutiny in that Ëhe

pain in my foot is in my foot, and the fact that my foot may have been am-

putated three weeks ago is of no more relevance to the question than Ëhe

fact that when you try Ëo gra.sp the image in the Lens example above, there
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is rtnothing therert (alternatively, there may be something else there which

should prevent the possíbility of the ímage beÍng there--as in the case

of an object lying on a heavy table, beÍng vÍewed through a magnifyíng

glass). NeverËheless, just as I can point to, and calculate mathematí-

caIly, the position of the ímage (above), so r can poínt exactly to the

paín ín my foot (even if the foot is absent), 3!j!, r can see no reason

why it should not be possible to calculaËe íts position mathematically íf

Ëhe appropriate parameters (ín terms of the complete descríption of the

braín and nervous sysËem) are known. That there will be more than the

simple three variables of the lens example shoul-d be neither surprÍsing

nor dauntíng.

This may seem too boLd and too unadvised a leap ínto conjecture.

l,et us, then, pose a simpler and quite cortrnon example. rf r eaught a bíg

físh last suÍrmer, ít mighË be quite natural for you to ask me to show you

how bíg it was. The fishr. of course, has long since gone the way of all

flesh, but r shal1 readily hold out my hands and, if r am honest, crití-

cal1y adjust them until the space between them maÈches my mental image of

the fish. Now ín order to do this r must see my fish between my hands--

otherwise there would be no poínt Ín correcting theír position. Thus it

makes perfectly good sense to say Ëhat at that time my mental image of the

fish is located between my hands and is 14þ ínc]nes long. Here the holo-

gram model is doubly useful sínce ít indicates the escape from the post-

card-type view of mental images. Just as the seË of ínterference patterns

in a hologram carríes more informaËion Ëhan the picture alone (the light

by which the hol-ogram ù7as made can be analysed precísely, distances in all

three dimensíons can be measuredreËc.), so the neural hologram includes all

the syrapses which took parË in the original experíence of catching the
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fish on a fine sunny day last suntrner. The same stímulus responsibl-e : .

for the mental image of the fish must at the same tíme bring out all the

associated ínformaËion such that there is no image-in-isolatíon, but a

complete brain sËate part of which may consisË of an ímage, part of Ëhe

information regardíng the círcumstances surroundÍng the first occurïencê .,',',
':'::: 

--:i- -

of the state as a result of stimulaËion from the external world.

The above does not imply that my mind ís out Ëhere between my hands,

arì.y more than the lens or its refractíve capacítíes or the other means by i,,,:;.,,,
i,,:..,'ìl,,.

which, and as a result of which, the image ís seen at point p, Ís aË point

P. Símílarly, my mental image of the Empíre StaËe Buildíng, oï any other i;:::.,,-

object, is wherever it appears to be, regardless of any deviatíons in size

or shape from the object of which it is an image, in the same lray that the
I

lens ímage differs from the object of which it is an image. The only con- j

jectural leap is the suggestion that such mental entities can be predicted 
.

wíth mathematical certainty. The fact Ëhat we do not at present have the ,

,

techniques for makíng these predictions is philosophically irrelevant so 
,

.

long as there ís no logícal reason why they cannot be made.

It will be objected that I cannot hold thís and at the same time

hold that mental states/processes/events are braín states/processes/events,

since the brain is clearly located in the cranial cavíËy, and I have just

located pains, images, etc. ín places which may be remote from my head.

But the point to be made is that in exactly the same sense as locatíon

questions are si1ly wíth respecË Ëo lens ímages, they are silly with

respect to mental states, and for exactly the same l:eason--a category

mistake has been made. They are not the sort of thíng about whích such ques-

tions can be asked; but this does not imply that they are non-physical any

more than it implies that lens images are not entities in the physical

wo11d.
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Thus the fírst shift that must be made in the concept of mind ís
the idea that mental evenËs are necessarily non-spatial-, for, having ident-
ified a persístent error, \^7e see that they are no more non-spatial than

many entities in the so-called physical world. üIe referred earlier to
extreme forms of dualism which coneíve of minds as only marginally ass,oc-

iated r^7íth bodies' ê.g-, belíef in re-íncarnation, angels, gods, etc. rt
seems that a monísË positíon must either (1) show these beliefs to be in-
coherent andfor logically unËenable, or (2) if Ëhey are logically possible

states of affairs show that they are compatible with a monist posítíon.
Tf (2) is the case' then it should be possíble to set up some criteria
whereby these belíefs may be tested to see whether they correspond to an

actual staËe of affairs, or only to a universe which might exísË, but

whích, if it exists, is not ín fact the uníverse to which we belong.

4(1) It seems fairly clear that dísembodied minds are logical1y
possible since three exÈreme situations can be consldered to yíeld the

same resulË: (a) rhe mind ís something other Ëhan the braín--a non-physical

entity; here no contradiction arises from the statementttilrere is a mind

unconnect.ed wíth a bodytt. (b) The mind is the brain; brains may be trans_

planted from one body to another, and clearly exíst in the interim. (c)

There is no entíty corresponding to the word rrmindrt; here the logícal pos-

sibílity of disembodied mínds is on a par wíth that of deflowered unicoïns.
(Behaviorists may subscríbe ro eírher (b) or (c).)

að'(2) The purpose of the present thesis is to show that an adequate

theory of the uníverse will explain every phenomenon; that if there are

phenomena not explainable in quantum theory, then it is inadequate and must

either be replaced or modifíed; specifically, quanËum theory does appear to
be adequate to explain any phenomena with which ï^7e are familíar. Thís, ad-

miftedly, ís a very bold claim. rt ís explícit in quantum theory that

' .:a: :-: .

i-.

L 1... . : l:.
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there are quanta such that their presence or absence at a given location

at a given moment is a probability function; that quanta are all that there

is in the universe, and Ëhat their propertíes (described in ch.rn) account

for their índividuality; that the sum of theír properties accounts for all
the observable entitíes and phenomena of everyday experience (chairs,

barking dogs, T.v. ímages, and professors of philosophy). The detailed

expansíon of quantum theory is stil1 far from complete, dependingras it does,

on imperfect understandíng of the phenomena to be investigated, and on

technical advancemenË to make quantifiable observatíons possible. It is
therefore not possíble aË this stage to give a detaiLed account of mental

states/processes/events in terms of quantum theory; however it should be

possible (a) to give an account of the general way in whích the operation

of a quantum universe would result ín the reporËed phenomena such as con-

sciousness, telepathy, pïecognitíon, telekÍnesis, pre-existence, exísËence

after the decay of the body, dreams, visíons, etc., íf any or all of these

occur; (b) to suggest Í¿hat disconfírming evidence would show that mental

states/processes/events do not fa11 within Ëhe dornain of quantum theory

either as ít ís presently formulated or as it might reasonably be expected

to be modified.

ad (a). trühat is here claimed ís that just as radioactivíty is a natural
phenomenon resultíng from the operatíon of photons (the quantum of the

electromagnetic field);1 weighË, falling, the bending of 1íght under

certaÍn characteristic circumstances are the natural phenomena resulting
from the operation of gravitons (the quantum agent of gravitational force);

1r.o., 
Cooper, An Introduction to the Meanin

.: r.

page 593
and Structure of phvsícs_
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so conscíousness Ís the outcome of the operation of the laws governing a

quantum of mental force (eíther already knornn but not so idenËifíed, or

capable in prínciple of being discovered). Further, that consciousness,

being a quantum state of maËterrnecessaríly bríngs about further modifÍca-

tions; this would account, at the empirical level, for the observed fact

that mental states (intentions, cogníËíons, memories, eËc.) do act as

causal factors in subsequent behavíor. There ís little difficulty for the

theory ín accournodating telepathy or. (should a case be authenticated)

telekinesís. In the unlikely event that claims of pre-existence were auth-

enticated--although íË is hard to see how such c1aíms could be in princí-

gþ authenticated without a mínute knowledge of the experíences ín thís

life of the person who subsequently makes the apparenËIy authentic memory

claim about events príor to the present life--some rather knotty logical

and theoretícal problems would result. rn facË, this míght provide the

dísconfirming evídence of the theory. Disembodied minds (sou1s) affer

life are quiËe consonant with the theory in a manner analogous Ëo the

light of a now non-exístent star, which conËinues infínite1y, connected

to the star from which it emanated síne qua non, but disembodied ín the

sense that the star no longer exísts.

trlhat the Ëheist can make of this theory is problematic; it does

seem reasonable to supposerhowever, that if there is an entiÈy havíng

Ëhe atËributes of omniscience, omnipotence and benevolence, and if he

conununícates with man, he would use the same quantum agent. The problem

wíll arise in the event that the quantum agent of consciousness ís identi-

fied and no claims of divine presenie can be confirmed.

ad (b).rrNornr to assert that such and such is Ëhe case is necessarily

i,. i;.l,::íi+tr
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equivalent to denying that such and such is not the case.,,l rn the

present consideration, Ëo assert that the mind is Ëhe braín is to assert

that the mind ís not something other than the braín; and one r^ray to under-

stand the first assertíon is to find what would be incompatíble with its

truth. trüe have suggested thaË an authenticated claim of pre-existence

would seem to provide disconfirming evidence in Ëhat, gíven our clari-

fíed concePt of matter, disembodied minds are not incompatible wíth mind-

brain identity, but the suggestion that the mind mighË exíst príor Èo the

existence of the brain with which ít is ídentifíed, or even that a mind

míght be assocíated with a different brainrdoes seem Ëo be ínconsistent

wíth ídentity. By analogy: sre have said (following Armstrong) that this

identíty thesis has many of the characteristícs of the identity of the

gene and the DNA molecule; no\iü if it Ís claímed that the gene determíning

blue eyes ís the DNA molecule with such and such structure, and then we

fínd blue eyes associated with DNA molecules of different structure, rnze

are surely bound to abandon the origínal Ídentifícation. If it is objected

that such claims of pre-existence (cf. Brídie Murphy) have been made with

considerable weíghty evÍdence in support of them, it should be poinËed

ouË that the ínvestígations have noÈ been carried out wíth any of the rigor i,, 
't,'i,,

demanded by respectable empirical research.

A very serious objection to this theory, and to quantum theory

ítsê1f, is contained ín the recent invèsti.gatíons of Dr. Helmut Schmidt

of the Institute õr Parapsychology at Duke University. It is an axiom of

the theory Ëhat quantum processes cannot be predícted exactly, that is,

1o. G. N. F1ew, rtTheology and Falsif icationr', in Nagel & Brandt,
Meaning and Knowledge, (New york, Harcourt, Brace &trforld) 1965, p. 51
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it is impossible to predíct with greater than 50% aceuracy. Yet in ex-

períments carried ouË at BoeÍng Research Laboratories in Seattle during

Lg67-68, L'2'3 subjects who had previously reported 'psychicr experiences

were able to predict the results of a quantum process wiËh a score con-

sistentlv hígher than chance expectatíon, the probabílity of such a con-

sisËentl-y successful score in the thousands of trials made being less

than 10-10. Dr. schmídt concludes:

I believe that the experiments...índicate that the
axíom [of quanËum theory] ís indeed wrong. This
ímplies that quantum theõry does not gíve, at least
for systems that include human subjects, a complete
descrípËion of nature.4

However, Dr. Gerald Feinberg of Columbia UníversiËy has poinËed out5 that

quantum theory does in fact, contrary to previous belief, allow for the

exístence of subatomic particles that always Ëravel faster than the speed

of light. These he has called tachyons, and whíl-e none have yet been

detected, Ëhe search has noË yet been exhaustive. lf tachyons exist, and

íf mental events (or even some mental- events) are mediated by tachyon

action, precognítion would not violate Èhe quanttun theory, and ít could

stíll be consídered a complete descríption of nature. It is not, however,

my purpose to defend quantum theory, but to show that a monist soLuËion to the

lHel*rrt Schmidt, ttPrecognÍtion of a Quantum processil, in
of Parapsvchology, Vo1 33, June 1969, Number 2, p. gg

The Journal

,-Ibid., ItQuantum Processes Predicted?t' in New ScienËist, 16 0ctober
L969, page 114.

3tbid.,
Parapsychology,

orÞg.,

5 -_Gerald
Amerícan, Vo1.

rrClaírvoyance Tests !üiËh a Machínetr, ín The Journal of
Vol. 33, No. 4, December 1969, page 300.

ItQuantum ProceSses Predícted ?,",1gg. cit.

Feinberg, rrPartícles That Go Faster Than Lighttr, in
222, No. 2, February 1970, p. 68.

Sc ient ífic
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mind-brain problem is not inconsistent wíth eíther quantum theory as it

can reasonably be expected to be modified, or wiËh the observed phenomena

of our world. In this respecË Dr. Schmidt has admitted ín private corres-

pondence that the tachyon concept would provide a satisfactory model for

apparently uncaused events. UnfortunaËely, the existence of tachyons

musÈ be established before much can be made of this aspect of the theory.

In the meantime it must be admiËted that if it were shown (a) that tachyons

do not, in fact, exíst or (b) that wheËher Ëhey exist or not Ëhey could

not possibly interact with Ëhe matter of the brain Ëo affect the nucleic

acíd molecules., then disconfirming evídence would have been provided.

It is a mark of respectability in a theory, however, thaË ít can be con-

firmed or rejected by empirical evÍdence.

On this theory, conscíous brain states must be observably different

from brain states of which !üe are not conscious. In the evenË that no

such differences could be observed, this would also have to be counËed as

disconfirming evídence. However, on this poínt the evidence is already

at hand; electroencephalograms clearly show marked differences between

brain states when the subject reports aT^rareness and those ín which he is

not conscious. The epiphenomenalíst attacks this on Ëhe ground that no

amount of correlation between brain states and conscious states necessar-

ily entaíIs the idenËiËy--consciousness may simply be a gratuitous epip-

henomenon. Here r¡7e may Ërade on Flew's parable of the grrd"rr.r.l Our

two explorers have come upon the plot of ground with its beautíful flowers

and occasíonaI weeds: A has suggested that there must be a gardener, and B

has dÍsagreed; they have seÈ out to test Ëhe hypothesis, wired their elec-

tric fence, and brought in the bloodhounds. Hornrever, unlike the original

:::iìl i:::i. ,.

14. G. N. Flew, gg. cít., p. 50
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story, a scream is heard and the bloodhounds give cry; but B finds other
explanations than the proposed gardener. Símilarly, the epíphenomenalist

can always accept your evídence and claim Ëhat it Ís consonant wíth con-

sciousness as a non-causal phenomenon. one may turn Flewrs approach on

the epiphenomenalist and ask what evidence, or even what sort of evídence,

he would accept of behavíor caused by a menËal state (disconfirming evi-
dence)' rf there is no conceivable sítuatíon in which a mental state could
be saíd to cause subsequent behavior, then it ís dífficult to understand

what an epiphenomenalist means by rrmental states'r.

one difficulty in settíng out possíb1e dísconfírming evídence of
this theory lies in not knowing what kind of entity the quantum agent of
consciousness (if such there be) might turn out to be. Quantum objects
are either electrically charged or neuÈral; if we are looking for a char-
ged quantum, the search may be relatively simple--depending on its radius
of ínteraction, life, etc. An electricarly neutral entity presents more

difficultÍes sínce their exístence ís currently ínferred on the basís of
conservation laws and the observatíons of collisíons of charged quanta.

tr{e have conjectured that in future, technology may be able to
pLace electrodes in (or near) a subject's brain and flash the subjectrs
mental image of the playmaËe-of-the-Month of a screen, thus rendering
mentaL even.ts intersubjectively observable. There ís, of course, a sense

ín which what appears orì. the screen is not the subjectrs image, but a TV

ímage, and therefore t'hat what the ob..rrr"r 
"""" is in no ü7ay the subjectrs.

ÍIe can, however, admiË this as consonant with a paralleL consíderation. A

sample (a) of radium can emit certain radiation; a different sample (b)

will emit símilar radiation. The Ëwo radiations are different and distin-
guishable because they came from different sources; they may also be

distinguishable because they are mediated by dífferent mechanisms of obser-

l' ::.: '

l',. -:.1 . -
t. .. .::!.r
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vation (or the same mechanism differenË at tl from tr--perhaps ín no

oËher respect). Thís radíaËion (a) is not radiatíon (b), or to follow

the analogy more closely, ars radiatíon is not brs radiation; but the

only meaningful basis of differentíation may be with reference to the

source. Returning: the TV picture of Ëhe PlaymaËe-of-the-MonËh may be

different from the subjectrs mental picture in no more interesting a

sense t\tan ats radiation is different from bts radiatíon--numerically

different rríthout beÍng qualiËatively different.

To the question, In dealing wíth the mind and brain, are we deal-

ing wíth one entity or tü7o dífferent entities? the answer must be in

the form of a clarifícation. Tn the sense that radiation ís different

from the mass from which iË radiaËed, the mind might be saíd to be dif-

fe::ent from the brain wíth whích it is associated; but just as radíation

must have emanated from some mass, so mind without an associaËed brain

cannot occur (tcanr contíngenË rather Ëhan logical). And in the sense

that ¡:adiatíon is the mass from which ít emanated ( the conservatíon laws

aPply), whích is the only sense in which radiation becomes a meaningful

object of contemplation, the mínd is the brain.

Thís argument from analogy has the weakness of all such; to say

that x ís like y in certaín respects, is neíther to affirm nor Ëo gíve

evidence that x is líke y. BuË the posítion of the morrist in the mínd-

brain debate must always take as a base point the rule of parsímony, and

show that the evidence and the logic of the situatíon are consonant wiÈh

the theory. The force of the analogy lies ín that if there are well

documented occurrences ín nature of phenomena no more astoníshing than

Ëhe explanaËion \^7e are proposing of the mind-brain phenomenon, then what,

other than some misguided and unwarranted feeling of superiority, would

make us believe that the essentíal rtltt is anything more than the Ëotal
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state of my central nervous system? That this feelíng of superíority is

unü7arr:anted is best shovrn by the following consíderatíon: the powers of

reasoning and comprehension are supposed by the dualist to be clearly cases

of mental (as opposed to physical) processes; the structure and function-

ing of the brain, aLI the complex electrochemical inËeractions, are

clearly physical; yet T^re have no really clear comprehensíon of how the braÍn

operates, nor can r¡7e comprehend the overwhelmíng complexíty of the human

brain. Ifhence, then, the superiority of the mind that is unable to com-

prehend the observed compl-exÍty of that to which it is supposed to be

superior?

i,' ' ,,,
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CHAPTER V

CAN A QUANTI]M THEORY OF MIND SOLVE ANY OF THE TRAJITTONAL PUZZIES?

-, 
a,:,- 

.,,,'

In hís 1968 postscript to The trMental" and thettPhysicalrrHerbert

Feigl quotes four proposíËions formulated by Mrs. JudiËh Economos ín her

docËoral dissertation, which she saystrappear Ëo be true but are diffi- 
i,,,.;.;,.

cult to reconcile wiËh one anothertt. Since they bríng out some very vital :1''"",1','

features of the mind-braín controversy I shall quote them agaín here! ,,,:,:,.,
- :;_i-r.:::..

1. People have thoughts, sensations, etc., of which they
are aü7are, but of which others are not ar^7are except through 

;

the ownerrs reports or behavior; and these sensaËíons,
thoughts, etc., are not located ín space, nor do thev pos
sess, produce, or consume energy or have mass. 

;

(Italícs mine) 
I2. There are in the world various objects, incLuding con- 
i

temporaryhumanbodÍes,whícharecomposedofe1emenËs
whichare1ocatedinSPace'whichproduce,possesS,and
consumeeneIgyandhavemasS;moreoverthevocabu1aryof
physica1scienceSeemSsufficientËodescríbe,andthe
laws of physícal scíence seem sufficient to explain, Ëhe l

behavíor of such objects. l

I

3. Peoplets sensatíons, thoughts, eËc., affect their
bodíly movements and some events occurring to or in
their bodies affect the people ts sensatíons, thoughts, r::'ì..::::: 

:

memories, etc.; and often whàn peoplers thoughts, sen- i","",r,' 
'

satíons, eËc. , af fect Ëheir bodíly movements, Ëhis ís . . ,, .,

because the people have so desíred. ,,',.,'.,. ,1.
_'. .'. 

-. 
.'. : 

.

4. The concepts which r^re have of mental things or events
on the one hand, and of material Ëhíngs or events on the
other hand, are logícally independent; thaË is to say,
there is no demonsËrab1e inconsistency in supposing a
world in which there r¿ere material objects but no aürare- i.,,t..ness, or conversely a world of awarenesses without any- i,;i¡..'':¡l'::
thing fittíng the descripËion of matter.

The point of departure from which I would approach Ëhese pïopo-

sítíons is the assertion that they appear to be true. r should like to

suggest that they contain vital elements which are not true, and that
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the dífficulty of reconciliatíon is a dírect result of the false elements.

1. There can be no quesËion about Èhe truth of the first propositíon up

to the semi-colon; however we have shown in Chapter IV that the spatíal

assertÍon is highly questionable if not clearly false. Is ít clear that

thoughts etc. neíther possess, produce nor consume energy? Three thíngs

seem irmnediately clear: (a) Ëhe statement is empirícally verifiable, (b)

the scientific world has a duty to make the requíred ínvestigations, and

(c) the philosopher must accept the findings with whatever reservations

are dictated by the nature of Ëhe experiments. Bíologists have carried

out exËensive research Ëoward the quantificatíon of energy consumed in

such actívities as the flight of budgerigars and gulls.1 trühile the hard-

ware and the calculations would be considerably more complex in an experi-

ment to discover (a) if thinking consumes energy, and (b) how much energy

is consumed in the production of a thoughË, there does not appear to be

any logical or theoretical objectÍon to the carryíng out of such an ex-

periment. The dualíst will object that such an experiment proves nothing

since he denied neither the existence of brain processes nor possÍble one-

one correlations between braín processes and mental processes. Hov;ever,

íf dualísm in all- íts forms can be defeated on oËher grounds (as I believe

I have shown that it can), then the fact that el-ectroencephalograms of

conscíous states are significantly different and more complex than those

of unconscious states would lead one to suppose that there would be a

símilar difference in energy consumption, and that the dífference r^ras

accounted for by the energy requíred to produce a thought. That there ís

at least a close connection between the energy inËake of the body and

1. Vance
American, Vo1.

A. Tucker, ttThe Energetics of Bird F1íghttt,
220, No. 5, page 70

Sc íent ific
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mental processes is indícated by such considerations as the very strange

ídeas frequently held by those on strange diets, or the fact that ín

starvation, unconsciousn.ess precedes death--i.e., there are certaín

elementary brain processes still going on, but there is insufficient en-

ergy to support consciousness.

The second assertion made by Mrs. Economos' first proposition ís

that thoughËs, sensations, etc. do not possess energy. This is dubíous on

the grounds of Ëhe ever growíng evídence of telepathy. J. K. Feibleman,

in his entry in Díctionary of Philosophyl d"fír,"" energy as,rthe po\4rer

bywhich thíngs acË to change other thíngstt; an elementary physics text2

defínes energy as rrthe agent that bríngs about changes in maËter.; the

most recent texts make no attempt at defínition. In any case it seems

cLear Ëhat íf iË is the case that Ëhoughts do affect bodil-y movements

(proposiËíon no. 3), andfor thoughts are transmítted from one individual

Ëo another, then they do possess energy bv definíËion. Further, exper-

íments are conceívable (although probably notcurrently techníca1Ly pos-

sibl-e) whereby the energy could be measured.

Iühether thoughts, sensationsretc. produce energy or not ís much

less clear, although it ís Ínterestíng to note that this is implicit ín

such science fiction as John Ì,Iyndhamts chrysalíds, and whil_e ít is not

my íntention to use science fíction as a support for phiLosophical argu-

ment, Ëhe sítuations whích trüyndham conceives do not sËrike the reader as

deviant eíther in or out of context, More convincing is the evídence of

te lepathy.

lDagobert D. Runes
Adams & Co., L966

241.*arrd.r Taffel,

(ed.), Dictionary of Phílosophy, LiËtlefíeld

I i :::ii,:l:ri

Visualized Ph]¡sics, (New York, Oxford) Lg4O, page 2
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Finally, with respect to the first proposition, the assertion that

thoughts do not have any mass seems quite írrelevant and certainly not

one of the elements whích is hard to reconcíle wíËh any of the other prop-

ositions. In the quantum world there are objects which have zero mass,

and are nonetheless real, and nonetheless consonant wiÉh everything men-

tíoned ín Ëhe second propositíon (the one with which proposition nó.1 is

presumed Ëo be íncompatible). There are also quantum objects such that

tr¿o or more can occupy the same space simultaneously.

2. The second proposition can be accepted as a true statement wiËh the

proviso that when \¡7e say that human bodies (or any other bodies) are com-

posed of elementsitwhich are located in spacert\^7e are recognizing Ëhat

(a) Newtonian laws are a specífic applícatíon of quantum 1aws, (b) that

neither set of laws is contradictory to Ëhe oËher, and therefore that (c)

any wave or quantum effecËs will be so sma1l that the probabílity that a

person is at any place other than the classícally calculated position is

absurdly close to ,"to.L

Once again, T^7e must, drive the wedge ínto the second clause of the

proposition, for it ís'far from clear thaË Ëhe I'vocabulary of physícaI

science seems sufficient to describe, and the laws of physical science

seem sufficient to explaín, the behavíor of such (human) objects.t phy-

sical- science is a long way from being able to descríbe a coinplete cau-

sal chain from specífic stimulus to specifíc response, and to predict

human behavior in any sense more articulate than the trl knew he was goíng

Ëo do thaLrrËype of statement ís still very far in the future. Nor ís it

clear thaË the vocabulary of physical science is as yet fully saËisfact-

ory for the explanation and descriptíon of physícal events in general.

,l'ï:,1

'. l:::'.',:

1r"on Cooper, op. cít.rpage 5I4 ff.
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Quantum theory is still very young; much remains Ëo be explained, and thaË

Ëhe explanaËíons will require both conceptual shífts, neT¡r vocabulary or

additional meaníngs for old words (1ike Ëhe extended meaníng of "parËíc1etr

which ís so confusing to the classically trained rnind), ís obvious from

such typical- statements as the followíng:

...many of Ëhe properties of materíals cannot really be
understood usíng classical concepts. In a rough way,
Ëhough, one can say that somewhere beËween the hydnogen
atom and the planetary orbíts sysËems begin Ëo behave in

. a typícally classícal fashíon; Ëhe boundary ís not com-
pLetely well marked; there are subÈle penetrations of
quantum effects ínto what might be thought Ëo be com-
pletely classíca1 domaín. Thus, although quantum Ëheory
becomes classical theory, the region of transition, some-
what amoeba-like, has offered surprises Ëo those who ex-
plore its edge.l

Some of the surprises have been Ëhe anomalíes in a specifíc heat

(Maxwell), and Gíbbsr paradox ín statistical physics, both of which are

inËrusions of quantum effects into the domain thought to be classícal.

The error ín this second proposítí-on, Ëhen, lies in the basic

assumption (presuppositíon) Èhat the behavior of all the non-human objects

ín the world is explaíned, or is explainable--has ín facË been explained

fullv --with the language of the physical sciences. The truth of the mat-

ter ís that the explanations are aË present very far from fu1l, whether

üre are speaking of man, mouse or molecule. I'le can no more predict the

year, day or hour when the 200-foot cedar ouËside my wÍndow will díe, than

üIe can predíct who wíll be the next presÍdent of Ëhe Universíty of Manitoba.

Yet the presupposítion in the second proposition ís that Ëhe physio-chem-

ícal laws governing Ëhe life of the tree are much better known than the

sociological laws governíng the elecËion of university presidents.

lruon Cooper, op. cít., page 516

l:i;14::.{y'

,.,..."i..,,
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If this should be denied, Ëhe second presupposítion underlyíng this

second clause of the proposítion ís that even when the laws governing non-

human objects are ful-ly known Ëhey cannot by Ëheir very nature explaín

thoughts, sensatíons and the 1ike. Thís presupposítion is, if anything,

more unjustífied than iËs conËradíctory--that the fu1l explanation of the

world of objects other than thoughts, sensationsreËc. will also explaín

thoughts and sensations. There ís at leasË the hístorical- evidence that

scíentífic discovery has always brought a bonus, the c.oncurrent explana-

tion of some phenomenon whÍch r^7as noË previously thought to be connected

with the phenomenon under investigation.

üIith respect to the second of the true but irreconcílable propos-

íËions, we have shown first, that Ëhe primary clause can be accepted only

with a proviso which makes it much more nearly compatíbie wiËh the first

proposítion; and second, that the secondary clause ís either false or so

general as to be quíte worthless ín terms of drawing specífic conclusions

with respect to its compatíbíLíty or incompatibí1ity wiËh the first propo-

s ít ion.

3. The third proposiËíon deals with the interaction of mental events and

physíca1 events and primarily with the problem of free will versus deter-

minism. Regardless of oners philosophical posítion, whether with the con-

víncing exposition of R. E. Hobart (Dickinson Míller), or the equally ex-

cellent rebuttal of Phílippa Foot,1 rh"r" does seem to be a problem of

reconcil-ing a uníverse ín whích the relations between different events are

1R. E, Hobart, rrFree trüíll as
able Ìüithout itr', and Philippa Foot,

Involving Determinism and Inconceiv-
rrFree ÌtiL.l as. Involving Determinismrt

in Bernard Berofskí (ed.), Free trüi1l
Row), 1966

and Determinism, (New York, Harper &
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such thatrtevery previous and subsequent event can theoretically be deter-

mined as a functíon of the given events during that tíme"l and a world in

which people do make conscious choíces between apparent alternatives (in

the red-blooded sense of alternative).

I shall here make two important assumptions, one quíte sound, and

Ëhe oËher provisional: (A) that we live in a quantum uníverse which ís

describable within the framework of quantum Ëheory as may be modified by

subsequent observation; (B) that awareness ís a quantum effect penetratÍng

Èhat parË of the macrocosm we call our bodíes. I shall point out further

that in all díscugsions of free wí1l versus determinism ít is assumed

Ëhat determinísm entails predictabilíty; Ëhis proposition, I sha11 1aËer

show, is open to question.

One of the firsË Ëhings ïre learn from quantum physics ís thaË we

are concerned wíth probabiliËies; specifically, it is not the case that

íf we know all the laws governing a quantum object T^re can determíne its

position. Rather, knowledge of and applicatíon of these laws allow us Lo

deËermine the probabilíty of finding the object wíthin certain spatial

co-ordinates. It is not that there is a missing piece of information such

thaË if we had it we could make the rfínalr calculation, but rather that

ít is the nature of the universe that quanta behave Ëhis way. Further,

the properties of matter are the result of quantum properties. Thus the

situatíon vuith respect to determinism may not be quíte as simple as Russell

conceived it. IË may be true that every event can be determined as a

funcËion of previous and subsequent events, but ín tetrospect on.lv. Let

lBertz:and Russel1, "On Ëhe Notíon of Causert ín Our Knowledge of
p. 221The External Ìtror1d (London) 19L4,
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us :take an example from the physicistrs laboratory. trrlhen a stream of

charged quanta is directed aÈ a taîget, the physicist can calculate the

probabílity of these charged objects col1idíng with the target, and on

the basis of this predicË a certain number of collísions per unit time,

with reasonable expectation of considerable accuracy. AfËer each such

collision has taken place he can descríbe what rrpartíclerl has collided

with what, and describe the causal chain which has occurred. But to do

this in advance in any terms other than probabilistic Ís not only tech-

nica11-y ímpossíble, but, as Heisenberg pointed out, 1ogica11y impossible,

gíven the basic postulates of quantum theory itsel-f. Thus ít may be that

in Ëhe classical domaín, determínism entaíls predictabí1íty; buË ín Ëhe

quantum domaín, to say that an event is determined ís to say no more than

thaË certain subsequenË events are probable, and rvhen the factors are

sufficíently undersËood, to state the machematíca1 probabí1ity. Thus Ëo

say that an event ís determíned, at least in the quantum domain, ís not

to say that it is predictable; gíven an event E, the most one can logi-

caLLy predíct is that the set of subsequent events, 
"S1, "SZ, 

.S3, ...,

S have the probabilíties P., P Þ D
e"n -^* f 2t '3, "', 'n'

Now this is clearly not whatttthe man ín the st.reetil thinks of as

determinism, but then the quantum ttparËiclett ís not what the itman in the

streetrr thínks of as a particle. If my assumption B, above, ís true, and

conscíousness ís a quantum effecË, Ëhen we should expect it to behave

according to the laws governing such phenomena; thus we should expect

Ëhat conscíous events and theír subsequent events would be determined al-

though logically noË predictable. Thus if rrlil am the conscious states

connecËed to this observable body, then I deËermine my choices, volitions

etc. (subsequenË conscíous states) just exactly as I belíeve I do. They

are deËermined although not predícËab1e.

F+:q'r+l:':-:

;.:::
:.. :
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If, when we claim to have free will, T¡7e mean no more than that we

could have done otherwíse than we díd, then it is clear under this view

thaË any choice could have been other Ehan it was without ín any r^7ay

running counter to a determínistic analysis of mental events.

rn discussing this poinË in ttThe case For Determinismtr, Brand
i

Blanshard- sËates:

The questíon of importance for us, then, is urhether
if acts of choice are dependent on physical pïocesses
at aLL, they depend on the behavior of particles singly
or on that of masses of particles. To thís there can
only be one ans\¡rer. They depend on mass behavior.

However, Blanshard takes too simple a víew of Ëhe question. r sub'mit

the fo11owíng consíderations as evídence that there may be another an-

swer than the one proposed by Blanshard:

(1) Maxwellrs specific heat anomaly, and Gibbst paradox (see above),

provide other examples of quantum effecËs ín an otherwise classical do-

maín.

(2) A conscious event is a very complex event and may very well be com-

posed of an agglomeration of quanËum evenËs as a hologram is composed of

a multiplícíty of apparently ísolated pieces of ínformatíon.

(3) Physicist Helmut Schmidt considered the possibílity of conscious

interference with a quanËum process sufficiently 1ikely as to Ëake it

into account in anaLyzing the result of his experiments in claírvoyan"".2

Let us nor¡r reassess Philíppa Footts díscussion of the Hobart-

Ayer et al. reconcí1íation of free wíl1 and determínism. Accepting

l:*i:ilï

1-Brand Blanshard, trThe Case For DeËerminismrt in Sídney tlook (ed.)
Determi+ism. and Freedom in the Age of Modern Science, (New york, Collier
Books, 1958), p. 25

?-Helmut Schmidt,, ttClairvoyance Tests !üith A Machineil ín The
Journal of Parapsvchologv, vo1. 33, No. 4, December 1969, p. 3õõ- i,,,,,
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Russellts account of determínism as every prevíous and subsequent event

being determined as a function of the given events at Ëhat time, she goes

on to say:

Thís seems to be the kind of determínism whích worries
the defender of free will, for if human actíon is sub-
jecË to a universal law of causation of this Ëype, '.,.;.,',.'..,r,,,,.

there will be for any actíon a set of suffícienÈ con- :ì:::::r.'.

dítions which can be traced back to factors outside
the control of the agent. 1

Irüe have seen Ëhat Russell,s account of the uníversal law of causation 
....,.;.,.i,.,

ís analogous to Newtonrs laws regarding planetary orbíts--ít is the ,,,,.',,-......'
'-.: -: :t :: 

'

specífic applícatíon of a general universal law which relaÈes previous i,,,:t:,::.,.,j,,,,
ii:r.,,-.ì., r. :,:..

and subsequent events as functions of the given event, determined but not

predictable. Thus for any actíon, there is a set of suffícíent cond.i- I

tíons¡ âny number of whích may be conscious states of the rg"rrt, êach

carrying a set of subsequent states relaËed only probabilístically to

their antecedenËs; and sírice the agent is the sum of hís conscious states, 
Ithe condiËions cannot be said to be who11y out of the control of the agent.

Heredity may be out of his control, as ís the objective environmenË; buË 
i
l

the actual environment ìncludes Ëhe agent and his pt"rrà" choíces. The

key to the problem is the recognition that in the quantum domain, Russellrs ,t,,,.,1:1i1¡.'
-.:'-.1'-'.:.::'- i:

function is a probability funcÈion, and not, as has been supposed, a simple ¡: 
,,¡.:,,.,.1 .,

,i-',,.',,...; . ,t'ì

algebraic function. : i .': i

It may be objected thaË I have reduced free wí1l Ëo a matËer of

pure random chance; that when I choose or decíde to do an acËion ín Ëhe
. .: - r,:, - .:. .::

fullest sense. then I cannot know in advance what my decisíon will- be; the [. *

decísion is of no more consequence than the turn of a coin. Not so,

lrhtltOOr Foot, ,,Free lüil1 as Involving Determínism", The phílo-
sophicál Revíew, IJ(VI, No. 4 (Ocrober, Ig57), pp. 439-450

::r1;ì:'f;
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:.:l. .':

however; for by 'chancet \n7e mearl rnoË subject Ëo any causal lawsr, but I " 
:

have shovm that the causal laws are to be specífica1-ly identifíed on1-y

in retrospecË, not because of a technical limitation but a togícaL limit-

ation. Thus if my pals ask me to accompany them on a pub-crawl and I

hesiËate, I am making a decísion; I, the sum of my conscious states, am .,.,,,, ,.

weíghing the advanËages and dísadvantages of accepting the invítation'

I cannot know in advance what Ëhe decisíon will be (otherwíse it would not

be a genuine decision-making process); the decisíon is a funcËion of a i,,,,.,,,.

previous event (conscious and mnemic); it is a probability functíon such 
;':':':'';;1'r::'

t.,

that after the decision is made the determiníng factors may be ídentified, ;','.':',.,,i.:,

but such that it is in principle ímpossible to determine the decision in

advance. ThaË this does not involve a contradiction depends upon the

accepËance of my assumption that in dealíng with conscious evenËs I¡;e are 
.

dealíng wíth quantum effects in thetrtTrríl-ight zonertbetween the macrocosm'

where classical laws are sufficient, and the microcosm which determines

the nature of the macrocosm

(4) The fourth true but incompatíble proposítion forming the basis of

Ëhe mínd-brain problem concerns the 1-ogical independence of mental events
i: .,-i,r:',:,: l:,1

and maËerial events. Just how this ís rel-evant to the problem, I must i..:¡r'::'.,..ì

...., .... ,, . ...

confess, escapes me. It does not seem Ëhat the outcome of a discussion of ,,:,:.', ..,.
,, ,¡, 

t'-1,¡..t.

the proposition can affect Ëhe solutíon to the mind-brain controversy

one rray or another. It is true that thettreceivedrtconcept of tmentalr is

such that \¡7e can conceíve a uníverse in which there T^7ere no such events; 
j:a,.-.r¡r,...

simílarly Ëhe rtreceivedrt concept of rmatterr is such that we can conceive Ì;ji:-1:ili'il

a universe in which there'vJere menËal events but nothíng ansT¡Tering to the

description of matter. But we have said from the outset Ëhat mind-braín

identity must be a contingent matter; in the same r^7ay T^7e can conceive of
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a universe in whích there were DNA molecules but no characterístícs to be

inheríËed, í.ê., no living beings, anímal or vegetable, and conversely a

uníverse in whích there were 1ivíng beings wÍth characterisËics which

were not inherited--or which were ínheríted by means other than DNA

molecules.

That the t?receivedrr concepts of both the mental and material are

far from adequate has been pointed out at length, and requires no further

elucidation here; stí1L, however, even when r7e recognize tlne empírícal

connection (that there may not be two phenomena, but only one--more

complex than previously believed), it is sËí11 1ogically possible that

there might have been Ër,,ro and that they might have been independent.

lflhat I have shown in Ëhís section ís that the four propositions

formulaËed byMrs. Economos as Ërue and incompatíble and forming the basis

of the mind-brain problem, are either not true, or Ëo the extent that they

are true, noË incompatible.

After all this there stíll- seems to be a substantial- gap between

the description ín physical science of a Ëree and my irmnediate experience

of the tïee; between the description (or possíble descríptíon) of myself, , ,

and my immedíate experience of myself . The question that must be answered 
t'';.i.i

;_:_ .1::'::_.:

ís, is thís gap toËally accounted for by the dífference between descrip- i,'r''i'ji.'ì

Ëions and rrraw feelstt? For just as Ëhe descriptíon of a tree is not a

tree, so r¡7e must noË expecË the descriptíon of a conscious state to be

the conscious sËatg; nevertheless the descriptíon must be recognízable, and ; ' i ,

i -:!:,r.::-ri:;.

that is exacËly what any attempt at characterization of ar^Iareness in terms

of neurochemisËry or even quantum physics is not! If someone says, rrThere

iË stood, íts branches waving gracefully in Ëhe gentle breeze, the deli-

cate new tendrils sweeping Ëhe ground like the caress of a feather duster,tt 
,..,, ;.,,

there seems to be no doubt that he is describing a weepíng willow (or :'r.'
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perhaps a \¡reeping birch). But íf, on the other hand, I am told thaË Ats

such-and-such slmapse is in such-and-such a state resulting from the im-

pulse transmítted from the so-and-so dendriËe, givíng rise to the emission

of such-and-such quantum particles, by what stretch of the imagínatíon are

we to guess thaË A has an itching left ear? AË fírst thrust, this seems

to do catastrophfc damage to an identity thesis; the whole enterprise

seems ready to founder. But does not our understanding of Ëhe first des-

cription depend upon prior knowledge of the meaning and use of the words

used ín ít? And ís there any reason why we wouldn't recogníze Elne second

description if üre kner¡r where the such-and-such synapse was located, what

its functionrand wiËh what "raw feelstt its being in such-and-such a quanËum

state ís correlated? And there is nothing to be gaíned in Ëhe counter,

t'Then what you really mean ís that he has an itching left earr" since the

vetbalÍ.zaËions are purely matters of convention; v7e are not deceived as to

the composítíon of water because ít ís conventional to refer to it by the

word rrwaterrr rather than as HrO, any more than we are accused of facetious-

ness when we refer to the gene as DNA rather Ëhan deoxyribonucleic acid.

¿ùúJ-

It may be fruitful at thís stage to reËurn to Feigl's'rrequirements

and desiderata for an adequate solution to the mind-body problemrr noted

ín Chapter I and see if T^re have made any headway wíth respect to them.

1. Linguistic anall¡sis: If our dip into the real-m of quantum

physics has shown us nothing e1se, ít musË have made it quite evident that

the word t'phys ical-tr has a much broader scope that is naively admitted by

traditional or classical treatments. The physíca1 involves the micro-

structure of matËer where the CarËesían billíard-bal1 models are neither

meaningful nor illumínating; iË may involve entíties as dífficult to con-

ceive as quarks, suggested by Murray Gell-Mann, with non-integraL charge

l:. !!,,.i.,,:.),
'::::,::.!a
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and baryon number! Specífícally, a locutíon of the form, ttThere is an x

such thaË x is a physícal entíty and x is not locatable in space'r is not

a deviant expression. The fact that it has been taken to be deviant, and

can no longer be so considered, is due not to the word ttphysicalrr having

taken on a ner^r denotation, buË rather to our increase Ín knowledge havíng t

altered the concept of what it ís Ëo be physical. In the same way, Men-

de1 proposed the gene as the determiner of heredítary factors; he had no

ídea what a gene míght be; in facË Ít ís highly likely that he would have

rejected the sËatement rtthe gene is a moleculetr simply on the grounds of

current corltemporary ignorance of what a molecule was. The concept of

the physical (and consequently the linguisËic applications of the word)

is rapídly widening to the point such that anything Ëhat happens is con-

sidered a physical phenomenon.

Thus from the point of víew of classifícation of phenomena, it ap-

pears that we may be forced to consider the class of mental events as a

sub-class of physical events rather than as a distinct class, in much the

same T¡7ay as Einsteinrs work showed that the phenomena of light and of

eLectromagnetism are to be consídered subclasses of electron behavior rattl

crítería whereby the subclass of physical phenomena called menËa1 pheno-

mena can be distinguíshed, and the obvíous condition is consciousness íË-

sel-f. If any conceptual shífË is required here at all, ít must be very

subtle, since the only currently acceptable applícations of the word rrmen-

tal" which are not replaceable with rtconsciousrr are Ëhose which analysis

shows to be deviant. That we speak of conscious staËes and mental sËates

interchangeably needs no elucidation here; there are, however, some quest-

ionable situations like trsub-conscíous mindrr, rtmentally i11rr(= ttconsciously

i11l'? ).

i....

èr than as separate and distinct phenomena. Still, however, T¡7e must have it',r.,ti' ...:

i:r'tr:: : .:.l

i. ìiÌ: . :':-
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trfe have previously discussed the anomaly of the sub-conscious mind;

while no one questions the idea of brain processes of whichl^le are not a-

v7are, there seems to be little sense to be made of the idea of mental

states of whích v7e are not aware. Compare, for instance, thís with the

locutions f'It just popped into my mindtr, meaning that I just became con-

scbus of ít, t'I have it back there somewhere, but I just cantL bríng it to

mindt'. Such locutíons, much more cormnon to the idiom that the post-Freu-

dían itsub-conscíoudt talk, seem to underline the identíty of mental and

conscious, and relegate states of which we are not ahrare to símple brain

states. However, not much can be allowed Ëo rest on this approach, since

the linguístic conventions of the time reflect only the scientífic beliefs

wíËh whích they are concurrent; cf. spleen, liver, and heart. One thing

at least is clear, that a person who j.s consídered mentally i1l is cer-

tainly not (necessarily) consciously il1, but has an illness consisting in

having abnormal, or abnormally related, conscbus states. The locution,

then, although ít will probably remaín in the language for some time, must

be seen as a legacy from a period of relatíve ignorance rather than as an indi-

cation of the currenË concept of mínd. (Cf. "a bolt of lightningrf as remíni-

scent of Jove, throwing his thunderbolt, in Greek mythology. )

Crucial to thís díscussion must be the recognition that the ídent-

ity statement, 'rMental states are braín stateslr, implies that all mental

staËes are brain states and not all brain states are mental staËes. If

the argument from inËensíonality ís brought to bear--trHow can a braín

state (even a quantum braín sËate) be for anythíng?rr, ê.g., a desire for

a drínk of beer--then the answer must be along Ëhe lines suggested by D.

M. Armstrong, that there is no more problem in a quantum brain sËate apt

for producing certain types of behavior directed Èoward the ímbíbing of

L¡:-tiYÞ{¡i ;.t; i
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beer, than there is ín quantum staËes of the electron apt for producing

phoËon emÍssíon (1ieht).

2. Empírical Unitv: A complete theory of mind-brain identity

must be able to explaín (not explain away) not only the conditíons under

r,¡trich conscíous states arise from brain states, and the relation between

conscíousness and behavíor, but also the facts (insofar as there are any--

and there do increasingly appear to be some) of parapsychology. That this

has noË yet been done ís evidenË, and the burden must lie at present with

the empirical scientist Ëo supply the data with r¡hich the theorÍst can

operate. To daËe high energy physics has of necessíty confíned itself to

Ëhe building blocks of rel-atively simple elements, from which a faír1y

coherent accoun.t of the properties of the more complex elements is deduc-

ible. It may be exp-ected to be some time before Ëhe application both of

the knowledge and techniques can be Ëurned toward the highly complex mole-

cules which are the basis of livíng cells. Hor,rrever, recent discoveríes of

abnormalities in chíckens raísed near radar and mícrowave transmíttíng

towers leads one to suspect that ÍnvestigaËíon, when it becomes technically

possibie, wí1l not be unfruitful. It may be necessary to awaít the tech-

niques for observing uncharged quanta before Ëhe events of parapsychol-ogy

can be í-nvestigeted, and in the interim we musË plead guilty to Ëhe charge

of speculation, although not to mere speculation. Certainly events more

surprisíng than a conscious cluster of cells have been observed in the

laboraËory, and r,riËh all the increase of knowledge and understanding duríng

the past few decades, evidence of ttsupernaturaltr phenomena has decreased

rather than increased. trfhat does seem evídent, at least, ís that even if .

hre are unable to explaín paranormal phenomena with the knowledge and tech-

niques currentl-y aÈ hand, the phenomena which can be satisfactorily accoun-

Èed for are so many and of so broad a characËer that it appears much more
:i: i:::i:
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likel-y Ëhat an explanation will líe in the domain of physícal scíence than

in the realm of the supernaLural (assuming t'supernaËuralr' to be that which

is in principle outside the domain of physícal science no matter how large

that domaÍn might prove to be).

3. Efficacy: That mental sËates/processes/events are contin-

gently necessary links in the causal chain from stimulus to response, to-

gether with an analysis of the free will vs. determinísm íssue such thaË

empirical as well- as philosophical reconcilíation can be established, has

been discussed elsewhere and need noÈ be repeated here.

4. Lggic: trüe have agreed earlier that ín a satisfactory account of

the mínd-brain problem, the statements describing physical states of the

brain and statements descríbing states of awareness, whíle intertranslat-

able, are not logícally so; is this requirement fulfilled by the present

thesis? Certainly the correspondence between gíven conscious staËes and

braín states as observed by electronic meaïLs, or whaËever means are devísed

in future, if such correspondences there be, wílI have to be díscovered by

empirícal means and the connecËíon is clearly contingenË. But what wíll

we say íf, after such a set of translatíon criteria has been established,

a subjecÈ who is in braín staËe / (assoctated with seeing a red spot com-

prising \ of. tne visual field) reports hearing C/É pt"y"a on a violín? Are

T^7e to say he ís mistaken? that the apparatus for determining brain states

ís malfunctioning? thaË Ëhe translation críterLa are not complete? or

that the subject ís lying? The first thing Ëo recogníze is thaË any of

these is a logically possible state of affairs, although what sense T^7e can

make out of the subjecË being místaken abouË his awareness is quite unclear.

For thís is noË equivalent Ëo saying ttl seem to be aware of a red spot but

in fact I am not ar^rare of a red spotrr ; iË is equivalent to, ttI seem to be

al¡rare of a red spot but ín fact I do not seem to be aware of a red spottr,

: 
1.,.:ì

. ..:1

lìi::.:ì
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which is surely an ínstance of p '-p. This consideration brings us face

to face with the horneËts nesË of problems surrounding incorrigibilíty,

1ogical1y privileged access, etc.

D. M. Armstrong argues for the possíbiliËy of error with respect

to onets o!,in mental states, first on the ground that the slightest tíme 
l,-,.:i,.,:

lapse between one mental event and another introduces the possibility of
ti error. If, for instance, I think thaË my nose \¡las itching a fraction of

a second ago, the itch and the thought constítute two dístinct events, , ,,

¡,t.:;,;1,;.-;,,

suchthaËthereisa1ogica1possíbi1itythaËImaybemístakenaboutthe
1..:::i:._.i

former. Convircing though it is, Ëhe argument ís not a reflection of the i;,':i,i,',

situatíonenvísagedinËhepreviousparagraph.There,Ëhesubjectísnot

reporting a conscious staËe whích he experíenced an infinítesimally sma11
I

fraction of a second ago, but rather one which he ís having NOÌü; and surely 
,

no one will argue that one does not have simulËaneous states of awareness. I

Thus while it may be true Ëhat to report at t, that I had a paín at tr: 
l

-ooeven Ëhough (tZ - af) = LO " sec., mây ínvolve the logícal possíhility of
l

error'thiscannotbesaídofthesituationinwhichInowreportthaËI
I

am noT^7 havíng (experiencing) an ítchíng nose

i:,.,:.f,rr,
Armstrongrs second attack ís somewhat more cogent. Let us accept, i:'l:,:,,:

he says, the report Ëhat you are now having an ítching nose. But to 
,t-'

what time does the rrTord "nornrtt refer? It takes tÍme to utter the locution,
t'I am now having the sensatíon of an itching noser', and what logical

guaranÈee is there that my memoríes are veridical during Ëhe time lapse ii:,r.'.:,,:
,,'.-j..,.a.],,-

ínvolved ín the utterance? The failure in thís analysis, as in the previ- r:'':rìr:.riir!

ous one, lies in the fact that r^re are not concerned with whether or not a

person|s{eportsofconsciouseventsarecorrígib1e,butwhetherhecanbe

mistaken at tl abouÈ his conscíous sÈaËe at tl. Thus whí1e it is logícally
l+i::i.Í -:¡
;ì:ì:::l:L::::

'.:



possible to be mistaken about one's past mental states, no matÈer how

small the gap betr,reen present and past, and iË is not empirically possible

to report them without the chance of error, it does noË appear to have

been shown Ëhat ü7e can be mistaken about present mental states. There

Seemsa1sotobeamannerinwhíchíntrospecËíongívesuSafirmerho1don

ttpresentr? than any Ëa1k about reports concerning the present (resting on

the problem of the Ëime taken to say the word ltnovrrt, and whether a sentence

refers to Ëhe tíme of its íniËÍation or termínation, and the whole nest of i 
, r.,

i:.::--
I'spurious presenttt problems). If we confine ourselves to Ars knowl-edge of '

'',t-

Ars mentaL states at t, T^7e can grant that he may liave forgotËen his mental l¡,r,r,',

sËates "t 
t_1, but admiË that at t_, he knevl his mental states tt t_1,

just as he cannot be in error at t1 about his mental state at t1; similarly

at t2, Ë3, ..., arr. So regardless of the infinítesimally small value of
'

(tf t), A can be saíd to have índubitable knowledge, at any gíven moment, 
.

of his own mental state(s).
i

Before leaving thís poínt, let us observe two further consídera-

tíons. First, Ríchard Rortyts observation that the infal1íbílíty concept

turns out to be all but vacuous when the critería for misjudging sensa-

tions turn out to be the same as the criteria for misnaming them.l Sec-

ond, whence comes the much-touted publicity of brain states? To what ex-

tent can the whole interconnecËed and complex frstatett of bíllions of braín

ce1ls, each one conËaining millíons of protein molecules (the atoms of

which may be in excíted states), be called public? Certainly not in the

same sense that the amaryllis on my window-síll is public.

lRi.h..d Rorty, "Mind-Body Identíty, Privacy, and Categoriestr
Stuart Hampshíre (ed), Philosophv of Mind, (New York, Harper & Row, 1966)
page 54
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5. Epístemology: (a) the need for a criterion of scientífíc

meaníngfulness based on intersubjective confirmabílíty. The first and

most obvious thing to be said here is that íf awareness is a quantum

effect, then the discovery of iËs radiation will automatically bring wiËh

it the solution to the problem of intersubJectíve confírmabí1íty. That

this is a very large and crucial rríftt is admitËed, and until it can be

removed, there is nothing much to be saíd in the light of thís theory

that has not been said before; the need remaíns and must be fulfílled

before the mind-body problem can be saíd to be solved. FurËher, it is

a need whích can only be met by a materíalíst solution of some variety or

other. (b) It would appear Ëhat attempts to analyse knowledge claíms of

whaËever type in propositíonal terms are doomed to faílure. Perhaps two

reasons might be advanced for this failure. (1) trrlhen I say I'I know that

p, t' the difference between this and my claim to believe Ëhat g is one of

a certaín doxastic atËitude raËher than the conjunction of any number of

proposítions of the form: g is the case, S has justificaËion for believ-

ing p, etc., ad nauseam. The crux of this lies ín the fact that any

tracceptablett analysis of statements of knowledge claíms must incl-ude the

proposítÍon that ¿ is the case (or somethíng roughly synon)¡mous); but it

is distressingly typícal of our most carefully thought-out claims to

knowledge that g is not the case; that we have later to admít, blushingly,

"f{e11, I thought I knew that p,t'or words to that effect. But at the

same time, the sËate of mind was the same as if I had known, and it rnras

the state of mind, in toto, whích led to the original utterance (with all

its characterisËic bravado), I'I know that g.t' For this reason, I suggest

that an adequate analysís of knowledge claims must be in terms of the

Itmental setr' (to use the psychologistrs term) which accompanies the c1aím.

i::¡.i:;::rl
i,rìlar: Ìl

*';j'l
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(2) It is general-ly agreed that knowledge is essentíally pro- :

posítional-; certainly we have no method of conveying knowledge from one

individual to another withouË formulatíng propositíons; or íf this is

denied on the basís of telepaËhy or knowledge gaíned from pictures, etc.,

any ítem of knowledge can be expressed by means of a proposítion (cf. the , ,,

as-yet-undíscovered facts of the universe). One of the chíef problems

lies in the hiatus between Ëhe raw feel, the írnnediate awareness, sây, of

an Russellian atomíc fact, and the formulating of the corresponding propo- .: t.

siËíon. Bluntly, I musË in sorne genuine sense 'know' the fact before I i1'...

can formulate the proposition. And I am not confusíng ttproposítiont? with 11,".1'i :::'"
frsentencetthere; r^re are surely all- acquainÈed with the trípartiÈe sen- 

,,

satíon of suddenly ttseeingrt something (the comic book light-bulb), recog- i

nizing the relaËionshíp existíng between the atoms, Ëhen the I'How-sha11-I 
i

i

say-itllexperíence.Thisísnottodenythatthereisafundamenta1re-

latíonshíp between knowledge and propositions, that true knowledge cannot
ibe claímed unless there is a proposiËion that expresses ít; but there 
f

must also be a germínal sense of tknowledger such that Ëhere is someËhing 
i

which is being forsrulated in propositional terms. It may be argued Ëhat
:.....

I am confusing tproposiËíont with rsentence' and rsentencet with rlocution'; i,i.lj.
-,t,,],

Ëhat one formulates sentences and not propositions. However it seems that 
i,:':-.lf

íntrospection yields a relatively complex conscious process (Ieave, for 
t .:':

Ëhe moment, any further processes in the electro-chemical domain of des-

cripËion) in response to such a question as, ItDo you know where my ring ís?ft 
lr,,'.,,,ti

Or, t'Do you knor.r who is the prime minister of India?t' You may instanËly i:ìiÌiÌ.:

have an affirmative reaction--indication that you are a\¡7are that the píece

ofknow1edgerequiredisínfactatyourconnnand;thenfo11owsthesearchíng

process, Ëhe recognition (it rnay be a mental pícture of the ríng lying on 
,,,..r,
li,]::i:.i.i:.

ì
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the kíËchen window-si11, or a neT^Tspaper picture of rndira Gandhí), and

fínally the formulatíon of whatever locutíon is equivalent to rtËhaË the

ríng is on the wíndow-si11t'. It ís the recognitíon point that I wísh Ëo

focus on ín terms of non-propositional knowledge. In order to recogníze

the mental picture as Ëhe required piece of informatíon, you must ín some

sense know ít. And it is the conscious rreurekarr experíence whích seems

to me to be ídentical to Ëhe doxasËic attitude which differentiates know-

ledge from belief irrespective of whether Ëhe proposiÈion corresponding

to the knowledge or belief is true or false.

Briefly, an adequate analysís of¿S knor" that ptmust ínclude,

along wíth all the restrictions on the evidential base, the fact of g or

noË-!r etc.rthe requírement of a certain doxastíc attítude which may be

(Ín factrextension from the example quoted earlier on memory traces ín

monkeys, observable on an oscilloscoper indícates that ít is) inËersub-

jectívely observable by means of electronic apparatus. It seems, ín

f.act, much more like1y that a satiçfactory differentiation between know-

1-edge and belief is possible in the language of scíence than in a lingu-

istic anal-ysis of the claíms. I should be much more ready to accept that

my brain is ín a certain quantum state when I claim to know,something,

than Ëo accept that I am giving assent Ëo a number of proposítions about

the evidential base on which I have accepted truth of a proposiËion about

the state of the universe. My braín states are observable; my conscíous

states are introspectíble (and conceivably may some day become intersub-

jectívely observable); I do not in facË ínspect the evídential base when

I make a knowledge claim, but I do frequently (especíally íf Ëhe claím is

challenged) inspect the mental state--doxastíc attitude--e.g., am I sure?

(c) Nothing, it seems, can be added to Feiglrs last epistemo-

logical requirement until the evídence from empiricaL investigation makes
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possible the

7.

"further posËulates and correspondence rules".1

Reconciliation: How shall we distinguish between

MENTAL
subject ive
non- spatía1
qual itat ive
purpos ive
mnemíc
ho1 ist ic
emergent
intent ional

and PHYSICAL
object ive
spatial
quant itat ive
mechaníca1
non-mnemíc
atomist ic
compos itional
rrbl ind'j nonintent ional

First of all, the dísËínction must be viewed as analogous to the

distinction between rrcanínerr and frquadrupedrr rather than as anal-ogous to

that between I'quadrupedrt and Itbipedtr; we are looking for the criËeria

which wí1l a11ol^7 us to recognize the specific sub=class. In general- men-

tal evenËs are thaË class of brain events which are conscious events;

whether these aïe recognirzabLe by means of electronic hardT^7are remains to

be seen, but the evidence favoring the affirmative is mountíng daily.

The dífference between subjective and objective may ultímately

turn out to be specious. That my gate-post leans to the easË is a put-

atíve objective fact; mine or anyone elsers experience of the leaning

gate-post ís subjective. But to trade on Berkeley, what !üe mean by the

locution rreastward-leaníng gate-posttr includes, if Ëhere ís a percipient

beíng Ëhere to observe, he wíll see a gate-post leaning eastT¡7ard; that

is, he wilL have Ëhe subjectíve(?) conscious experience of seeing the

gate-post and that it leans toward the east. If it is an objectíve fact

that the gate-post leans toward Ëhe east, then ít is also an objective

facË that a percipíent being has a given experience; but this too remains

: :::-'
- :.r :l

lHerbert Feigl, op. cit., page 27
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an unknor¡7able Kantian noumenon unless r¡re presuppose a second p.er,cipient

being observing the first. Thus an infínite regress rapidly develops.

By the subjectíve experíence of the gate-post T¡7e are referring to an in-

ner state of the percipient being with respecË to some objecË of the uni-

verse other than itsel-f (neglectÍng for the moment hallucinatíons). But

the gate-post also has inner states which can be described in the language

of science (as, I mainËain, can those of the percipienË being, wíth no

nomological danglers), and these too may be sËates wíth respect to ob-

jects of the universe other than itself; i.e., there will be a certain

amount of. ionizaËion of moLecules in the gaËe-post with respect to the

electromagnetic field wíthín which.it is located.

trsubjectívert distinguishes the nature of the experíence ítself

with respect to the manner in which A's experience of the gate-post is

nonanalyËícally different from Brs. And we must avoid the sí11y type of

discourse here which gets ínvolved in such questions as "How do I know

that Ars experience of the gate-post is not the type of experience which,

if I had it, I would call an upsidedornrn posË leaníng west?t' In one sense

such considerations are silly because they cannot possibly yÍe1d any

fruitful- outcome; ín another sense 'they sËríke at the heart of what sub-

jectÍvíty ís all about. It ís evident that all experíence is mediated

by the totality of the brain sËate--al1 previous experíence, all previous

brain states (conscious or not), as well as current states. But r¿hen

Ëhis is recognízed, then we recogníze thaË so-called objectivity is un-

knowable in any sense ürhatever. Subjective states of affairs are known

only to the single índivídual experiencing them; objectíve states of

affairs are known by no one, ever. In thís"*rrro.r the presumed supremacy

of the objective disappears.

l:.1:',.::

i ¿.::a::::.ir
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The element which the whole discussion of objectíve versus sub-

jectíve focusses on ís the essentía1 privacy supposed to be characËerístic

of a mental state as opposed to the publicíty of at least some states in

the non-mental domain. But íf all T¡ze mean by this privacy is that a

given experíence cannoË be had by anyone e1se, then the sense ín which

my experience of l'4ozart's Jupiter s5zmphony ís different from yours is not

different from the sense in which my experience of ttre NfozarË at tl díffers

from my experíence at t2; and it is a matter of observatíon that no such

experience can be recaptured. The privacy which ísolates one individual-

from another ís the same as that whÍch isolates an indívídual from him-

self at two different times. Howeverríf the nature, ín terms of natural

science, of consciousness, is outlined in detaíl-, the fact of privacy will

be a clear consequence of íts descriptíon. That ís, if consciousness is

a quantum effecË resultíng'necessarily from the operation of the laws of

physics on structures like that of the human brain, then for the same rea-

son that no two braíns are numerically ídentical, it would follow that no

Ëwo conscious states could be identícal, which seems to be all that we

mean by the subjective/objective distinctíon.

Neíther the spatíalfnonspatial nor the qualitative/quantitative

distínction nee& further elucidation here; the spaËiaI/non-spatial be-

cause it has been dealt with extensívely elsewhere; the qualítative/

quantítative because the theory beíng defended can rest quite happí1y upon

Feiglts conclusion noted in Chapter I that Ít rtmakes perfectly good sense

Ëo speak of mental quantíties and of physical qual-itíes".1

lH.rb"rt Feígl, op. cit., page 44
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As ï have shown prevíously, both Feigl and Armstrong provide what

appear to be unassailable arguments showíng that in the age of cyber-

netics and homing rockets, guided missiles, etc., there is no contradic-

tion involved in the locution "teleologícal mechanismt'. And the only dif-

ference which can be suggested-between such devices and the purposíve be-

havior of humans líes in the consciousness of the process in the latter.

The conceÍvability of the situation in whích a computer reporËs that it

ís conscious is evidenced by the number of jokes and science fiction plots

which depend upon thÍs factor. And there does not seem to be any logical

problem with the computer which reports a!'Tareness and substantiates ít in

all the familiar ways in whÍch people indicate consciousness. Iíith the

recent synthesís of DNA ít is now empirically possíble, and possibly even

technícal1y possible, to synthesize an enËíre human being ín the labora-

tory. That its reports of,mental states would be accepted wíthout quest-

ion should be evident; however, the extreme dualist would probably deny

íË a "soul". What such a dualist could possibly be referring to is a

mystery, and bríngs us to ínvoke the príncíple of dífference. Gíven a

nor1nal human being conceíved and developed 'in utero, and another the

result of laboratory sJmthesís, have them raised and educated under ex-

ternally identical conditíons (either in a nursery or in a foster home

in which the'rmotherttdoes not know either which is which or that one is

in any \^ray paranormal). How is the dualist goíng to distínguish between

them? trlhat question(s) will he ask that must necessarily decíde between

them? If Èhe dualíst ís also a theist who believes ín an after-life he

may claim that he must wait to see which one experiences the after-lífe.

However, it ís not necessary for a dualist to believe eíther in the ex-

istence of gods or of an after-lífe, and even Ëhis would then be denied

,:-at:l::.:3
i.-1:1 i1ì i_1-l
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him. (Not, of course, that he could have conveyed his fíndings to the

rest of us with any degree of certainty--certainty could come only if the

quantum theory of mínd had prevíously been empirically shown to be correct! )

The nest of consideratíons that forms the holistíc/atomistic, emer-

gent/compositíona1 basis fot a differentiation of mental and physical is

quickly disposed of in terms of quantum theory. One of the important con-

tributions of quantum physícs has been to show that the laws which govern

gíven enËities in isolation are not Ëhe laws whích.govern the hígh1y complex

structures of which those entities are a part.

¿¿&

Herbert Feigl anticípates in Sectíon IV of TherMentalr and the

'Phvsícal' that'tonce quantum dynamics is able to explain the facts and

regularítíes of organic chemistry (i.e., of non-living but complex com-

pounds) ít will ín principle also be capable of explaÍning the facts and

regularitíes of organíc life.t'l llhaË I have tried to do ín this essay is

to speI1 out in more specific terms the manner in whích this may turn out

to be, and the way in which the solutÍons to the various problems r,h ich

constítute tther mind-body problem may be found.

.: :
. .4.

aar.l
lHerbert Feigl, o,p. cít., p. 47
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